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ORIENTED FLIP GRAPHS AND NONCROSSING TREE PARTITIONS
ALEXANDER GARVER AND THOMAS MCCONVILLE
Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to understand the lattice properties of posets of torsion pairs in the
module category of representation-finite gentle algebras called tiling algebras, as introduced by Coelho Simoes–
Parsons. We present a combinatorial model for torsion pairs in the module category of tiling algebras using
polyogonal subdivisions (equivalently, partial triangulations) of a convex polygon. We combine this model with
lattice-theoretic techniques to classify 2-term simple-minded collections in bounded derived categories of tiling
algebras. As a consequence, we obtain a characterization of c-matrices for any quiver mutation-equivalent to a
type A Dynkin quiver.
Our model is developed using the tree that is dual to a given polygonal subdivision. Given such a tree,
we introduce a simplicial complex of noncrossing geodesics supported by the tree which we call the noncrossing
complex. The facets of the noncrossing complex have the structure of an oriented flip graph. Special cases of
these oriented flip graphs include the Tamari order, type A Cambrian orders, and oriented exchange graphs of
quivers mutation-equivalent to a type A Dynkin quiver. We prove that the oriented flip graph is a polygonal,
congruence-uniform lattice. To do so, we express the oriented flip graph as a lattice quotient of a lattice of biclosed
sets.
The facets of the noncrossing complex have an alternate ordering known as the shard intersection order. We
prove that this shard intersection order is isomorphic to a lattice of noncrossing tree partitions. The oriented flip
graph inherits a cyclic action from its congruence-uniform structure. On noncrossing tree partitions, this cyclic
action generalizes the classical Kreweras complementation on noncrossing set partitions. We show that the data
of a noncrossing tree partition and its Kreweras complement is equivalent to a 2-term simple-minded collection of
the associated tiling algebra.
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1. Introduction
Triangulations of marked surfaces provide an incredibly useful model for studying the combinatorics and
representation theory related to cluster algebras [24]. The arcs on a surface are in bijection with the cluster
variables, the triangulations are in bijection with clusters, and moving between two triangulations by flipping an
arc corresponds to performing a single mutation on the corresponding clusters. In addition, compatibility of two
cluster variables means their corresponding arcs are noncrossing. On the representation theory side, the additive
categorification of cluster algebras [11, 12] has been described using marked surfaces (see [12, 10, 44]).
More recent work (see [9] and the many references therein) has shown that exchange graphs of many cluster
algebras can be modeled using many different representation theoretic objects related to certain Jacobian algebras
Λ [21]. In particular, the poset of functorially finite torsion pairs in the module category of Λ and the poset of
2-term simple-minded collections in the bounded derived category of Λ are isomorphic to the oriented exchange
graph [7] of the cluster algebra defined by the quiver of Λ. We remark that any simple-minded collection in the
bounded derived category of Λ can be realized as the set of simple objects in the heart of a bounded t-structure
on the bounded derived category of Λ obtained via Happel–Reiten–Smalø tilting [32], as is shown in [36].
The connection between these geometric and representation theoretic objects can be seen as follows. Let
pS,Mq be a marked surface, and add to it a certain lamination L (see [25]). By choosing a triangulation ∆
of the laminated marked surface, one computes the shear coordinates to obtain the c-matrix C of the cluster
corresponding to ∆. The row vectors of C are the signed dimension vectors of the objects in a 2-term simple-
minded collection. In this way, c-matrices of the cluster algebra associated to pS,M,Lq are in bijection with
the 2-term simple-minded collections of the Jacobian algebra Λ associated with pS,M,Lq. The torsion pair
corresponding to C has torsion part (resp. torsion-free part) generated (resp. cogenerated) by indecomposable
Λ-modules M with dimpMq (resp. ´dimpMq) a row vector of C (see [9] for a proof that these maps are bijections
when Λ is a finite dimensional Jacobian algebra).
It is natural to ask if the correspondences just described make sense when one considers polygonal subdivisions
(equivalently, partial triangulations) of a marked surface. The goal of this paper is to address this question when
the surface is a disk with marked points on its boundary. We obtain analogous isomorphisms between oriented
flip graphs of such polygonal subdivisions and posets of torsion pairs and 2-term simple-minded collections, using
lattice theory and the combinatorics of string modules. As there is not a known cluster structure on polygonal
subdivisions, we do not know whether all of our results have cluster theoretic interpretations.
1.1. Overview. The purpose of this work is to understand the combinatorics and representation theory associated
with lattices of polygonal subdivisions of a convex polygon. Given such a polygonal subdivision, one naturally
associates to it a finite dimensional algebra Λ, which we will refer to as a tiling algebra [52]. Our aim in this
paper is to:
‚ provide a combinatorial model for the torsion pairs in the module category of Λ and
‚ classify 2-term simple-minded collections in the bounded derived category of Λ.
Tiling algebras are a class of representation-finite gentle algebras that were very recently introduced in [52].
These algebras also form a subclass of the algebras of partial triangulations introduced in [20]. The class of
tiling algebras contains nice families of algebras including Jacobian algebras [21] of type A and m-cluster-tilted
algebras [40] of type A, both of which naturally arise in the study of cluster algebras [26] and in the additive
categorification of cluster algebras [11, 12].
We refer to the lattices of polygonal subdivisions we study as oriented flip graphs (see Definition 3.11).
Special cases of these posets include the Tamari order, type A Cambrian lattices [46], oriented exchange graphs
of type A cluster algebras [7], and the Stokes poset of quadrangulations defined by Chapoton [15].
Rather than directly studying polygonal subdivisions, it turns out to be more convenient to formulate our
theory in terms of trees that are dual to polygonal subdivisions of a polygon. That is, our work begins with the
initial data of a tree T embedded in a disk so that its leaves lie on the boundary and its other vertices lie in
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the interior of the disk. This data gives rise to a simplicial complex of noncrossing sets of arcs on this tree
that we call the reduced noncrossing complex (see Section 3 for the precise definitions of these notions). The
combinatorics of the facets of this pure, thin simplcial complex (see Corollary 3.10) allow us to define our oriented
flip graphs, which we denote by
ÝÝÑ
FGpT q.
Our first main combinatorial result (Theorem 4.11), which sets the stage for the rest of the paper, is that
these oriented flip graphs are congruence-uniform lattices. The Tamari order is a standard example of a
congruence-uniform lattice [31]; see also [14], [46]. Nathan Reading gave a proof of congruence-uniformity of the
Tamari order by proving that the weak order on permutations is congruence-uniform and applying the lattice
quotient map from the weak order to the Tamari order defined by Bjo¨rner and Wachs in [5]. To prove our
congruence-uniformity result, we take a similar approach. We define a congruence-uniform lattice of biclosed
sets of T , denoted BicpT q, and identify the oriented flip graph ÝÝÑFGpT q with a lattice quotient of BicpT q. This
method was applied to some other Tamari-like lattices in [30],[39]. The technique of studying a lattice by realizing
it as a quotient lattice is not new, see for example [42], [43].
Congruence-uniform lattices admit an alternate poset structure called the shard intersection order [49].
For example, the shard intersection order of the Tamari lattice is the lattice of noncrossing set partitions [48]. We
introduce a new family of objects called noncrossing tree partitions of T , and identify the shard intersection
order of
ÝÝÑ
FGpT q with the lattice of noncrossing tree partitions of T , denoted NCPpT q (Theorem 5.14).
1.2. Organization and main results. In Section 2.1, we recall the definition of oriented exchange graphs,
which are defined by the initial data of a quiver. When the quiver is in the mutation-class of a type A Dynkin
quiver, its oriented exchange graph is isomorphic to an oriented flip graph (see Theorem 7.8). In Sections 2.2 and
2.3, we review the lattice theory that we will use to obtain many of our results.
Our main combinatorial and lattice-theoretic results appear Sections 3, 4, 5, and 7. In Section 3, we introduce
the noncrossing complex and reduced noncrossing complex of arcs on a tree. We then develop the combinatorics
of these complexes, which is an important part of the definition of oriented flip graphs. In Section 4, we introduce
the lattice of biclosed sets of T and we show how the oriented flip graph
ÝÝÑ
FGpT q is both a sublattice and quotient
lattice of BicpT q.
In Section 5, we introduce noncrossing tree partitions of T , which generalize the classical noncrossing set
partitions. We show that, as in the classical case, noncrossing tree partitions form a lattice NCPpT q under
refinement. Furthermore, we show that NCPpT q is isomorphic to the shard intersection order of the oriented flip
graph of T (Theorem 5.14). In Section 7, we show that the top element of
ÝÝÑ
FGpT q is obtained by rotating arcs
in the bottom element of
ÝÝÑ
FGpT q (see Theorem 7.7). This result recovers one of Bru¨stle and Qiu (see [8]) in the
case where the surface is a disk without punctures.
In Sections 6 and 8, we interpret the combinatorics of oriented flip graphs and noncrossing tree partitions in
terms of the representation theory of the tiling algebra ΛT defined by T . In Section 6.4, we show that the lattice
of torsion-free classes (resp. torsion classes) of ΛT ordered by inclusion (resp. reverse inclusion) is isomorphic
to
ÝÝÑ
FGpT q (see Theorem 6.22). To obtain this result, we make use of the lattice quotient description of ÝÝÑFGpT q
from Section 4 and the classification of extensions between indecomposable ΛT -modules found in Section 6.2.
In Section 6.5, we show that the poset of noncrossing tree partitions of T is isomorphic to the poset of wide
subcategories of ΛT -mod. Wide subcategories have already been used in [33] to model the lattice of noncrossing
partitions associated with a Dynkin quiver.
In Section 8, we show that the data of a noncrossing tree partition and its Kreweras complement is
equivalent to a 2-term simple-minded collection of objects in the bounded derived category of ΛT (see
Theorem 8.4). This theorem relies on the description of extensions between indecomposable ΛT -modules found in
Section 6.2 and on a combinatorial description of the operation of left- and right-mutation on simple-minded
collections found in Section 8.1 (see Lemma 8.6).
We conclude the paper with a classification of c-matrices of quivers defined by triangulations of polygons (see
Theorem 9.1). This classification is similar to the classification obtained in [53] for acyclic quivers and to the
classification found in [29] for type A Dynkin quivers.
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2. Preliminaries
2.1. Oriented exchange graphs. The oriented flip graphs that we will introduce in Section 3 generalize a
certain subclass of oriented exchange graphs of quivers, which are important objects in representation theory of
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finite dimensional algebras. We present the definition of oriented exchange graphs to motivate the introduction
of the former.
A quiver Q is a directed graph. In other words, Q is a 4-tuple pQ0, Q1, s, tq, where Q0 “ rms :“ t1, 2, . . . ,mu
is a set of vertices, Q1 is a set of arrows, and two functions s, t : Q1 Ñ Q0 defined so that for every α P Q1, we
have spαq αÝÑ tpαq. An ice quiver is a pair pQ,F q with Q a quiver and F Ă Q0 a set of frozen vertices with
the restriction that any i, j P F have no arrows of Q connecting them. By convention, we assume Q0zF “ rns
and F “ rn` 1,ms :“ tn` 1, n` 2, . . . ,mu. Any quiver Q is regarded as an ice quiver by setting Q “ pQ,Hq.
If a given ice quiver pQ,F q has no loops or 2-cycles, we can define a local transformation of pQ,F q called
mutation. The mutation of an ice quiver pQ,F q at a nonfrozen vertex k, denoted µk, produces a new ice quiver
pµkQ,F q by the three step process:
(1) For every 2-path iÑ k Ñ j in Q, adjoin a new arrow iÑ j.
(2) Delete any 2-cycles created during the first steps.
(3) Reverse the direction of all arrows incident to k in Q.
We show an example of mutation below with the nonfrozen (resp. frozen) vertices in black (resp. blue).
pQ,F q = 1
2
3
4
;;;;
##
;;
µ2ÞÝÑ 1
2
3
4
cc
////
{{ {{
;; = pµ2Q,F q
The information of an ice quiver can be equivalently described by its (skew-symmetric) exchange matrix.
Given pQ,F q, we define B “ BpQ,F q “ pbijq P Znˆm :“ tnˆm integer matricesu by bij :“ #ti αÑ j P Q1u´#tj αÑ
i P Q1u. Furthermore, ice quiver mutation can equivalently be defined as matrix mutation of the corresponding
exchange matrix. Given an exchange matrix B P Znˆm, the mutation of B at k P rns, also denoted µk, produces
a new exchange matrix µkpBq “ pb1ijq with entries
b1ij :“
" ´bij : if i “ k or j “ k
bij ` |bik|bkj`bik|bkj |2 : otherwise.
For example, the mutation of the ice quiver above (here m “ 4 and n “ 3) translates into the following matrix
mutation. Note that mutation of matrices and of ice quivers is an involution (i.e. µkµkpBq “ B).
BpQ,F q “
»– 0 2 0 0´2 0 1 0
0 ´1 0 ´1
fifl µ2ÞÝÑ
»– 0 ´2 2 02 0 ´1 0
´2 1 0 ´1
fifl “ Bpµ2Q,F q.
Let Mut(pQ,F q) denote the collection of ice quivers obtainable from pQ,F q by finitely many mutations where
such ice quivers are considered up to an isomorphism of quivers that fixes the frozen vertices. We refer to
Mut(pQ,F q) as the mutation-class of Q. Such an isomorphism is equivalent to a simultaneous permutation of
the rows and first n columns of the corresponding exchange matrices.
Given a quiver Q, we define its framed quiver to be the ice quiver pQ where pQ0 :“ Q0 \ rn ` 1, 2ns, F “
rn ` 1, 2ns, and pQ1 :“ Q1 \ ti Ñ n ` i : i P rnsu. We define the exchange graph of pQ, denoted EGp pQq, to be
the (a priori, infinite) graph whose vertices are elements of Mutp pQq and two vertices are connected by an edge if
the corresponding quivers differ by a single mutation.
The exchange graph of pQ has natural acyclic orientation using the notion of c-vectors. We refer to this directed
graph as the oriented exchange graph of Q, denoted
ÝÝÑ
EGp pQq. Given pQ, we say that C “ CR is a c-matrix
of Q if there exists R P EGp pQq such that C is the nˆ n submatrix of BR “ pbijqiPrns,jPr2ns containing its last n
columns. That is, C “ pbijqiPrns,jPrn`1,2ns. We let c-mat(Q) :“ tCR : R P EGp pQqu. A row vector of a c-matrix,
ci, is known as a c-vector. Since a c-matrix C is only defined up to a permutations of its rows, C can be regarded
simply as a set of c-vectors.
The celebrated theorem of Derksen, Weyman, and Zelevinsky [22, Theorem 1.7], known as the sign-coherence
of c-vectors, states that for any R P EGp pQq and i P rns the c-vector ci is a nonzero element of Zně0 or Znď0. If
ci P Zně0 (resp. ci P Znď0) we say it is positive (resp. negative). It turns out that for any quiver Q one has
c-vec(Q) :“ tc-vectors of Qu “ c-vec(Q)` \´c-vec(Q)` where c-vec(Q)` :“ tpositive c-vectors of Qu.
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Figure 1. The oriented exchange graph of of Q “ 2 Ð 1 and the corresponding c-matrices.
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α
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α
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γ
Figure 2. (left) A lattice with a CU-labeling (right) a poset of labels
Definition 2.1. [7] The oriented exchange graph of a quiver Q, denoted
ÝÝÑ
EGp pQq, is the directed graph whose
underlying unoriented graph is EGp pQq with directed edges pR1, F q ÝÑ pµkR1, F q if and only if ck is positive in
CR1 . In Figure 1, we show
ÝÝÑ
EGp pQq and we also show all of the c-matrices in c-mat(Q) where Q “ 2 Ð 1.
2.2. Lattices. We will see that many properties of oriented flip graphs can be deduced from their lattice structure.
In this section, we review some background on lattice theory, following [49]. Unless stated otherwise, we assume
that all lattices considered are finite.
Given a poset pP,ďq, the dual poset pP˚,ď˚q has the same underlying set with x ď˚ y if and only if y ď x.
A chain in P is a totally ordered subposet of P . A chain x0 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă xN is saturated if there does not exist
y P P such that xi´1 ă y ă xi for some i. A saturated chain is maximal if x0 is a minimal element of P and xN
is a maximal element of P .
A lattice is a poset for which any two elements x, y have a least upper bound x _ y called the join and a
greatest lower bound x^ y called the meet. Any finite lattice has a lower and an upper bound, denoted 0ˆ and 1ˆ,
respectively. Unless stated otherwise, we will assume that our lattices are finite. An element j is join-irreducible
if j ‰ 0ˆ and whenever j “ x_ y either j “ x or j “ y holds. Meet-irreducible elements are defined dually. Let
JIpLq and MIpLq be the sets of join-irreducibles and meet-irreducibles of L, respectively.
For A Ď L, the expression ŽA is irredundant if there does not exist a proper subset A1 Ĺ A such thatŽ
A1 “ ŽA. Given A,B Ď JIpLq such that ŽA and ŽB are irredundant and ŽA “ ŽB, we set A ĺ B
if for a P A there exists b P B with a ď b. If x P L and A Ď JIpLq such that x “ ŽA is irredundant, we say
x “ ŽA is a canonical join-representation for x if A ĺ B for any other irrendundant join-representation
x “ŽB, B Ď JIpLq. Dually, one may define canonical meet-representations.
In Figure 2, we define a lattice with 5 elements. The set of join-irreducibles is ta, b, cu. The top element 1ˆ has
two irredundant expressions as a join of join-irreducibles, namely a _ c “ 1ˆ and b _ c “ 1ˆ. Since ta, cu ď tb, cu,
the expression a_ c “ 1ˆ is the canonical join-representation for 1ˆ.
A lattice L is meet-semidistributive if for any three elements x, y, z P L, x^ z “ y^ z implies px_ yq^ z “
x ^ z. A lattice L is semidistributive if both L and L˚ are meet-semidistributive. It is known that a lattice
is semidistributive if and only if it has canonical join-representations and canonical meet-representations for each
of its elements.
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A lattice congruence Θ is an equivalence relation such that if x ” y mod Θ then x ^ z ” y ^ y mod Θ
and x_ z ” y _ z mod Θ for all x, y, z P L. If Θ is a lattice congruence of L, the set of equivalence classes L{Θ
inherits a lattice structure from L. Namely, rxs_rys “ rx_ys and rxs^rys “ rx^ys for x, y P L. The lattice L{Θ
is called a lattice quotient of L, and the natural map LÑ L{Θ is a lattice quotient map. Although lattice
quotients are easiest to describe in algebraic terms, it is often more useful to give the following order-theoretic
definition.
Lemma 2.2. An equivalence relation Θ on a finite lattice L is a lattice congruence if
(1) every equivalence class of Θ is a closed interval of L, and
(2) the maps x ÞÑ minrxsΘ and x ÞÑ maxrxsΘ are order-preserving.
Lemma 2.2 has been proven several times in the literature. For our purposes, it is more convenient to use the
following modification; see [30, Lemma 3.1] or [23, Lemma 4.2].
Lemma 2.3. Let L be a lattice with idempotent, order-preserving maps piÓ : LÑ L, piÒ : LÑ L. If for x P L
(1) piÓpxq ď x ď piÒpxq,
(2) piÓppiÒpxqq “ piÓpxq,
(3) piÒppiÓpxqq “ piÒpxq,
then the equivalence relation x ” y mod Θ if piÓpxq “ piÓpyq is a lattice congruence.
Given x, y in a poset P , we say y covers x, denoted x Ì y, if x ă y and there does not exist z P P such that
x ă z ă y. We let CovpP q denote the set of all covering relations of P . If P is finite, then the partial order on P
is the transitive closure of its covering relations. In a finite lattice L, if j P JIpLq, then j covers a unique element
j˚. Dually, if m P MIpLq, then m is covered by a unique element m˚. It should be clear from context whether
m˚ is an element of the dual lattice L˚ or is the unique element covering a meet-irreducible m. We describe
the behavior of covering relations under lattice quotients in Lemma 2.4. A proof of this lemma may be found in
Section 1-5 of [49].
Lemma 2.4. Let L be a lattice with a lattice congruence Θ.
(1) The interval rrxsΘ, rysΘs in L{Θ is isomorphic to the quotient interval rx, ys{Θ.
(2) If px, yq P CovpLq, then either rxsΘ “ rysΘ or prxsΘ, rysΘq P CovpL{Θq.
(3) If x “ maxrxsΘ, then for each rysΘ with prxsΘ, rysΘq P CovpL{Θq there exists a unique y1 P rysΘ with
px, y1q P CovpLq.
(4) If y “ minrysΘ, then for each rxsΘ with prxsΘ, rysΘq P CovpL{Θq there exists a unique x1 P rxsΘ with
px1, yq P CovpLq.
The set of lattice congruences ConpLq of a lattice L is partially ordered by refinement. The top element of
ConpLq is the congruence that identifies all of the elements of L, whereas the bottom element does not identify
any elements of L. It is known that ConpLq is a distributive lattice. By Birkhoff’s representation theorem
for distributive lattices, ConpLq is isomorphic to the poset of order-ideals of JIpConpLqq, where the set of join-
irreducibles is viewed as a subposet of ConpLq.
Given x Ì y in L, let conpx, yq denote the most refined lattice congruence for which x ” y. These congruences
are join-irreducible, and if L is finite, then every join-irreducible lattice congruence is of the form conpj˚, jq for
some j P JIpLq [28, Theorem 2.30]. Consequently, there is a natural surjective map of sets JIpLq Ñ JIpConpLqq
given by j ÞÑ conpj˚, jq. Dually, there is a natural surjection MIpLq Ñ MIpConpLqq given by m ÞÑ conpm,m˚q.
If both maps are bijections, then we say L is congruence-uniform (or bounded). Congruence-uniform lattices
are the topic of the next section.
2.3. Congruence-uniform lattices. Given a subset I of a poset P , let PďI “ tx P P : pDy P Iq x ď yu. If I is
a closed interval of a poset P , the doubling P rIs of P at I is the induced subposet of P ˆ 2 consisting of the
elements in PďI ˆ t0u \ ppP zPďIq Y Iq ˆ t1u. Some doublings are shown in Figure 3. Day proved that a lattice
is congruence-uniform if and only if it may be constructed from a 1-element lattice by a sequence of interval
doublings [19].
Let L be a lattice and P a poset. A function λ : CovpLq Ñ P is a CN-labeling of L if L and its dual L˚
satisfy the following condition (see [45]): For elements x, y, z P L with z Ì x, z Ì y, and maximal chains C1, C2
in rz, x_ ys with x P C1 and y P C2,
(CN1) the elements x1 P C1, y1 P C2 such that x1 Ì x_ y and y1 Ì x_ y satisfy
λpx1, x_ yq “ λpz, yq, λpy1, x_ yq “ λpz, xq;
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Figure 3. A sequence of interval doublings
(CN2) if pu, vq P CovpC1q with z ă u, v ă x_ y then λpz, xq ă λpu, vq and λpz, yq ă λpu, vq;
(CN3) the labels on CovpC1q are all distinct.
A lattice is congruence-normal if it has a CN-labeling. Alternatively, a lattice is congruence-normal if it
may be constructed from a 1-element lattice by a doubling sequence of order-convex sets; see [45].
Lemma 2.5. Let L be a congruence-normal lattice with CN-labeling λ : CovpLq Ñ P .
(1) Let Θ be a lattice congruence of L. Define an edge-labeling λ˜ : CovpL{Θq Ñ P by λ˜prxsΘ, rysΘq “ λpx, yq
whenever px, yq P CovpLq and x ı y mod Θ. This labeling is well-defined and is a CN-labeling of L{Θ.
(2) The restriction of a CN-labeling to an interval rx, ys is a CN-labeling of rx, ys.
We say λ : CovpLq Ñ P is a CU-labeling if it is a CN-labeling, and
(CU1) λpj˚, jq ‰ λpj 1˚ , j1q for j, j1 P JIpLq, j ‰ j1, and
(CU2) λpm,m˚q ‰ λpm1,m1˚q for m,m1 P MIpLq, m ‰ m1.
For example, the colors on the edges of Figure 3 form a CU-labeling, where the color set is ordered s ď t if
color s appears before t in the sequence of doublings.
In [45], Reading characterized congruence-normal lattices as those lattices that admit a CN-labeling. From his
proof, it is straight-forward to show that a lattice is congruence-uniform if and only if it admits a CU-labeling.
Proposition 2.6. A lattice is congruence-uniform if and only if it admits a CU-labeling.
If x Ì y and w Ì z, then covers px, yq and pw, zq are associates if either y^w “ x and y_w “ z or x^z “ w
and x_ z “ y. Such a notion is useful for lattice congruences. Namely, if px, yq and pw, zq are associates and Θ
is a lattice congruence, then x ” y mod Θ if and only if w ” z mod Θ.
For an element x, let λÓpxq “ tλpy, xq : y P L, y Ì xu. Dually, let λÒpxq “ tλpx, yq : y P L, x Ì yu.
Lemma 2.7. Let L be a congruence-uniform lattice with CU-labeling λ : CovpLq Ñ P . For any s P P , if j is a
minimal element with the property s P λÓpjq, then j is a join-irreducible. Moreover, if px, yq P CovpLq such that
λpx, yq “ s, then pj˚, jq and px, yq are associates. Conversely, if pj˚, jq and px, yq are associates, then they have
the same label. Dually, if m is a maximal element with the property s P λÒpmq, then m is meet-irreducible, and
the cover pm,m˚q is associates with every other cover with the label s.
Proof. Let s P P be given, and let j be minimal such that s P λÓpjq, and let w P L with λpw, jq “ s. If j is not
join-irreducible, then there exists some z covered by j distinct from w. By (CN1), there exists an element w1 ă j
such that λpw ^ z, w1q “ s, which is a contradiction to the minimality of j. Hence, j is join-irreducible.
Let x, y P L such that x Ì y and λpx, yq “ s. If y is join-irreducible, then y “ j by (CU1). Otherwise, by the
previous argument, px, yq is associates with some cover px1, y1q such that y ą y1. Applying this several times,
we get a sequence y ą y1 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą yN and covers pxi, yiq such that px, yq is associates with pxi, yiq for all i. This
terminates if yN is minimal. But that forces yN “ j, so px, yq is associates with pj˚, jq.
Now let j P JIpLq and px, yq P CovpLq such that pj˚, jq and px, yq are associates. If y is a join-irreducible, then
it is clear that y “ j. Otherwise, we may construct a sequence pxi, yiq P CovpLq such that any two covers are
associates, λpxi, yiq “ λpx, yq and y1 ą y2 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą yN with yN P JIpLq. Since associates pairs induce the same
lattice congruence, we have conpj˚, jq “ conpxN , yN q, so j “ yN .
The dual statement may be proved in a similar manner. 
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Lemma 2.7 shows that a CU-labeling is essentially unique if it exists. Using the proof, one can construct the
following labeling.
Corollary 2.8. If L is a congruence-uniform lattice, then the edge-labeling λ : CovpLq Ñ JIpConpLqq where
λpx, yq “ conpx, yq is a CU-labeling.
It is known that congruence-uniformity is preserved under lattice quotients.
Corollary 2.9. If L is a (finite) congruence-uniform lattice and Θ is a lattice congruence, then L{Θ is congruence-
uniform.
Proposition 2.10. Let L be a congruence-uniform lattice with CU-labeling λ. For x P L, the canonical join-
representation of x is
Ž
D j, where D is the set of join-irreducibles such that λpj˚, jq P λÓpxq. Dually, for x P L, the
canonical meet-representation of x is
Ź
U m, where U is the set of meet-irreducibles such that λpm,m˚q P λÒpxq.
Proof. We prove that x “ ŽD j is a canonical join-representation of x. The dual statement may be proved
similarly.
We first show that the equality x “ ŽD j holds. For j P D, the pair pj˚, jq is associates with some coverpc, xq, so j ă x. Hence, ŽD j ď x. If they are unequal, then there exists an element c covered by x for whichŽ
D j ď c. But pc, xq is associates with pj˚, jq for some j P D, which implies j ę c. Hence, x “
Ž
D j.
Now suppose
Ž
D j is redundant, and let j0 P D such that x “
Ž
Dztj0u j. Let c0 be the element covered
by x with λpc0, xq “ λppj0q˚, j0q. Since c0 ă ŽDztj0u j, there exists j1 P Dztj0u where c0 _ j1 “ x. Let c1
be covered by x with λpc1, xq “ λppj1q˚, j1q. By (CN1), there exists c11 with c0 ^ c1 Ì c11 ď c0 such that
λpc0 ^ c1, c11q “ λppj1q˚, j1q. But this means j1 ď c11 ď c0 holds, which is a contradiction.
Now let E Ď JIpLq such that x “ŽE j is irredundant, and suppose D ‰ E. Let j0 P DzE, and let c0 be the
element covered by x such that λppj0q˚, j0q “ λpc0, xq. Since c0 ă ŽE j, there exists j1 P E such that j1 ę c0.
Since j1 ‰ j0, the cover pj 1˚ , j1q is not associates with pc0, xq. In particular, c0 ^ j1 ă j 1˚ holds. Let a0 be an
element covering c0 ^ j1 with a0 ă j1. Then a0 _ c0 “ x, so pc0 ^ j1, a0q and pc0, xq are associates. This means
j0 ď a0 ă j1. Hence, D ĺ E, as desired. 
Lemma 2.11. Let L be a congruence-uniform lattice with CU-labeling λ. For x P L, there exists a unique
element y such that λÒpxq “ λÓpyq.
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on |L|. If |L| “ 1, then the statement is immediate. If not, let L1 be a
congruence-uniform lattice with interval I such that L1rIs – L. Let Θ be the lattice congruence whose equivalence
classes are the fibers of LÑ L1. Let s be the label in each Θ-equivalence class.
For x P L, if x “ maxrxsΘ, then the upper covers of x in L are in correspondence with the upper covers
of rxsΘ in L{Θ. This correspondence preserves labels. Hence, there is a unique element rysΘ in L{Θ with
λÓprysΘq “ λÒprxsΘq. Taking y to be the minimum element in rysΘ, we have
λÓpyq “ λÓprysΘq “ λÒprxsΘq “ λÒpxq.
By the uniqueness of rysΘ, if y is not unique in L, then there exists an element y1 such that y1 ‰ minry1sΘ.
But s P λÓpy1q and s R λÒpxq. Hence, the element y is unique in L.
Now let x be an element of L such that x ‰ maxrxsΘ. Then the upper covers of x are in correspondence
with upper covers of rxsΘ restricted to the interval I and one additional element, maxrxsΘ. Since s P λÒpxq, any
element y with λÓpyq “ λÒpxq satisfies rysΘ P I and y “ maxrysΘ. Since I inherits a CU-labeling from L{Θ,
there exists a unique element rysΘ in I whose lower covers in I have the same labels as the upper covers of rxsΘ
(restricted to I). Taking y “ maxrysΘ, we deduce that λÓpyq “ λÒpxq. The uniqueness of y follows from the
uniqueness of rysΘ. 
We define the Kreweras map Kr : L Ñ L where Krpxq “ y if x and y are defined as in Lemma 2.11. A
dual statement to Lemma 2.11 shows that Kr is a bijection. A special case of this bijection was originally defined
by Kreweras on the lattice of noncrossing set partitions [38]. Using a standard bijection between noncrossing
partitions and bracketings of a word, the bijection defined by Kreweras is equivalent to the Kreweras map on the
Tamari order.
Lemma 2.11 may be restated using Proposition 2.10 to define a bijection L Ñ L that switches canonical
join-representations with canonical meet-representations. In these terms, this bijection can be shown to exist
more generally for semidistributive lattices [3].
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Lemma 2.12. Let L be a congruence-uniform lattice with CU-labeling λ : CovpLq Ñ P . Let rx, ys be an interval
of L for which y “Žli“1 ai for some elements a1, . . . , al that cover x. Then there exist elements c1, . . . , cl covered
by y such that x “Źli“1 ci and λpx, aiq “ λpci, yq for all i.
Proof. Since the restriction of a CU-labeling to an interval rx, ys is a CU-labeling of rx, ys, we may assume
x “ 0ˆ, y “ 1ˆ. Let U be the set of meet-irreducibles m such that λpm,m˚q P λÒp0ˆq. Then 0ˆ “ŹU m is a canonical
meet-representation. Then Krp0ˆq “ ŽU κpmq is a canonical join-representation. But tκpmq : m P Uu is the set
of atoms of L, so
1ˆ “ Krp0ˆq “
ł
U
κpmq “
ł
A
j
where A is the set of atoms of L. As this is the canonical join-representation of 1ˆ, we must have A “ ta1, . . . , alu,
and there exist c1, . . . , cl covered by y with λp0ˆ, aiq “ λpci, 1ˆq for all i. As each ci is meet-irreducible, we have
κpciq “ ai for all i. Hence, x “Źli“1 ci. 
Given a congruence-uniform lattice L, the shard intersection order can be defined from the labeling λ :
CovpLq Ñ S as follows. For x P L, let y1, . . . , yk be the set of elements in L such that pyi, xq P CovpLq. Define
ψpxq “ tλpw, zq :
kľ
i“1
yi ď w Ì z ď xu.
The shard intersection order ΨpLq is the collection of sets ψpxq for x P L, ordered by inclusion. The shard
intersection order was defined at this level of generality by Nathan Reading following Theorem 1-7.24 in [49].
The poset ΨpLq derives its name from a related construction on hyperplane arrangements. If A is a real,
central, simplicial hyperplane arrangement, then the poset of regions with respect to any choice of fundamental
chamber is a semidistributive lattice. Each hyperplane is divided into several cones, called shards. The shard
intersection order is the poset of intersections of shards, ordered by reverse inclusion. When the poset of
regions is a congruence-uniform lattice, the resulting poset is isomorphic to ΨpLq. However, while any shard
intersection order coming from a congruence-uniform poset of regions is a lattice, this does not hold for arbitrary
congruence-uniform lattices.
3. The noncrossing complex
In this section, we introduce the noncrossing complex of arcs on a tree. This simplicial complex gives rise to
a pure, thin simplicial complex that we refer to as the reduced noncrossing complex. We use the facets of the
reduced noncrossing complex to define our main object of study, the oriented flip graph of a tree.
A tree is a finite, connected acyclic graph. Any tree may be embedded in a disk D2 in such a way that a
vertex is on the boundary if and only if it is a leaf. Unless specified otherwise, we will assume that any tree comes
equipped with such an embedding. We will refer to non-leaf vertices of a tree as interior vertices. We assume
that any interior vertex of a tree has degree at least 3. We say two trees T and T 1 to be equivalent if there is
an isotopy between the spaces D2zT and D2zT 1.
A tree T embedded in D2 determines a collection of 2-dimensional regions in D2 that we will refer to as faces.
A corner of a tree is a pair pv, F q consisting of an interior vertex v and a 2-dimensional face F containing v. We
let CorpT q denote the set of corners of T . The embedding that accompanies T also endows each interior vertex
with a cyclic ordering. Given two corners pu, F q, pu,Gq P CorpT q, we say that pu,Gq is immediately clockwise
(resp. immediately counterclockwise) from pu, F q if F XG ‰ H and G is clockwise (resp. counterclockwise)
from F according to the cyclic ordering at u.
An acyclic path (or chordless path) supported by a tree T is a sequence pv0, . . . , vtq of vertices of T such
that vi and vj are adjacent if and only if |i ´ j| “ 1. We typically identify acyclic paths with their underlying
vertex sets; that is, we do not distinguish between acyclic paths of the form pv0, . . . , vtq and pvt, . . . , v0q. We will
refer to v0 and vt as the endpoints of the acyclic path pv0, . . . , vtq. Note that an acyclic path is determined by
its endpoints, and thus we can write rv0, vts “ pv0, . . . , vtq. As an acyclic path pv0, . . . , vtq defines a subgraph of
T (namely, the induced subgraph on the vertices v0, . . . , vt), it makes sense to refer to an edge of pv0, . . . , vtq.
Additionally, if pv0, . . . , vtq and pvt, . . . , vt`sq are acyclic paths that agree only at vt and where rv0, vt`ss is an
acyclic path, we define their composition as rv0, vts ˝ rvt, vt`ss :“ rv0, vt`ss.
An arc p “ pv0, . . . , vtq is an acyclic path whose endpoints are distinct leaves and any two edges pvi´1, viq and
pvi, vi`1q are incident to a common face. We say p traverses a corner or contains a corner pv, F q if v “ vi for
for some i “ 0, 1, . . . , t and F is the face that is incident to both pvi´1, viq and pvi, vi`1q. Since an arc p divides
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D2 into two components, it determines two disjoint subsets of the set of faces of T that we will call regions. We
let Regpp, F q denote the region defined by p that contains the face F .
A segment is an acyclic path consisting of at least two vertices and with the same incidence condition that
is required of arcs, but whose endpoints are not leaves. Observe that interior vertices of T are not considered to
be segments. Since trees have unique geodesics between any two vertices, if the endpoints of a segment or arc are
v, w, we may denote it by rv, ws.
Example 3.1. Let T denote the tree shown in Figure 4 and let p “ p7, 10, 11, 12, 5q be the arc of T shown in
blue. The arc p contains the corners p10, F2q, p11, F5q, and p12, F5q. The two regions defined by p are Regpp, F1q “
tF1, F2, F3, F6, F7, F8u and Regpp, F4q “ tF4, F5u.
Definition 3.2. We say that two arcs p “ pv0, . . . , vt1q, q “ pw0, . . . , wt2q are crossing along a segment s “
pu0, . . . , urq if
iq each vertex of s appears in p and in q and
iiq if Rp and Rq are regions defined by p and q, respectively, then Rp Ć Rq and Rq Ć Rp.
We say they are noncrossing otherwise. The noncrossing complex ∆NCpT q is defined to be the abstract
simplicial complex whose simplices are pairwise noncrossing collections of arcs supported by the tree T .
Example 3.3. Let T denote the tree shown in Figure 4. Let p “ p7, 10, 11, 12, 5q and q “ p6, 10, 11, 9, 1q denote
the arcs of T shown in blue and red, respectively. The arcs p and q cross along the segment s “ p10, 11q shown
in purple.
1
2
3
45
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7
8
9
10
11
12
F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6
F7
F8
Figure 4.
Example 3.4. If every internal vertex of T has degree 3, then r∆NCpT q is isomorphic to the dual associahedron.
By this identification, our notion of performing a flip on a facet of the reduced noncrossing complex of T translates
into the well-known operation of performing a diagonal flip on the corresponding triangulation (see Figure 5).
If p is an arc whose vertices all lie on a common face, then p is noncrossing with every arc supported by T .
We call such an arc a boundary arc. Observe that boundary arcs are exactly those arcs that define a region
consisting of a single face. This implies that the faces of T are in bijection with boundary arcs of T . Using
this fact, at times we will refer to the boundary arc corresponding to a given face. The reduced noncrossing
complex r∆NCpT q is the abstract simplicial complex consisting of the faces of ∆NCpT q containing no boundary
arcs.
We now introduce a partial ordering on arcs that contain a particular corner of T . This partial ordering enables
us to understand the the combinatorial structure of the noncrossing complex and the reduced noncrossing complex
of T . Let F be a face of ∆NCpT q and let pv, F q be a corner that is contained in at least one arc of F . The arcs of
F that contain pv, F q are partially ordered in the following way: p ďpv,F q q if and only if Regpp, F q Ă Regpq, F q.
Lemma 3.5. If F is a face of ∆NCpT q and pv, F q is a corner contained in at least one arc of F , then the partially
ordered set ptp P F : p contains pv, F qu,ďpv,F qq is a linearly ordered set.
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Figure 5. The oriented flip graph and the triangulations corresponding to each facet of the
reduced noncrossing complex.
Proof. Since any pair p1, p2 P tp P F : p contains pv, F qu are noncrossing and since each pi defines a region that
contains F , one has that p1 ďpv,F q p2 or p2 ďpv,F q p1. Thus ptp P F : p contains pv, F qu,ďpv,F qq is a linearly
ordered set. 
It follows from Lemma 3.5 that the partially order set ptp P F : p contains pv, F qu,ďpv,F qq has a unique
maximal element, which we will denote by ppv, F q. We say that an arc p of F is marked at pv, F q if p “ ppv, F q.
The following proposition enables us to show that the simplicial complex r∆NCpT q is a pure (i.e. any two
facets have the same cardinality) and thin (i.e. every codimension 1 simplex is a face of exactly two facets) in
Corollary 3.10.
Proposition 3.6. Let F be a face of ∆NCpT q, let p P F , and let Reg1,Reg2 denote the regions defined by p.
(1) The arc p is marked at some corner of T .
(2) In p is not a boundary arc, then p is marked at a corner in Reg1 and at a corner in Reg2.
(3) Assume that p is marked at two distinct corners pv, F q, pw,Gq P CorpT q and that F and G belong to the
same region defined by p. Then there exists an arc p1 R F that contains pv, F q and pw,G1q where G1 ‰ G
and where F Y tp1u P ∆NCpT q.
(4) If F is a facet and p P F is not a boundary arc, then there exists a unique arc q R F such that pFztpuqYtqu
is a facet. Moreover, if p is marked at two distinct corners pv, F q, pu,Gq P CorpT q, then rv, us is the unique
longest segment along which p and q cross.
Proof. (1) Let pv, F q P CorpT q be a corner contained in p. If p “ ppv, F q, then we are done. Otherwise, let q P F
be the arc containing pv, F q such that p Ìpv,F q q. Let w be an interior vertex at which p and q separate, let pw,Gq
be the corner traversed by p at w, and let p1 “ ppw,Gq P F . Since p1 and q are noncrossing and p ďpw,Gq p1, p1
must contain the corner pv, F q and G P Regpp, F q. Now this implies p ďpv,F q p1 so p ďpv,F q p1 ăpv,F q q. Thus
p “ p1.
(2) In the proof of (1), we showed that if p contains a corner pwi, Giq with Gi P Regi, then there exists a
corner pvi, Fiq with Fi P Regi such that p “ ppvi, Fiq. If p is not a boundary arc, then it contains such a corner
pwi, Giq with Gi P Regi for i “ 1, 2.
(3) Assume that p contains two distinct corners pv, F q, pw,Gq P CorpT q where p “ ppv, F q and p “ ppw,Gq
and where F and G belong to the same region defined by p. Let G1 be the face containing w such that G X G1
is an edge of the segment rv, ws. We can assume that at least one arc of F contains pw,G1q P CorpT q, otherwise
define p1 to be the boundary arc corresponding to G1 and we obtain that F Y tp1u P ∆NCpT q.
Let q :“ ppw,G1q P F . The arc p is expressible as the composition p “ rv0, vs ˝ rv, ws ˝ rw,w0s. Similarly,
q is the composition q “ rv1, ws ˝ rw,w1s where rw,w1s and p do not agree along any edges. Let p1 be the arc
p1 :“ rv0, ws ˝ rw,w1s. Clearly, p1 and p do not cross.
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Next, we show that F Y tp1u P ∆NCpT q. Let q1 P F and suppose that q1 and p1 cross along a segment s. It is
enough to assume that s is contained in either rv0, ws or rw,w1s. If s is contained in rv0, ws, then since p and p1
agree along rv0, ws we have that q1 and p cross along s, a contradiction. Similarly, q1 and p1 cannot cross along a
segment s contained in rw,w1s. We conclude that F Y tp1u P ∆NCpT q.
(4) By p2q, there exist distinct corners pv1, F1q, pv2, F2q P CorpT q contained in p where Fi P Regi and such
that p “ ppvi, Fiq for i “ 1, 2. Let p1 and p2 be arcs of Fztpu P ∆NCpT q where p1 and p2 are marked at ppv1, F1q
and ppv2, F2q, respectively, with respect to the other arcs of Fztpu. Since F is a facet, it contains each boundary
arc. As p is not a boundary arc, there does exist the desired arcs p1 and p2 in Fztpu.
· · ·
v1
· · ·v2
p1p2
.
.
.
G1 F1
F2 G2
p
· · ·
v1
· · ·v2
p
p1
q
p2
.
.
.
G1 F1
F2 G2
paq pbq
Figure 6. In (a), we show part of the face Fztpu and we indicate corners at which p1 and p2
are marked by black dots. In (b), we show the part of the face Fztpu Y tqu and we indicate
corners at which p1, p2, and q are marked by black dots. In (a) and (b), we indicate where the
arc p appeared before it was removed.
Lemma 3.7. In the face Fztpu, p1 “ ppv2, G2q and p2 “ ppv1, G1q where Gi is the unique face of the tree T such
that pvi, Giq is immediately clockwise from pvi, Fiq (see Figure 6).
Proof of Lemma 3.7. We show that p1 “ ppv2, G2q and the proof that p2 “ ppv1, G1q is similar. Write p1 “
s1 ˝ rv1, w1s and ppv2, G2q “ s2 ˝ rv2, w2s where s1, rv1, w1s, s2, and rv2, w2s are acyclic paths of T , w1 and w2 are
leaf vertices of T , and where we require that rv1, w1s and rv2, w2s each contain part of the segment rv1, v2s.
Now consider the arc p1 :“ s1 ˝ rv1, v2s ˝ s2. Since p1 (resp. ppv2, G2q) does not cross any arcs of F along s1
(resp. s2), the same is true for p
1. Similarly, p does not cross any arcs of F along rv1, v2s so the same is true for
p1. As F is a facet of ∆NCpT q, we have that p1 P F . Now it is clear that p1 “ ppv1, F1q and p1 “ ppv2, G2q, and
the result follows. 
Next, let p1 “ s1 ˝ rv2, w1s and let p2 “ rw2, v1s ˝ s2 for some acyclic paths s1 and s2 and some leaf vertices
w1 and w2 of T . Define q :“ rw2, v1s ˝ rv1, v2s ˝ rv2, w1s ‰ p. By Lemma 3.7 and the proof of Proposition 3.6 p3q,
we have that pFztpuq Y tqu P ∆NCpT q. Furthermore, it is clear that q “ ppv1, G1q “ ppv2, G2q in pFztpuq Y tqu
and that rv1, v2s is the unique longest segment along which p and q cross.
Next, we show that F and pFztpuq Y tqu are the unique faces of ∆NCpT q that contain Fztpu. Note that
from this it also follows that pFztpuq Y tqu is a facet of ∆NCpT q. Suppose there exists an arc p1 R Fztpu such
that pFztpuq Y tp1u is a facet. Then p1 “ ppv2, F2q “ ppv1, F1q or p1 “ ppv2, G2q “ ppv1, G1q, otherwise by
combining Proposition 3.6 (3) and Lemma 3.7 we have that pFztpuq Y tp1u is not a facet. In particular, we
obtain that p1 contains the segment rv1, v2s. The following lemma shows that if p1 “ ppv2, F2q “ ppv1, F1q (resp.
p1 “ ppv2, G2q “ ppv1, G1q), then p1 “ p (resp. p1 “ q). This establishes the uniqueness of p and q.
Lemma 3.8. Let p “ ru2, v1s ˝ rv1, v2s ˝ rv2, u1s.
i) If p1 contains the corner pv2, F2q, then p1 and p agree along ru1, v2s ˝ rv2, v1s.
ii) If p1 contains the corner pv1, F1q, then p1 and p agree along ru2, v1s ˝ rv1, v2s.
iii) If p1 contains the corner pv2, G2q, then p1 and q agree along rw1, v2s ˝ rv2, v1s.
iv) If p1 contains the corner pv1, G1q, then p1 and q agree along rw2, v1s ˝ rv1, v2s.
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Proof of Lemma 3.8. We prove part iq, and the proofs of the other parts are analogous. Suppose there exists an
interior vertex x P ru1, v2s where p and p1 separate. Let px,Hq P CorpT q be the corner contained in p. Since
p “ ppv1, F1q “ ppv2, F2q in F and since F is a facet, there exists an arc a P Fztpu where a “ ppx,Hq in F . There
are two cases: H P Regpp, F2q or H P Regpp, F1q (see Figure 7).
Without loss of generality, we assume H P Regpp, F2q. If a contains pv2, F2q, then Regpp, F2q “ Regpp,Hq Ĺ
Regpa,Hq “ Regpa, F2q, contradicting that p “ ppv2, F2q in F . Thus a does not contain pv2, F2q. This implies
that there exists y P rx, v2s such that p and a separate at y. Since a and p are noncrossing and since p ăpx,Hq a,
any edge of a that is not an edge of p is only incident to faces in Regpp, F1q. We conclude that p1 and a cross
along rx, ys, a contradiction. 

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Figure 7. The configuration of arcs in the setting of Lemma 3.8 iq. Note that in this situation
we do not know if p1 contains pv1, F2q or pv1, F1q, which is why it appears to terminate at v1 in
paq and pbq. The arc a “ ppx,Hq has the property that H P Regpp, F2q or H P Regpp, F1q. We
indicate that a is marked at corner px,Hq by marking it with a black dot in paq and pbq.
In the proof of Proposition 3.6 (4), we explained how for a given facet F P ∆NCpT q and a given arc p P F that
is not a boundary arc there is a unique way to produce another facet of ∆NCpT q. To summarize our construction,
suppose that p “ ru1, us ˝ ru, vs ˝ rv, v1s in a facet F is a nonboundary arc of T where p “ ppu, F q and p “ ppv,Gq
are the unique corners of T where p is maximal. Then there is a unique nonboundary arc q such that pFztpuqYtqu
is a facet of ∆NCpT q. The arc q “ ru2, us ˝ ru, vs ˝ rv, v2s for some leaf vertices u2 and v2 so that q “ ppu, F 1q and
q “ ppv,G1q where the vertices of F X F 1 and GXG1 are contained in both p and q.
Example 3.9. Figure 8 shows an example of the construction in Proposition 3.6 (4) for the tree T (the tree
depicted in black). A black dot appears in an arc if it is the largest arc containing the corresponding corner in
that facet. The boundary arcs of T are p1, 5, 2q, p1, 5, 4q, p2, 6, 3q, and p3, 4, 6q. These appear in gold. Flipping
the green arc produces the red arc.
Corollary 3.10. The simplicial complex r∆NCpT q is pure and thin.
Proof. Any facet F of ∆NCpT q has #F “ #tnonboundary arcs of Fu ` #tboundary arcs of Fu. Note that
#tboundary arcs of Fu “ #tfaces of T u. Thus to show r∆NCpT q is pure, it is enough to prove that ∆NCpT q
is pure.
Assume F P ∆NCpT q is a facet. Each corner of T is contained in a boundary arc of F , and thus each corner
of T has a unique maximal arc containing it. Since F is a facet, by Proposition 3.6 (1), each boundary arc is
maximal at exactly one corner of T . Similarly, since F is a facet, by Proposition 3.6 (2), each nonboundary arc
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Figure 8. The two facets of ∆NCpT q.
of T is maximal at exactly two corners of T . This implies that
#CorpT q “ #tboundary arcs in Fu ` 2#tnonboundary arcs in Fu
“ #tfaces of T u ` 2#tnonboundary arcs in Fu.
Thus #tnonboundary arcs in Fu “ 12 p#CorpT q ´#tfaces of T uq. As the latter number is independent of F , we
have that ∆NCpT q is pure and thus so is r∆NCpT q.
The simplicial complex r∆NCpT q is thin because the move between facets of ∆NCpT q described in Proposi-
tion 3.6 (4) only involves nonboundary arcs. 
We refer to the operation F ÞÝÑ pFztpuq Y tqu sending facet F of r∆NCpT q to a new facet of r∆NCpT q as a
flip of F at p (see Figure 8) and denote it by µp. We define the flip graph of T , denoted FGpT q, to be the
graph whose vertices are facets of r∆NCpT q and such that two vertices are connected by an edge if and only if the
corresponding facets can be obtained from each other by a single flip.
We now define the following object, which is fundamental to our work in this paper.
Definition 3.11. Let F1,F2 P FGpT q and assume that F1 and F2 are connected by an edge in FGpT q. Let
F2 “ µpF1 where F2 “ F1ztpu Y tqu. If p “ ppu, F q “ ppv,Gq and q “ ppu, F 1q “ ppv,G1q, we orient the edge
connecting F1 and F2 so that F1 ÝÑ F2 if the corner pu, F 1q (resp. pv,G1q) is immediately clockwise from the
corner pu, F q (resp. pv,Gq) about vertex u (resp. v). Otherwise, we orient the edge so that F2 ÝÑ F1. We refer
to the resulting directed graph as the oriented flip graph of T and denote it by
ÝÝÑ
FGpT q.
Additionally, any edge of
ÝÝÑ
FGpT q connecting F and µpF is naturally labeled by the segment determined by
the marked corners of p in F (or in µpF).
Example 3.12. In Figure 9, we show the oriented flip graph (without edge labels) of the tree T from Figure 4.
4. Sublattice and quotient lattice description of the oriented flip graph
In this section, we identify the oriented flip graph
ÝÝÑ
FGpT q as both a sublattice and quotient lattice of another
lattice. In Section 4.1 we define a closure operator on segments, and introduce a poset of biclosed sets of segments,
denoted BicpT q. It was shown in [30] that BicpT q is a congruence-uniform lattice. We define a distinguished lattice
congruence Θ on BicpT q.
In Section 4.3, we define maps η : BicpT q Ñ ÝÝÑFGpT q and φ : ÝÝÑFGpT q Ñ BicpT q. The map η is a surjective
lattice map such that ηpXq “ ηpY q exactly when X ” Y mod Θ. The map φ is a lattice map such that η ˝ φ
is the identity on
ÝÝÑ
FGpT q. Since congruence-uniformity and polygonality are preserved by lattice quotient maps,
we deduce that
ÝÝÑ
FGpT q is a congruence-uniform and polygonal lattice.
4.1. Biclosed collections of segments. Let SegpT q be the set of segments supported by a tree T . For X Ď
SegpT q, we say X is closed if for segments s, t P SegpT q, if s, t P X and s ˝ t P SegpT q then s ˝ t P X. If X is any
subset of SegpT q, its closure X is the smallest closed set containing X. Say X is biclosed if X and SegpT qzX
are both closed. For example, the collection of red segments in the left part of Figure 11 is biclosed. We let
BicpT q denote the poset of biclosed subsets of SegpT q, ordered by inclusion.
Let Q be the graph whose vertices are the edges between interior vertices of T , where e and e1 are adjacent
in Q if they meet at a corner pv, F q. Later, we will give Q an orientation and view it as a quiver. An acyclic
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Figure 9. An example of an oriented flip graph.
path (or chordless path) of Q is a sequence of vertices pv0, . . . , vtq such that vi and vj are adjacent if and only
if |i´ j| “ 1. We view acyclic paths as undirected, so they are determined by the set of vertices they visit.
A segment of T is naturally regarded as an acyclic path of Q. The set of segments of T thus forms some of the
acyclic paths of Q. In Theorem 5.4 of [30], we proved that the set of biclosed subsets of acyclic paths of Q under
inclusion forms a congruence-uniform, semidistributive, and polygonal lattice. By a minor modification of the
proof, this can be shown to hold for biclosed subsets of any order ideal of acyclic paths, where paths are ordered
by inclusion. As SegpT q is naturally regarded as an order ideal of acyclic paths of Q, we deduce the following
result.
Theorem 4.1. The poset BicpT q is a semidistributive, congruence-uniform, and polygonal lattice. Furthermore:
(1) For X,Y P BicpT q, if X Ĺ Y then there exists y P Y zX with X Y tyu P BicpT q.
(2) For W,X, Y P BicpT q with W Ď X X Y , the set W Y pX Y Y qzW is biclosed.
(3) The edge-labeling λ : CovpBicpT qq Ñ SegpT q where λpX,Y q “ s if Y zX “ tsu is a CN-labeling.
A lattice of biclosed sets of segments is given in Figure 10 (see also the upper lattice in Figure 7 in [30]). To
simplify the figure, we only show the edges of the tree connecting two interior vertices in Figure 10. The Hasse
diagram of this lattice is the skeleton of a zonotope with 26 vertices. Although one can find examples where
BicpT q is isomorphic to the weak order on permutations, Figure 10 shows this is not true for all trees T .
Any subset S1 of a closure space S inherits a closure operator X ÞÑ pXXS1q. In general, biclosed subsets of S1
may not be biclosed as subsets of S. For spaces of segments, some intervals of BicpT q are isomorphic to BicpS1q
for some subset S1 of segments. We state this precisely as the following proposition.
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Figure 10. A lattice of biclosed sets of segments.
Proposition 4.2. LetW Ă SegpT q be a biclosed set of segments, and let s1, . . . , sk P SegpT qzW such thatWYtsiu
is biclosed for all i. Let pB1, . . . , Blq be the finest partition on ts1, . . . , sku such that if si ˝ sj is a segment then
si and sj lie in the same block. Then the interval rW,W Y ts1, . . . , skus is isomorphic to BicpB1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆBicpBlq.
Proof. We first prove that the sets W,B1, . . . , Bl are all disjoint. Suppose W X Bi is nonempty for some i, and
let t PW XBi be of minimum length. Since sj RW for all j, t must be a concatenation t1 ˝ t2 of elements of Bi.
By minimality, t1 and t2 are not in W . But W is co-closed, a contradiction.
Now suppose there are two blocks, say B1, B2, such that B1 X B2 contains an element t. Then t is the
concatenation of some elements of B1 and of some elements of B2. Relabeling if necessary, let si P Bi, ti P Bi
for i “ 1, 2 such that s1 ˝ t1 “ t “ s2 ˝ t2. Then either s1 is a subsegment of s2 or vice versa. Without loss of
generality, we assume s1 Ĺ s2. Let s1 be the segment such that s1 ˝ s1 “ s2. Since W Yts1u is closed, s1 must not
be in W . But s1 is in W since W Y ts2u is co-closed. Hence, we have shown that the closures of the blocks are
disjoint.
Since the biclosed property is preserved under restriction, the map X ÞÑ pX XB1, . . . , X XBlq from rW,W Y
ts1, . . . , sku to BicpB1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ BicpBlq is well-defined. It remains to show that the inverse is also well-defined.
Namely, given pX1, . . . , Xlq P BicpB1qˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆBicpBlq, we prove thatWYŤli“1Xi is biclosed in SegpT q. Suppose this
does not always hold, and choose pX1, . . . , Xlq minimal such that W YŤli“1Xi is not biclosed. Let X “ Ťli“1Xi.
Since X ‰ H, there is some nonempty Xj . As BicpBjq is ordered by single-step inclusion, there is some s P Xj
such that Xjztsu is biclosed. By the minimality assumption, pW YXqztsu is biclosed.
Assume W YX is not co-closed. Then there exist segments t, t1 not in W YX such that s “ t ˝ t1. As Xj is
co-closed in Bj , the segment t is not in ts1, . . . , sku. Since W Y tsiu is co-closed for any i, the segment s can be
factored as si ˝ s1 for some si P Xj and s1 P ts1, . . . , sku. There are two cases to consider: either t is contained in
si or si is contained in t.
If t Ĺ si, then there exists a segment t2 with t ˝ t2 “ si. Since W Y tsiu is co-closed, t2 is in W . However,
t2 ˝ s1 “ t1, s1 PW YBj and t1 RW YBj . This contradicts the fact that W YBj is closed.
If si Ĺ t, then there exists a segment t2 with si ˝ t2 “ t. Since W Y tsiu is closed, t2 is not in W . However,
t2 ˝ t1 “ s1, s1 PW YBj and t2, t1 RW YBj . This contradicts the fact that W YBj is co-closed.
Now assume W YX is not closed. Then there exist segments s1 P W YX, t R W YX such that s ˝ s1 “ t.
Since Xj is closed and segments in blocks Bi with i ‰ j cannot be concatenated with s, the segment s1 is in W .
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After relabeling, we may assume s “ s1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ sm for some m ď k. Since W Y tsmu is closed, the segment sm ˝ s1
is in W . Similarly, si ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ sm ˝ s1 is in W for any i. This contradicts the assumption that t RW . 
We may refer to intervals of BicpT q as in Proposition 4.2 as facial intervals.
4.2. A lattice congruence on biclosed sets. In this section, we define a lattice congruence Θ on BicpT q. The
quotient lattice BicpT q{Θ will be shown to be isomorphic to ÝÝÑFGpT q in Section 4.3.
Let s “ pv0, . . . , vlq be a segment, and orient the segment from v0 to vl. Let Cs be the set of segments
pvi, . . . , vjq such that
‚ if i ą 0 then s turns right at vi, and
‚ if j ă l then s turns left at vj .
We note that s is always in Cs since the above conditions are vacuously true. Furthermore if t P Cs, then
Ct Ď Cs. Let Ks be the set of segments pvi, . . . , vjq such that
‚ if i ą 0 then s turns left at vi, and
‚ if j ă l then s turns right at vj .
The following simple statement is used frequently in later proofs, so we state it explicitly.
Lemma 4.3. Let s, t P SegpT q such that t P Cs. If t “ t1 ˝ t2, then either t1 P Cs or t2 P Cs. The same statement
holds replacing Cs with Ks.
Proof. If t “ t1 ˝ t2, then either t1 P Ct or t2 P Ct. Since Ct Ď Cs, either t1 P Cs or t2 P Cs. The dual statement
about Ks follows from the same reasoning. 
Given a tree T embedded in a disk, we let T_ be a reflection of T (i.e. T_ is the image of T under a
Euclidean reflection performed on D2). The choice of reflection is immaterial since the noncrossing complex and
oriented flip graph are invariant under rotations of T . The tree T_ has the same set of segments and defines the
same noncrossing complex as T . Since reflection switches left and right,
ÝÝÑ
FGpT_q has the opposite orientation ofÝÝÑ
FGpT q, and for any segment s, Cs_ “ K_s . Let piÓ, piÒ be functions on BicpT q such that for X P BicpT q,
piÓpXq “ ts P X : Cs Ď Xu
piÒpXq “ ts P S : Ks XX ‰ Hu
These maps are closely related to the maps labeled piÓ and piÒ in [30]. For completeness, we prove their main
properties here.
Lemma 4.4. For X P BicpT q, both piÓpXq and piÒpXq are biclosed.
Proof. Let s P piÓpXq. Then Cs Ď X. Since Ct Ď Cs for t P Cs, it follows that Cs Ď piÓpXq. If s “ t ˝ u, then
either t P Cs or u P Cs, so either t P piÓpXq or u P piÓpXq. Hence, piÓpXq is co-closed.
Let s, t P piÓpXq such that s ˝ t is a segment. For u P Cs˝t if u is a subsegment of s or t, then u P Cs or u P Ct,
respectively. Otherwise, u “ u1 ˝u2 where u1 is a subsegment of s and u2 is a subsegment of t. In this case u1 P Cs
and u2 P Ct. In either case, u P X holds. Consequently s ˝ t P piÓpXq. Therefore, piÓpXq is biclosed.
The fact that piÒpXq is biclosed may be proved by a similar argument. Alternatively, it follows from the fact
that piÓpXq is biclosed and Lemma 4.5(1). 
Lemma 4.5. For X,Y P BicpT q:
(1) piÓpSegpT_qzX_q “ SegpT_qzpiÒpXq_,
(2) piÓppiÒpXqq “ piÓpXq,
(3) piÒppiÓpXqq “ piÒpXq,
(4) piÓpXq Ď X Ď piÒpXq,
(5) piÓppiÓpXqq “ piÓpXq,
(6) piÒppiÒpXqq “ piÒpXq,
(7) if X Ď Y , then piÓpXq Ď piÓpY q and piÒpXq Ď piÒpY q.
Proof. Both (4) and (7) are clear from the definitions. (3) and (6) follow from (2) and (5) by taking the complement
of the reflection of X and applying (1). It remains to prove (1), (2), and (5).
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Figure 11. (left) A blue arc defined by η at the circled corner with respect to the red biclosed
set of segments; (right) The triangulation defined by η
For (1), we have the following set of equalities:
piÓpSegpT_qzX_q “ ts_ P SegpT_q| Cs_ Ď SegpT_qzX_u
“ ts_ P SegpT_q| K_s Ď SegpT_qzX_u
“ ts_ P SegpT_q| Ks Ď SegpT qzXu
“ SegpT_qzts_ P SegpT_q| Ks XX ‰ Hu
“ SegpT_qzpiÒpXq_.
For (2), the reverse inclusion is clear. Suppose piÓppiÒpXqq ‰ piÓpXq and let s P piÓppiÒpXqqzpiÓpXq be of minimum
length. Since Ct Ď Cs for t P Cs, this implies s P piÒpXqzX. Let u P Ks XX. Then either s “ t ˝ u, s “ u ˝ t1, or
s “ t ˝ u ˝ t1 holds for some segments t, t1 P Cs. But this implies s P X, a contradiction.
For (5), the inclusion piÓppiÓpXqq Ď piÓpXq is clear. Let s P piÓpXq. Then Cs Ď X holds. If t P Cs, then Ct Ď Cs
and t P piÓpXq. Consequently, Cs Ď piÓpXq, so s P piÓppiÓpXqq. 
For the remainder of the paper, we let Θ be the equivalence relation on BicpT q such that X ” Y mod Θ if
piÓpXq “ piÓpY q. Using Lemmas 2.3 and 4.5, we deduce the following proposition.
Proposition 4.6. The equivalence relation Θ is a lattice congruence on BicpT q.
4.3. Map from biclosed sets to the oriented flip graph. In this section, we define a surjective map η :
BicpT q Ñ ÝÝÑFGpT q and prove that it is a lattice quotient map.
Let X P BicpT q. Given a corner pv, F q, let ppv,F q be the (unique) arc supported by T such that for any interior
vertex u of ppv,F q distinct from v, the following condition holds:
‚ Orienting ppv,F q from v to u, the arc ppv,F q turns left at u if and only if rv, us is in X.
In Lemmas 4.7 and 4.8, we prove that the this collection of arcs is a facet of the noncrossing complex. Before
proving this, we set up some notation.
For an arc p “ pv0, . . . , vlq oriented from v0 to vl, let Cp be the set of segments pvi, . . . , vjq, 0 ă i ă j ă l such
that
‚ p turns right at vi, and
‚ p turns left at vj .
Define Kp in the same way, switching the roles of left and right.
Lemma 4.7. Let X and tppv,F qupv,F q be defined as above. For p P tppv,F qupv,F q, Cp Ď X and Kp XX “ H.
Proof. Let p “ ppv,F q for some corner pv, F q of T . Let s P Cp, and set s “ ru,ws. We show that s P X by
considering several cases on the location of v relative to s.
If v is an endpoint of s, then s P X by the defining rule of ppv,F q.
If v is in the interior of s, then s “ ru, vs ˝ rv, ws. Since p extends left through both endpoints of s, both ru, vs
and rv, ws are in X. Since X is closed, this implies s P X.
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If v is not in s, then there exists a segment rv, us such that rv, us ˝ ru,ws is a segment of p. Since p extends
left through both endpoints of s, rv, ws P X but rv, us R X. Since X is co-closed, this implies s P X.
The fact that Kp XX “ H follows from a dual argument. 
Lemma 4.8. The set tppv,F qupv,F q is a facet of ∆NCpT q. Moreover, ppv,F q is the arc marked at the corner pv, F q.
Proof. Let pv, F q, pv1, F 1q be two corners of T and let p1 “ ppv,F q and p2 “ ppv1,F 1q. Suppose p1 and p2 cross
along a segment s. We may assume that p1 leaves each of the endpoints of s to the right while p2 leaves s to the
left. Then s P Kp1 and s P Cp2 . By Lemma 4.7, Kp1 XX “ H and Cp2 Ď X, a contradiction.
Let F “ tppv,F qupv,F q, and let pv, F q be a corner of T . Let q P F be the arc marked at pv, F q. If q ‰ ppv,F q,
then they agree on some segment rv, ws and diverge at w. Orient both arcs from v to w. Then ppv,F q turns in the
same direction at both v and w whereas q turns in different directions.
If q turns left at v and right at w, then rv, ws R X since KqXX “ H. As ppv,F q turns left at w, this contradicts
the rule defining ppv,F q.
If q turns right at v and left at w, then rv, ws P X since Cq Ď X. As ppv,F q turns right at w, this again
contradicts the rule defining ppv,F q.
In either case, we obtain a contradiction. Hence, ppv,F q is the arc marked at pv, F q.
It remains to show that F is maximal. If not, then there exist two corners pv, F q, pv1, F 1q such that ppv,F q “
ppv1,F 1q and Rpv,F qpppv,F qq “ Rpv1,F 1qpppv1,F 1qq. Let p “ ppv,F q. Orient p from v to v1. Since Rpv,F qppq “ Rpv1,F 1qppq,
p turns in the same direction at v and v1.
If p turns right at both v and v1, then rv, v1s P X by the definition of ppv1,F 1q but rv, v1s R X by definition of
ppv,F q. If p turns left at both v and v1, then rv, v1s P X by definition of ppv,F q but rv, v1s R X by definition of
ppv1,F 1q. In either case, we obtain a contradiction. Hence, F is a facet of ∆NCpT q. 
We let η : BicpT q Ñ ÝÝÑFGpT q be the map ηpXq “ tppv,F qupv,F q where X P BicpT q and arcs ppv,F q are defined as
above. An example of this map is given in Figure 11.
For F P ÝÝÑFGpT q, let φpFq “ ŤpPF Cp.
Lemma 4.9. For X P BicpT q and F P ÝÝÑFGpT q,
(1) φpηpXqq “ piÓpXq, and
(2) ηpφpFqq “ F .
Proof. (1): Let X P BicpT q be given. Set F “ ηpXq. If s P φpFq, then there exist s1, . . . , sl such that s “ s1˝¨ ¨ ¨˝sl
and si P Cp for some p P F . For each i, Csi Ď Cp Ď X, so si P piÓpXq. As piÓpXq is closed, this implies s P piÓpXq.
Hence φpηpXqq Ď piÓpXq.
We prove the reverse inclusion piÓpXq Ď φpηpXqq by induction on the length. Let s P piÓpXq and assume that
t P Cs, t ‰ s implies t P φpηpXqq. Let v be an endpoint of s. Orienting s away from v, let F be the face to the
right of s. Let p “ ppv,F q and orient p in the same direction as s. Let v1 be the last vertex along s at which s and
p meet. Let t “ rv, v1s. If v1 is an endpoint of s, then p must turn left at v1 by definition, and s P Cp. If v1 is not
an endpoint of s, we consider two cases:
(i) If s turns left at v1, then t P Cs. By the inductive hypothesis, t P φpηpXqq holds, which contradicts the
definition of ppv,F q.
(ii) If s turns right at v1, then s “ t ˝ t1 and t P Cp. Since t1 P Cs, t1 P φpηpXqq. Hence s P φpηpXqq holds.
(2): Let F P ÝÝÑFGpT q and set X “ φpFq. Let pv, F q be a corner of T . Let p be the arc in ηpφpFqq marked at
pv, F q and let q be the arc in F marked at pv, F q. We prove that p “ q and conclude that ηpφpFqq “ F .
Suppose p and q diverge at some vertex v1. Orient both paths from v to v1. Let s “ rv, v1s.
Assume p turns left at v1 and q turns right at v1. Then s P φpFq, so there exist s1, . . . , sl such that s “ s1˝¨ ¨ ¨˝sl
and si P Cqi for some arcs qi P F . Orient each qi in the same direction as q. We may assume v P s1 and v1 P sl.
Let vi be the first vertex of si for each i. Since q1 and q do not cross and q is marked at pv, F q, we conclude that
both q1 and q turn left at v2. By similar reasoning, q2 and q both turn left at v3. By induction, q turns left at
v1, a contradiction.
Now assume p turns right at v1 and q turns left. Then s R φpFq. Since s R Cq, q must turn left at v. Let F 1
be the face to the right of q containing v and the first edge of s. Let q1 be the arc of F marked at pv, F 1q. Then
q1 and q agree after v. Hence s P Cq1 , a contradiction. 
By Lemma 4.9, the equivalence relation on BicpT q induced by η is equal to Θ. That is, X ” Y mod Θ holds
if and only if ηpXq “ ηpY q. By Proposition 4.6, we may identify the facets of the noncrossing complex with the
elements of the quotient lattice BicpT q{Θ. It remains to show that this ordering is isomorphic to ÝÝÑFGpT q. To this
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end, it is enough to check that the Hasse diagram of BicpT q{Θ is ÝÝÑFGpT q, as in the following lemma. Recall the
edge-labeling of the oriented flip graph from Definition 3.11.
Lemma 4.10. The Hasse diagram of
ÝÝÑ
FGpT q is isomorphic to that of BicpT q{Θ. More precisely, we have the
following.
(1) Let X P BicpT q such that X “ piÓpXq. If s is a segment in X such that Xztsu is biclosed, then
ηpXztsuq sÑ ηpXq.
(2) Let F P ÝÝÑFGpT q. If Fztpu Y tp˜u sÑ F for some arcs p, p˜ and segment s, then φpFqztsu is biclosed and
ηpφpFqztsuq “ Fztpu Y tp˜u.
Proof. (1): Let X P BicpT q such that X “ piÓpXq. Let s be a segment in X such that Xztsu is biclosed. Then
Cs Ď X and KsXX “ H. Let v, v1 be the endpoints of s. Orient s from v to v1. Let F be the face to the right of
s incident to v and the first edge of s. Let p be the arc of ηpXq marked at pv, F q. Since Cs Ď X and KsXX “ H,
p contains s and turns left at v1. Let F 1 be the face left of s incident to v1 and the last edge of s. Let p1 be the
arc of ηpXq marked at pv1, F 1q. Reversing the orientation on s, the previous argument implies that p1 contains s.
We claim that p “ p1. If not, then p and p1 must diverge at a vertex v2. Let t “ rv1, v2s and u “ rv, v2s.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that s ˝ t “ u. Since p and p1 do not cross, p turns left at v2 and p1
turns right at v2. Hence u P X and t R X. But then Xztsu is not co-closed, a contradiction.
Let p˜ be the arc obtained by flipping p in ηpXq. Then p and p˜ meet along s. We show that ηpXztsuq “
ηpXqztpu Y tp˜u.
Let G be the face left of s containing v and the first edge of s. Similarly, let G1 be the face right of s containing
v1 and the last edge of s. Let q be the arc marked at pv,Gq in ηpXq, and let q1 be the arc marked at pv1, G1q in
ηpXq.
By the definition of η, the only arcs that can be different between ηpXq and ηpXztsuq are those arcs marked
at pv, F q, pv,Gq, pv1, F 1q, or pv1, G1q. Just as we proved that p is the arc in ηpXq marked at pv, F q and pv1, F 1q, a
similar argument shows that p˜ is the arc in ηpXztsuq marked at pv,Gq and pv1, G1q.
We show that q is in ηpXztsuq and is marked at pv1, F 1q. Similarly we claim that q1 is in ηpXztsuq and is
marked at pv, F q. As these two proofs are nearly identical, we only write the first.
Let q˜ be the arc in ηpXztsuq marked at pv1, F 1q, and assume q ‰ q˜. Let v2 be a vertex at which q and q˜
diverge. Orient q˜ from v1 to v2. Then q˜ turns right at v2, so v ‰ v2. Now orient q from v to v2.
If v2 is strictly between v and v1, then q and q˜ turn in the same direction at v2. This is impossible since
Cs Ď X and Ks XX “ H, and either rv, v2s P Cs and rv2, v1s P Ks or rv, v2s P Ks and rv2, v1s P Cs.
If v1 is strictly between v and v2, then either rv1, v2s P X and rv, v2s R X or rv1, v2s P X but rv, v2s R X. The
first case implies Xztsu is not co-closed, and the second case implies X is not closed.
If v is strictly between v1 and v2, then we again deduce a contradiction in a similar way as the previous case.
This completes the proof.
(2): Let F P ÝÝÑFGpT q. Assume Fztpu Y tp˜u sÑ F for some arcs p, p˜ and segment s. Then s P Cp, so s P φpF q.
Suppose φpFqztsu is not closed. Then there exist segments t, u P φpFq such that t ˝ u “ s. We may assume
t P Ks and u P Cs. Let v, v1 be the endpoints of t. Assume t and u meet at v1, and orient the arcs containing t
from v to v1. Let t1, . . . , tl be segments such that t “ t1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ tl and ti P Cpi for some arcs pi P F . We assume v
is in t1 and v
1 is in tl. For each i, let vi be the first vertex in ti with the orientation induced by t. Since p1 and p˜
do not cross along t1, p˜ must turn left at v2. Similarly, p˜ turns left at v3, . . . , vl. But since t P Ks, p˜ turns right
at v1, so it crosses pl, a contradiction. We deduce that φpFqztsu is closed.
Suppose φpFqztsu is not co-closed. Then there exist segments t, u such that t R φpFq, u P φpFq, and s ˝ t “ u.
Since piÓpφpFqq “ φpFq, we deduce that s P Cu and t P Ku. Let u1, . . . , ul be segments with arcs p1, . . . , pl in F
such that ui P Cpi and u “ u1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ ul. Orient u from u1 to ul. By similar reasoning as before, since p˜ and pi
do not cross along ui for each i, if ui is a subsegment of s, then p˜ turns left at the end of ui. As t R φpFq, there
exists some segment uj that is neither a subsegment of s or t. Let v
1 be the common endpoint of s and t, and let
v be the endpoint of uj contained in s. Since s P Cu, uj turns left at v. Hence, pj turns right at v and left at v1,
whereas p˜ turns left at v and right at v1. But this means p˜ and pj cross along rv, v1s, an impossibility.
Therefore, φpFqztsu is biclosed. From (1), the equality ηpφpFqztsuq “ Fztpu Y tp˜u holds. 
Theorem 4.11. The maps η and φ identify
ÝÝÑ
FGpT q as a quotient lattice and a sublattice of BicpT q as follows.
(1) The map η is a surjective lattice map such that ηpXq “ ηpY q if and only X ” Y mod Θ.
(2) The map φ is an injective lattice map whose image is piÓpBicpT qq.
Proof. We have already established that η is lattice quotient map. It remains to show that φ preserves the lattice
operations.
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Let F ,F 1 P ÝÝÑFGpT q. Since η is a lattice map,
F _ F 1 “ ηpφpFqq _ ηpφpF 1qq
“ ηpφpFq _ φpF 1qq
ď ηpφpF _ F 1qq
“ F _ F 1.
Hence, ηpφpFq _ φpF 1qq “ ηpφpF _ F 1qq. Since φpF _ F 1q is minimal in its Θ-equivalence class, φpF _ F 1q ď
φpFq _ φpF 1q. Since φ is order-preserving, the reverse inequality also holds. Thus, φ preserves joins.
Since φ is order-preserving, φpF ^ F 1q ď φpFq ^ φpF 1q holds. Let X “ φpFq ^ φpF 1q. Since
ηpφpF ^ F 1qq “ F ^ F 1 “ ηφpFq ^ ηφpF 1q,
it suffices to show that piÓpXq “ X.
Let s P X and t P Cs. Since φpFq “ piÓpφpFqq, Cs Ď φpFq X φpF 1q. If t R X then there exist u1, . . . , ul R
φpFq X φpF 1q such that t “ u1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ ul. But ui P Ct for some i. Since Ct Ď Cs, we deduce ui P φpFq X φpF 1q, a
contradiction. 
By Lemma 2.5 and Theorem 4.1(3), it follows that the labeling F 1 sÑ F of the covering relations of ÝÝÑFGpT q
by segments is a CN-labeling. To see that this is a CU-labeling, we observe that if there is a flip F 1 sÑ F , then
ηpCsq ď F . The following corollary is a consequence of Proposition 2.10.
Corollary 4.12. The canonical join-representation of a element F P ÝÝÑFGpT q is
F “
ł
sPS
DF 1 sÑF
ηpCsq.
5. Noncrossing tree partitions
In this section, we introduce noncrossing tree partitions, which are partitions of the interior vertices of a tree
embedded in a disk whose blocks are noncrossing as defined in Section 5.1. In Section 5.2, we define a bijection on
the set of noncrossing tree partitions, which we call Kreweras complementation. The equivalence of this definition
of Kreweras complementation with the lattice-theoretic definition in Section 2.2 is given in Section 5.3. Our main
result in this section is that the lattice of noncrossing tree partitions is isomorphic to the shard intersection order
of
ÝÝÑ
FGpT q, which we prove in Section 5.5.
5.1. Admissible curves. Fix a tree T “ pV,Eq embedded in a disk D2 with the Euclidean metric. Let V o
denote the set of interior vertices of T . We fix a small  ą 0 such that the -ball centered at any interior vertex
of T is contained in D2, and no two such -balls intersect. For each corner pv, F q, we fix a point zpv, F q in the
interior of F of distance  from v. Let
T “ T Y
ď
vPV o
tx P D2 : |x´ v| ă u.
In words, T is the embedded tree T plus the open -ball around each interior vertex. If s is a segment of T , let
s denote the set of points on an edge of s of distance at least  from any interior vertex of T .
It will be convenient to represent segments as certain curves in the disk as follows. A flag is a triple pv, e, F q
of a vertex v incident to an edge e, which is incident to a face F . Orienting e away from v, we say a flag is green
if F is left of e. Otherwise, the flag is red. Let pu, e, F q, pv, e1, Gq be two green flags such that ru, vs is a segment
containing the edges e, e1 as in Figure 12. A green admissible curve γ : r0, 1s Ñ D2 for ru, vs is a simple curve
for which γp0q “ zpu, F q, γp1q “ zpv,Gq and γpr0, 1sq Ď D2zpTzru, vsq. Similarly, if pu, e, F 1q and pv, e1, G1q are
red flags, then a red admissible curve is defined the same way, with γp0q “ zpu, F 1q, γp1q “ zpv,G1q. We say a
segment is green if it is represented by a green admissible curve. Similarly, a segment is red if it is represented
by a red admissible curve. We may also refer to an admissible curve for a segment without specifying a color.
Such a curve may be either green or red.
If a colored segment s is represented by a curve with endpoints zpu, F q and zpv,Gq, we say that pu, F q and
pv,Gq are the endpoints of s, and we write Endptpsq “ tpu, F q, pv,Gqu. If S is a collection of colored segments,
we let EndptpSq “ ŤsPS Endptpsq. We refer to corners or vertices as the endpoints of a segment at different parts
of this paper. The distinction should be clear from context.
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Figure 12. A green admissible curve and a red admissible curve for the segment ru, vs
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Figure 13. Several examples of crossing and noncrossing admissible curves representing seg-
ments supported by the tree.
Given an interior vertex v P V o incident to faces F and F 1, let αF,F 1v : r0, 1s Ñ D2 be a simple path contained
in F YF 1 with αF,F 1v p0q “ zpv, F q, αF,F 1v p1q “ zpv, F 1q and |αF,F 1v ptq´v| “  for t P r0, 1s. We use the paths αF,F 1v
to concatenate admissible curves.
Two colored segments are noncrossing if they admit admissible curves that do not intersect. Otherwise,
they are crossing. We remark that if two curves share an endpoint zpu, F q then they are considered to be
crossing. To determine whether two colored segments s, t cross, one must check whether the endpoints of t lie in
different connected components of pD2zpTztqqzγ for some admissible curve γ for s. We will find it convenient to
distinguish several cases of crossing as in the following lemma. The three cases correspond to the three columns
of Figure 13.
Lemma 5.1. Let γ and γ1 be two (left or right) admissible curves corresponding to segments s and s1 that meet
along a common segment t. Let t “ ra, bs and orient γ and γ1 from a to b. Assume that γ and γ1 do not share a
corner. Then γ and γ1 are noncrossing if and only if one of the following holds:
(1) γ (or γ1) does not share an endpoint with t, and γ turns left (or right) at both endpoints of t;
(2) γ starts at a and turns left (resp. right) at b, and γ1 ends at b and turns right (resp. left) at a;
(3) γ and γ1 both start at a (resp. both end at b) where γ leaves a (resp. b) to the left, and γ turns left at b
(resp. a) or γ1 turns right at b (resp. a).
If γ and γ1 are both left admissible or both right admissible, then the third case does not occur.
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Figure 14. A lattice of noncrossing tree partitions
Lemma 5.2. If red segments s and s1 are noncrosssing, then Ks X Cs1 is empty.
Proof. Suppose Ks X Cs1 contains an element ru, vs. Orient s and s1 from u to v. Then s either starts at u or
turns left at u, and it either ends at v or turns right at v. On the other hand, s1 either starts at u or turns right
at u, and it either ends at v or turns left at v. In each case, the segments s and s1 are crossing. 
By a similar analysis, the same result holds for segments of different color. We note that Lemma 5.3 is
asymmetric in red and green.
Lemma 5.3. If a green segment s and a red segment s1 are noncrossing, then Ks X Cs1 is empty.
For B Ď V o, let SeggpBq be the set of inclusion-minimal segments whose endpoints lie in B. We say B is
segment-connected if for any two elements u, v of B, there exists a sequence u “ u0, . . . , uN “ v of elements of B
such that rui´1, uis P SegpBq for all i. If B “ pB1, . . . , Blq is a partition of V o, we let SegpBq “ Ťli“1 SegpBiq.
We let SeggpBq (resp. SegrpBq) denote the same set of segments, all colored green (resp. red).
A noncrossing tree partition B is a set partition of V o such that any two segments of SegrpBq are non-
crossing and each block of B is segment-connected. Note that we intentionally define noncrossing tree partitions
using only red segments. Let NCPpT q be the poset of noncrossing tree partitions of T , ordered by refinement.
We give an example of NCPpT q in Figure 14 where T is the tree whose biclosed sets appear in Figure 10. We
remark that the lattice of noncrossing tree partitions is not isomorphic to the lattice of noncrossing set partitions
in this example.
We record some basic properties of noncrossing tree partitions in the rest of this section.
Lemma 5.4. Let B be a noncrossing tree partition containing a block B. If u, v P B are distinct vertices such
that ru, vs is not a segment, then there exists a vertex w P B distinct from u and v such that w P ru, vs.
Proof. Let w P ru, vs such that ru,ws is a segment of maximum length. Since B is segment-connected, there exists
a sequence u “ u0, u1, . . . , ul “ v of elements of B such that rui´1, uis is a segment for all i. We further assume
that each segment rui´1, uis is in SegpBq and that l is minimal with this property.
Since w is in ru, vs, there exists some segment rui´1, uis containing w such that ui´1 P ru,ws. Then w P rui, vs,
so the noncrossing property forces w P B. 
Lemma 5.5. Let B be a noncrossing tree partition. If B is a block of B, then for any distinct vertices u, v P B,
there exists a sequence u “ u0, . . . , ul “ v such that rui´1, uis is in SegpBq for all i and ru, vs “ ru0, u1s ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝
rul´1, uls.
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Proof. Let B be a block of B with at least two elements, and fix distinct vertices u, v P B. We proceed by
induction on the length of ru, vs. Among the vertices of ru, vs, let u1 be the element of Bztuu minimizing the
length of ru, u1s. By Lemma 5.4, ru, u1s is a segment. By assumption, it is inclusion-minimal, so it is in SegpBq. If
u1 ‰ v, then by the inductive hypothesis, there exists a sequence u1, u2, . . . , ul of elements of B such that ul “ v
and rui´1, uis P SegpBq for all i. 
Lemma 5.6. Let b be a vertex in a green segment ra, cs, and let rd, es be some green segment that crosses ra, cs.
Then either ra, bs or rb, cs crosses rd, es, where ra, bs and rb, cs are both green.
Proof. Suppose neither ra, bs nor rb, cs crosses rd, es. Let γ1, γ2 and γ1 be green admissible curves for ra, bs, rb, cs,
and rd, es, respectively. Let e, e1 be the edges of ra, bs and rb, cs incident to b. Orienting e and e1 away from b, let
F be the face left of e and F 1 the face left of e1. Then γ1 (resp. γ2) has an endpoint at zpb, F q (resp. zpb, F 1q).
Since ra, cs is a segment, the faces F and F 1 are adjacent. Let γ “ γ1 ˝ αF,F 1b ˝ γ2. Then γ is a green admissible
curve for ra, cs and γ does not intersect γ1, a contradiction. 
5.2. Kreweras complementation. In this section, we define a bijection on NCPpT q, which we call Kreweras
complementation. A representation-theoretic interpretation of this bijection is given in Section 8.
We define a function ρ :
ÝÝÑ
FGpT q Ñ NCPpT q as follows. Let F P ÝÝÑFGpT q, and let S be the set of segments for
which there exists F 1 with F 1 sÑ F . Since the arcs in F are pairwise noncrossing, there exists a realization by
simple curves tγp : p P Fu such that the following conditions hold.
‚ If s is the largest segment contained in an arc p P F , then the image of γp is contained in D2zpTzsq.
‚ For distinct p, q P F , γp and γq are disjoint except possibly at the endpoints.
‚ For p P F , if γp is marked at pv, F q, then γp contains the point zpv, F q.
For s P S, let p be the arc marked at the endpoints of s. If p is marked at the corners pv, F q, pv1, F 1q, we
let γs be the subpath of γp with endpoints zpv, F q and zpv1, F 1q. Since s is a lower label of F , the curve γs is
a red admissible curve for s. Since γp and γq are disjoint for distinct arcs p, q, the collection tγs : s P Su is a
noncrossing set of red admissible curves. Hence, S defines a noncrossing tree partition B.
Given F and B as above, we set ρpFq “ B. We prove that ρ is a bijection.
Proposition 5.7. The map ρ is a bijection.
Proof. Given B P NCPpT q, let
φ˜pBq “
ď
sPSegpBq
Cs.
Since Cs is a biclosed set, φ˜pBq is biclosed by Theorem 4.1. By Corollary 4.12, we have φ “ φ˜ ˝ ρ. Since η ˝ φ is
the identity on
ÝÝÑ
FGpT q, we have pη ˝ φ˜q ˝ ρ “ η ˝ φ “ idÝÝÑ
FGpT q. Hence, ρ is an injective function.
To show that ρ is surjective, it suffices to prove that φ˜ is injective and its image is piÓpBicpT qq. The lat-
ter statement is clear since Cs P piÓpBicpT qq for any segment s, and piÓpBicpT qq is a sublattice of BicpT q by
Theorem 4.11.
Let B P NCPpT q and set X “ φ˜pBq. Let S “ ts P SegpT q : Xztsu P BicpT qu. To prove that φ˜ is injective, we
show that SegpBq “ S.
Suppose SzSegpBq is nonempty, and let t P SzSegpBq. Since Xzttu is biclosed, the segment t is not the
concatenation of any two segments in X. Consequently, t P Cs for some s P SegpBq and s ‰ t. Then s “ tp1q˝t˝tp2q
where tp1q or tp2q is a nonempty segment (or both). Moreover, since Xzttu is co-closed and s P X, either tp1q P X
or tp2q P X holds. We may assume without loss of generality that tp1q is a segment in X. Since t P Cs, we have
tp1q P Ks. By definition, tp1q “ t1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ tl where each ti is in Cs1 for some s1 P SegpBq. By repeated application
of Lemma 4.3, some ti is in Ks. Hence, Ks X Cs1 is nonempty for some s1 P SegpBq. By Lemma 5.2, the red
segments s and s1 are crossing, which is a contradiction.
Now assume SegpBqzS is nonempty, and let s P SegpBqzS. Then Xztsu is not biclosed.
Suppose Xztsu is not closed. Then there exists t, t1 P X such that s “ t˝t1. Without loss of generality, we may
assume t P Cs and t1 P Ks. Since t1 P X, there exist a decomposition t1 “ t1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ tl such that for all i, ti P Cs1
for some s1 P SegpBq. By Lemma 4.3, some ti is in Ks. Hence, Ks X Cs1 is nonempty for some s1 P SegpBq, and
we again deduce that s and s1 are crossing.
Suppose Xztsu is not co-closed. Then there exists t P SegpT qzX such that s ˝ t P X. We choose the segment
t to be minimal with those properties.
Suppose s ˝ t P Cs1 for some s1 P SegpBq. Since t R X, t is not in Cs1 . Hence, t P Ks˝t and s P Cs˝t. But this
implies s P Cs1 , so s and s1 are crossing.
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Now assume s ˝ t “ s1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ sl, l ą 1 where for all i, si P Cs1 for some s1 P SegpBq. Since t R X and
X “ piÓpXq, the segment t is not in Cs1˝¨¨¨˝sl . Consequently, s P Cs1˝¨¨¨˝sl . We consider two cases: either sl is a
proper subsegment of t or t is a proper subsegment of sl. We note that t is not equal to sl since t R X and sl P X.
If sl is a subsegment of t, then there exists a segment t
1 such that s ˝ t1 “ s1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ sl´1. Then t1 P X by
minimality of t. But t “ t1 ˝ sl, contrary to X being closed.
If t is a subsegment of sl, then there exists t
1 such that t1 ˝ t “ sl. Then t P Ksl since t P Ks1˝¨¨¨˝sl , so t1 P Csl .
Since sl P Cs1 for some s1 P SegpBq, we have t1 P Cs1 . Since t1 is a proper subsegment of s that shares an endpoint
with s, either t1 P Ks or t1 P Cs. If t1 P Ks, then s and s1 cross by Lemma 5.2. If t1 P Cs, then s1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ sl´1 P Ks.
By repeated application of Lemma 4.3, some si is in Ks. But si P Cs1 for some s1 P SegpBq, which is again a
contradiction.
We have established that S and SegpBq are identical. Hence, the map φ˜ is injective, and the result follows. 
Proposition 5.8. For s, t P SegpT q, if s and t are noncrossing as green segments, then they are noncrossing as
red segments.
Proof. Let γs and γt be green admissible curves for s and t that do not intersect. Suppose s has corners
pu, F q, pv,Gq as a green segment and pu, F 1q, pv,G1q as a red segment. Define γ1s to be the curve αG,G1v γsαF 1,Fu .
We apply a slight homotopy to γ1s so that γ1s is a simple curve and zpu, F 1q and zpv,G1q are the unique points of
distance at most  from some interior vertex of T . Then γ1s is a red admissible curve for s. If γ1t is defined in a
similar manner, then it is a red admissible curve for t that does not intersect γ1s. Hence, s and t are noncrossing
as red segments. 
Theorem 5.9. Let B be a noncrossing tree partition, and let F “ ρ´1pBq. Setting
S “ ts P SegpT q : DF sÑ F 1u,
we have S “ SegpB1q for some noncrossing tree partition B1.
The noncrossing tree partition B1 of Theorem 5.9 is called the Kreweras complement of B. Kreweras
complementation is a bijection Kr : NCPpT q Ñ NCPpT q.
5.3. Red-green trees. A red-green tree T is a collection of pairwise noncrossing colored segments such that
every pair of vertices in V o is connected by a sequence of curves in T . The segments in T are allowed to be red
or green. Let Tr (resp. Tg) be the subset of red (resp. green) segments of T .
That red-green trees are actual trees (i.e. acyclic) will be a consequence of Theorem 5.10.
Given F P ÝÝÑFGpT q, let Sr “ ts : DF 1 sÑ Fu and Sg “ ts : DF sÑ F 1u.
Theorem 5.10. The sets Sr and Sg form the red and green segments of a red-green tree. Conversely, every
red-green tree is of this form.
Proof. In the same way that a nonintersecting collection of red admissible curves for segments of Sr was con-
structed in the definition of ρ in Section 5.2, one may construct a family of nonintersecting red and green admissible
curves for Sr Y Sg. It remains to show that the graph on the interior vertices of T with edge set Sr Y Sg is con-
nected. This follows from the fact that the graph of facets is connected, and flips preserve connectivity of SrYSg;
see Proposition 8.8 and Figure 21.
Now let T be a red-green tree. Then Tr is the set of minimal segments of a noncrossing tree partition B. Let
X “ φ˜pBq, where φ˜ is the map to biclosed sets from the proof of Proposition 5.7. By definition, X “ ŤsPTr Cs.
We prove that
SegpT qzpiÒpXq “
ď
sPTg
Ks.
Since
Ž
sPTg ηpKsq is the canonical join-representation of an element in
ÝÝÑ
FGpT_q, this equality uniquely identifies
Tg.
By definition, the set SegpT qzpiÒpXq consists of segments t for which Kt X X is empty. We first show thatŤ
sPTg Ks is a subset of SegpT qzpiÒpXq. To this end, it suffices to show that Ks XX “ H holds whenever s P Tg.
If not, then let s P Tg such that Ks X X is nonempty, and let t P Ks X X. Since t P X, there exist segments
t1, . . . , tl, s1, . . . , sl such that t “ t1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ tl and ti P Csi for all i. Then ti P Kt for some i. Since Kt Ď Ks, ti is
in Ks. But since si and s do not cross, Ks X Csi is empty by Lemma 5.3, a contradiction.
Now we prove that SegpT qzpiÒpXq is a subset of ŤsPTg Ks. Let t “ ru, vs be a segment for which KtXX “ H.
Since T is a red-green tree, there is a path in T with edges s1, . . . , sl such that s1 starts at u and sl ends at v.
We consider two cases: either t is the concatenation of s1, . . . , sl (i.e. t “ s1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ sl), or it is not.
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Assume that t is not equal to the concatenation of s1, . . . , sl. Then there exists a vertex w incident to an edge
e such that two adjacent segments si, si`1 both contain e and share an endpoint at w. Then si and si`1 must
have different colors. Up to reversing the order of the segments, we may assume si is red and si`1 is green. Let
rw1, ws be the largest common subsegment of si and si`1. Since si and si`1 are noncrossing, the segment rw1, ws
is in Ksi XCsi`1 . Let s1i, s1i`1 be segments such that s1i ˝ rw1, ws “ si and s1i`1 ˝ rw1, ws “ si`1. It is possible thatrw1, ws is equal to si or si`1 (but not both), in which case s1i or s1i`1 is a lazy path and thus not a segment.
If s1i is a segment and i ą 1, we claim that it does not cross si´1. Indeed, if s1i and si´1 cross, then si´1 must
be green and Cs1i XKsi´1 is nonempty. But this implies Csi XKsi´1 is nonempty, a contradiction.
If s1i is not a segment and i ą 1, we claim that s1i`1 does not cross si´1. If s1i`1 and si´1 do cross, then si´1
must be red and Ks1i`1 X Csi´1 is nonempty. But this implies Ksi`1 X Csi´1 is nonempty, a contradiction.
Hence, s1, . . . , s
1
i, s
1
i`1, . . . , sl is a sequence of red and green segments connecting the endpoints of t such that
the red segments are in
Ť
sPTr Cs and the green segments are in
Ť
sPTg Ks. Moreover, adjacent segments are
noncrossing. Proceeding inductively, we may assume that t is the concatenation of noncrossing colored segments
t1, . . . , tl where each ti is either a red segment in
Ť
sPTr Cs or a green segment in
Ť
sPTg Ks. If t1, . . . , tl are all
green segments, then t P ŤsPTg Ks, as desired.
Assume at least one segment is red, and let ti, . . . , tj be a maximal subsequence of red segments. We prove
that ti ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ tj is in Kt. If i ą 1, then ti´1 is a green segment not crossing ti such that the concatenation ti´1 ˝ ti
is a segment. This implies ti P Kti´1˝ti . Similarly, if j ă l, then tj`1 is a green segment not crossing tj , and tj
is in Ktj˝tj`1 . Hence, ti ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ tj is in Kt. But this implies tm is in Kt for some i ď m ď j. As tm P X, this
contradicts the assumption that Kt XX is empty. 
Since ρ is a bijection that only depends on the red segments of a facet, Theorem 5.10 gives a bijection between
noncrossing tree partitions and red-green trees. This correspondence encodes Kreweras complementation in a
nice way.
Corollary 5.11. Let B be a noncrossing tree partition. There exists a unique red-green tree T whose set of red
segments is SegpBq. Moreover, the set of green segments of T is SegpKrpBqq.
5.4. Lattice property. Let ΠpV oq be the lattice of all set partitions of V o, ordered by refinement. Recall that
the meet of any two set partitions is their common refinement. We prove that NCPpT q is a meet-subsemilattice
of ΠpV oq in Theorem 5.12. Since NCPpT q has a top and bottom element, this implies that it is a lattice.
Theorem 5.12. The poset NCPpT q is a lattice.
Proof. Let B,B1 be two noncrossing tree partitions, and let B2 be the common refinement of B and B1. We
claim that B2 is a noncrossing tree partition and deduce that NCPpT q is a meet-subsemilattice of ΠpV oq. We
first prove that every block of B2 is segment-connected.
Let B2 be a block of B2, and let u, v P B2. There exist blocks B P B, B1 P B1, each containing u and v.
We prove by induction that there exists a sequence u “ u0, . . . , ul “ v of elements of B2 such that rui´1, uis is a
segment for all i. Among vertices of ru, vs, choose u1 such that ru, u1s is a segment of maximum length. If u1 “ v,
we are done. Since B is segment-connected, there exists a sequence u “ w0, . . . , wm “ v of elements of B such
that rwi´1, wis is a segment for all i. Moreover, these segments may be chosen so that ru, vs is the concatenation
of the segments rwi´1, wis. Then u1 is a vertex in rwi´1, wis for some i. As rwi´1, wis is a segment, this forces
u1 “ wi´1 or u1 “ wi. Hence, u1 P B. By a similar argument u1 P B1 so u1 is an element of B2. By induction,
we conclude that B2 is segment-connected.
Let S “ ŤB2PB2 SegpB2q and suppose ra, bs, rc, ds P S such that ra, bs and rc, ds are crossing.
Assume that these segments share a common endpoint, say b “ c, then they intersect in a common segment
rb, es. As B and B1 are noncrossing tree partitions, there exist blocks B P B, B1 P B1 such that a, b, d, e P B
and a, b, d, e P B1. Hence, e P B2. But rb, es is a subsegment of ra, bs and rb, ds, contradicting the minimality of
segments in SegpB2q.
Now assume that the endpoints are all distinct. Let B21 , B22 be blocks in B2 such that a, b P B21 and c, d P B22 .
Since B2 is the common refinement of B and B1, we may assume without loss of generality that B contains
distinct blocks B1 and B2 such that a, b P B1 and c, d P B2. Since B is noncrossing, either ra, bs R SegpB1q or
rc, ds R SegpB2q. Suppose ra, bs R SegpB1q. Then there exists a1 P ra, bs such that ra, a1s P SegpB1q. Then either
ra, a1s or ra1, bs cross rc, ds by Lemma 5.6. By induction, there exists segments ra1, b1s P SegpB1q, rc1, d1s P SegpB2q
such that ra1, b1s and rc1, d1s cross, a contradiction. 
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∼= ×
Figure 15. An example of the isomorphism appearing in Proposition 5.13 where F is a facet
from the oriented flip graph in Figure 9.
5.5. Shard intersection order. In this section, we prove that the shard intersection order of
ÝÝÑ
FGpT q is naturally
isomorphic to NCPpT q.
Let B be a segment-connected subset of T o, and let S “ SegrpBq. We define the contracted tree TB such
that
‚ B is the set of interior vertices of TB ,
‚ S is the set of interior edges of TB , and
‚ for edges e with one endpoint u in B and the other endpoint not between two vertices of B, there is an
edge from u to the boundary in the direction of e.
As in Proposition 4.2, we may compute the facial intervals of
ÝÝÑ
FGpT q as follows.
Proposition 5.13. Let F P ÝÝÑFGpT q, and let s1, . . . , sk be a set of segments for which there exists flips F siÑ F 1
for each i. Let B “ pB1, . . . , Blq be the noncrossing tree partition with segments SegpBq “ ts1, . . . , sku. Let Ti
denote the contracted tree TBi . Then
rF ,
ł
F 1s – ÝÝÑFGpT1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ ÝÝÑFGpTlq,
where the join is taken over F 1 for which F siÑ F 1 for some si (see Figure 15).
Proof. Let X be the biclosed set piÒpφpFqq. Then ts1, . . . , sku is the set of segments for which XYtsiu is biclosed,
and ηpX Y tsiuq “ F 1 where F 1 is the facet obtained by flipping F at si. Set Y “ X Y ts1, . . . , sku.
Let B “ tB1, . . . , Blu be the noncrossing tree partition with SegpBq “ ts1, . . . , sku, and let Ti be the contracted
tree TBi . By Proposition 4.2, the interval rX,Y s is isomorphic to BicpT1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ BicpTlq.
As usual, we let Θ denote the lattice congruence that identifies
ÝÝÑ
FGpT q with BicpT q{Θ. We let Θi denote
the corresponding lattice congruence on BicpTiq. By Lemma 2.4, the quotient interval rX,Y s{Θ is isomorphic to
rF ,ŽF 1s. Hence, we prove
rX,Y s{Θ – BicpT1q{Θ1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ BicpTlq{Θl.
Given a segment s supported by Ti, we let C
i
s (resp. K
i
s) denote the intersection Cs X SegpTiq (resp. Ks X
SegpTiq), and we define maps piiÓ and piÒi by the congruence Θi. Explicitly, we have
piiÓpZq “ ts P SegpTiq : Cis Ď Zu and
piÒi pZq “ ts P SegpTiq : Kis X Z ‰ Hu.
Let Z,Z 1 P rX,Y s. Then Z “ X YŤli“1 Zi and Z 1 “ X YŤli“1 Z 1i for some (unique) Zi, Z 1i P BicpTiq. We
prove that Z ” Z 1 mod Θ if and only if Zi ” Z 1i mod Θi for all i.
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Suppose Z ” Z 1 mod Θ, and fix i P t1, . . . , lu. To prove that Zi ” Z 1i mod Θi, it suffices to show that
piÒi pZiq “ piÒpZq X SegpTiq. If s P piÒi pZiq, then Kis X Zi is nonempty. But this implies Ks X Z is nonempty, so
s P piÒpZq X SegpTiq. Conversely, if s P piÒpZq X SegpTiq, then Ks X Z is nonempty. Since piÒpXq “ X, we deduce
that Ks X Ťlj“1 Zj is nonempty. But Ks X Zj “ H whenever j ‰ i since blocks Bi and Bj are noncrossing.
Hence, s P piÒi pZiq, as desired.
Now assume Zi ” Z 1i mod Θi for all i. Since piÒi pZiq Ď piÒpZq and piÒ is idempotent, we have
piÒpZq “ piÒpX Y
lď
i“1
piÒi pZiqq
“ piÒpX Y
lď
i“1
piÒi pZ 1iqq
“ piÒpZ 1q.
Therefore, Z ” Z 1 mod Θ.

Theorem 5.14. The map ρ ˝ ψ´1 : ΨpÝÝÑFGpT qq Ñ NCPpT q is a Kreweras-equivariant isomorphism of posets.
Proof. Let F be an element of ÝÝÑFGpT q, and let
F 1 “
ľ
tF2 : F2 Ñ Fu.
Let S “ SegpρpFqq. By Lemma 2.12, F is equal toł
tF2 : F 1 sÑ F2, s P Su.
Let ρpFq “ pB1, . . . , Blq, and let Ti be the contracted tree TBi . By Proposition 5.13, the interval rF 1,Fs is
isomorphic to
ÝÝÑ
FGpT1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ ÝÝÑFGpTlq.
The set ψpFq is defined to be the set of labels s such that there exists a covering relation F p1q sÑ F p2q where
F 1 ď F p1q Ì F p2q ď F . Hence,
ψpFq “
lğ
i“1
SegpTiq “ SegpρpFqq.
From this description, it is clear that ψ is a bijection. Hence, the inverse ψ´1 exists, and the composite
map ρ ˝ ψ´1 is a bijection. Since the Kreweras complement is defined for both ΨpÝÝÑFGpT qq and NCPpT q via the
bijections ρ and ψ, the Kreweras-equivariance is immediate. If F1,F2 P ÝÝÑFGpT q satisfy ψpF1q Ď ψpF2q, then the
corresponding noncrossing tree partitions are ordered by refinement. Conversely, it is clear that if ρpF1q ď ρpF2q,
then any segment in ψpF1q is contained in ψpF2q. Hence, the bijection ρ ˝ ψ´1 is an isomorphism of posets. 
6. Trees and their tiling algebras
Given a tree T embedded in D2, we explain how one associates to it a finite dimensional algebra ΛT . The con-
struction we present is useful in that the indecomposable modules of the resulting algebra ΛT , as we will show (see
Corollary 6.5), are parameterized by the segments of T. We also classify the extensions between indecomposable
ΛT -modules (see Propositions 6.6 and 6.7 and Theorems 6.8 and 6.9), which will be useful in our applications.
Before presenting the definition of ΛT , we review some background on path algebras, quiver representations, and
string modules. At the end of this section, we show that the oriented flip graph of T is isomorphic to the lattice
of torsion-free classes in ΛT -mod, and we show that the lattice of noncrossing tree partitions is isomorphic to the
lattice of wide subcategories of ΛT -mod.
6.1. Path algebras and quiver representations. Following [2], let Q be a given quiver. We define a path of
length ` ě 1 to be an expression α1α2 ¨ ¨ ¨α` where αi P Q1 for all i P r`s and spαiq “ tpαi`1q for all i P r`´ 1s.
We may visualize such a path in the following way
¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨α1oo α2oo oo oo α`oo .
Furthermore, the source (resp. target) of the path α1α2 ¨ ¨ ¨α` is spα`q (resp. tpα1q). Let Q` denote the set of
all paths in Q of length `. We also associate to each vertex i P Q0 a path of length ` “ 0, denoted εi, that we
will refer to as the lazy path at i.
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Definition 6.1. Let Q be a quiver. The path algebra of Q is the k-algebra generated by all paths of length ` ě 0.
Throughout this paper, we assume that k is algebraically closed. The multiplication of two paths α1 ¨ ¨ ¨α` P Q`
and β1 ¨ ¨ ¨βk P Qk is given by the following rule
α1 ¨ ¨ ¨α` ¨ β1 ¨ ¨ ¨βk “
"
α1 ¨ ¨ ¨α`β1 ¨ ¨ ¨βk P Q``k : spα`q “ tpβ1q
0 : spα`q ‰ tpβ1q.
We will denote the path algebra of Q by kQ. Note also that as k-vector spaces we have
kQ “
8à
`“0
kQ`
where kQ` is the k-vector space of all paths of length `.
In this paper, we study certain quivers Q which have oriented cycles. We say a path of length ` ě 0
α1 ¨ ¨ ¨α` P Q` is an oriented cycle if tpα1q “ spα`q. We denote by kQ`,cyc Ă kQ` the subspace of all oriented
cycles of length ` ě 0. If a quiver Q possesses any oriented cycles of length ` ě 1, we see that kQ is infinite
dimensional. If Q has no oriented cycles, we say that Q is acyclic.
In order to avoid studying infinite dimensional algebras, we will add relations to path algebras whose quivers
contain oriented cycles in such a way that we obtain finite dimensional quotients of path algebras. The relations
we add are those coming from an admissible ideal I of kQ meaning that
I Ă
8à
`“2
kQ`.
If I is an admissible ideal of kQ, we say that pQ, Iq is a bound quiver and that kQ{I is a bound quiver
algebra.
In this paper, we study modules over a bound quiver algebra kQ{I by studying certain representations of Q
that are “compatible” with the relations coming from I. A representation V “ ppViqiPQ0 , pϕαqαPQ1q of a quiver
Q is an assignment of a k-vector space Vi to each vertex i and a k-linear map ϕα : Vspαq Ñ Vtpαq to each arrow
α P Q1. If ρ P kQ, it can be expressed as
ρ “
mÿ
i“1
ciα
piq
1 ¨ ¨ ¨αpiqki
where ci P k and αpiq1 ¨ ¨ ¨αpiqki P Qik so when considering a representation V of Q, we define
ϕρ :“
mÿ
i“1
ciϕαpiq1
¨ ¨ ¨ϕ
α
piq
ki
.
If we have a bound quiver pQ, Iq, we define a representation of Q bound by I to be a representation of Q where
ϕρ “ 0 if ρ P I. We say a representation of Q bound by I is finite dimensional if dimk Vi ă 8 for all i P Q0.
It turns out that kQ{I-mod is equivalent to the category of finite dimensional representations of Q bound by I.
In the sequel, we use this fact without mentioning it further. Additionally, the dimension vector of V P kQ{I-
mod is the vector dimpV q :“ pdimk ViqiPQ0 and the dimension of V is defined as dimkpV q “
ř
iPQ0 dimk Vi. The
support of V P kQ{I-mod is the set supppV q :“ ti P Q0 : Vi ‰ 0u.
In this paper, we will focus on a special type of bound quiver algebras known as gentle algebras. Gentle
algebras have a simple combinatorial parameterization of their indecomposable modules in terms of string modules.
The string modules and the homological properties of string modules of the tiling algebra ΛT (see Section 6.2)
defined by T will be closely related to the combinatorics T that we have developed in the preceding sections. A
gentle algebra Λ “ kQ{I is a bound quiver algebra that satisfies the following conditions:
i) For each vertex of Q is the starting point of at most two arrows and the ending point of at most two
arrows.
ii) For each arrow β P Q1 there is at most one arrow α P Q1 such that βα R I, and there is at most one
arrow γ P Q1 such that γβ R I.
iii) For each arrow β P Q1, there is at most one arrow δ P Q1 such that βδ P I, and there is at most one
arrow µ P Q1 such that µβ P I.
iv) I is generated by paths of length 2.
A string in Λ is a sequence
w “ x1 α1ÐÑ x2 α2ÐÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ αmÐÑ xm`1
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where each xi P Q0 and each αi P Q1 or αi P Q´11 :“ tformal inverses of arrows of Qu. We require that each αi
connects xi and xi`1 (i.e. either spαiq “ xi and tpαiq “ xi`1 or spαiq “ xi`1 and tpαiq “ xi where if αi P Q´11
we define spαiq :“ tpα´1i q and tpαiq :“ spα´1i q) and that w contains no substrings of w of the following forms:
iq x βÝÑ y β´1ÐÝ x or x βÐÝ y β´1ÝÑ x,
iiq xi1 β1ÝÑ xi2 ¨ ¨ ¨xis βsÝÑ xis`1 or xi1 γ1ÐÝ xi2 ¨ ¨ ¨xis γsÐÝ xis`1 where βs ¨ ¨ ¨β1, γ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ γs P I.
In other words, w is an irredundant walk in Q that avoids the relations imposed by I. By convention, we consider
w to be a different word in the vertices of Q than w´1 :“ xm`1 αmÐÑ xm αm´1ÐÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ α1ÐÑ x1. We say the string w is
cyclic if x1 “ xm`1 and we say a cyclic string is a band if
wk :“ x1 α1ÐÑ x2 α2ÐÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ αmÐÑ x1 α1ÐÑ x2 α2ÐÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ αmÐÑ x1 ¨ ¨ ¨x1 α1ÐÑ x2 α2ÐÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ αmÐÑ x1
k copies of w
is a string but w is not a proper power of another string u (i.e. there does not exist an integer s ě 2 such that
w “ us).
Let w be a string in Λ. The string module defined by w is the bound quiver representation Mpwq :“
ppViqiPQ0 , pϕαqαPQ1q where
Vi :“
"
ksj : i “ xj for some j P rm` 1s
0 : otherwise
where sj :“ #tk P rm ` 1s : xk “ xju and the action of ϕα is induced by the relevant identity morphisms if α
lies on w and is zero otherwise. One observes that Mpwq – Mpw´1q. If, in addition, w is a band, it defines a
band module Mpw, n, φq :“ ppViqiPQ0 , pϕαqαPQ1q where
Vi :“
"
kn : i “ xj for some j P rm` 1s
0 : otherwise
for each choice of n P N and φ P Autpknq. The action of ϕα is induced by relevant identity morphisms (resp. by
φ) if α “ αj for some j P rm´ 1s (resp. α “ αm).
If kQ{I is a representation-finite gentle algebra, it follows from [54] that set of indecomposable kQ{I-modules,
denoted indpkQ{I-modq, consists of exactly the string modules Mpwq where w is a string in kQ{I.
Example 6.2. Let Q denote the quiver shown below. Then kQ{I “ kQ{xβα, γβ, αγy is a gentle algebra.
Q =
1
2
3
α

β__
γ
//
The algebra kQ{I has the following string modules.
Mp1q = k
0
0
0

0__
0
// Mp2q = 0
k
0
0

0__
0
// Mp3q = 0
0
k
0

0__
0
//
Mp1 αÐÝ 2q = k
k
0
1

0__
0
// Mp2 βÐÝ 3q = 0
k
k
0

1__
0
// Mp3 γÐÝ 1q = k
0
k
0

0__
1
//
6.2. The tiling algebra of a tree. Let T be a tree embedded in D2. Then T defines a bound quiver, denoted
pQT , IT q, as follows. Let QT be quiver whose vertices are in bijection with the edges of T that contain no leaves
and whose arrows are exactly those of the form e1
αÝÑ e2 satisfying:
iq e1 and e2 define a corner of T ,
iiq e2 is counterclockwise from e1.
The admissible ideal IT is, by definition, generated by the relations αβ where α : e2 ÝÑ e3 defines the corner
pv, F q and β : e1 ÝÑ e2 defines the corner pv,Gq. We define ΛT :“ kQT {IT and refer to this as the tiling algebra
of T .
Example 6.3. In Figure 16, we show three trees. In the left tree in Figure 16, we illustrate how T1 determines
the quiver QT1 “ 1 βÝÑ 2 αÝÑ 3. The algebra defined by T1 is ΛT1 “ kQT1{IT1 where IT1 “ xαβy. Also note
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that QT2 – QT3 – Q and ΛT2 – ΛT3 – Λ where Q is the quiver from Example 6.2 and Λ is the algebra from
Example 6.2.
1
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1
2
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F4
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F7
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5
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7
8
9
10
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F5
F6
T1 T2 T3
Figure 16.
We remark that the term tiling algebra first appeared in [52] where a tiling algebra is defined by a partial
triangulation of a polygon. The definition of a tiling algebra from [52] agrees with our definition of ΛP in Section 7
which is canonically isomorphic to ΛT .
Proposition 6.4. The algebra ΛT is a gentle algebra. Furthermore, the algebra ΛT is representation-finite and
its indecomposables are exactly the string modules.
Proof. The first assertion follows from [52, Proposition 3.2]. To prove the second assertion, it is enough to observe
that any string w in ΛT can be regarded as a full, connected subquiver of QT that avoids the relations imposed
by IT . In particular, w has at most one arrow from any cycle in QT so w is not a cyclic string. This description
of the strings in ΛT implies that there are only finitely many strings in ΛT and there are no bands in ΛT . Thus
ΛT is representation-finite. 
Corollary 6.5. The following hold for the tiling algebra ΛT .
1. Assume Mpwq :“ ppViqiPQ0 , pϕαqαPQ1q is a string module of ΛT . Then dimkpViq “ 1 if i P supppMpwqq
and dimkpViq “ 0 otherwise.
2. The map indpΛT q ÝÑ SegpT q defined by
Mpwq ÞÝÑ sw :“ pv0, . . . , vtq
where each vi is a vertex of T belonging to some ej P supppMpwqq and where each pair vi and vi`1
belongs to a common ej P supppMpwqq is a bijection.
Proof. Assertion 1. follows from the proof of Proposition 6.4.
To prove assertion 2., we note that, as in the proof of Proposition 6.4, any string module Mpwq P indpΛT q can
be regarded as a full, connected subquiver of QT that avoids the relations imposed by IT . With this identification,
we observe that Mpwq is equivalent to a sequence of interior vertices pv0, . . . , vtq of QT with the property that any
two edges pvi´1, viq and pvi, vi`1q are contained in a common face of T . Thus the given map is a bijection. 
We now present a description of the spaces of extensions between indecomposable ΛT -modules. These results,
especially Theorems 6.9, appear to be new. These results generalize, in the finite representation type case, the
description of extensions between indecomposables found in [13]. The proofs of the following results depend on
several lemmas presented in Section 6.3.
Proposition 6.6. Let 0 ÑMpuq fÑ X gÑMpvq Ñ 0 be an extension where supppMpuqqX supppMpvqq “ H and
where su and sv do not have any common vertices. Then the given extension is split so Ext
1
ΛT pMpvq,Mpuqq “ 0.
Proof. Since su and sv have no common vertices, there is no arrow α P pQT q1 such that u αÐ v is a string in
ΛT . By exactness of the given sequence and by Lemma 6.15, it is clear that X “Mpuq ‘Mpvq. Thus the given
sequence is split. 
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Proposition 6.7. LetMpuq,Mpvq P indpΛT -modq where su and sv either share an endpoint and agree along a seg-
ment or they have a common vertex that is an endpoint of at most one of su and sv. Then Ext
1
ΛT pMpvq,Mpuqq “ 0.
Proof. Let 0 Ñ Mpuq fÑ X gÑ Mpvq Ñ 0 be an extension. By Lemma 6.18 iq, X has at least two summands
Mpyq and Mpzq for some nonempty strings y and z in ΛT . By Lemma 6.18 iiq, without loss of generality, we
have that Mpyq “Mpuq and Mpzq “Mpvq so the given sequence is split. 
Theorem 6.8. Let Mpuq,Mpvq P indpΛT -modq where su and sv agree only at an endpoint. Then there is a
nonsplit extension ξ “ 0 ÑMpuq ÑMpu αÐ vq ÑMpvq Ñ 0 if and only if there exists an arrow α P pQT q1 such
that u
αÐ v is a string in ΛT . In this case, ξ is the unique nonsplit extension of Mpuq by Mpvq.
Proof. Assume that there exists an arrow α P pQT q1 such that u αÐ v is a string in ΛT . Thus Mpu αÐ vq is a
string module and so ξ is a nonsplit extension.
Assume that there does not exist an arrow α P pQT q1 such that u αÐ v is a string in ΛT . Let 0 Ñ Mpuq fÑ
X
gÑMpvq Ñ 0 be an extension. Lemma 6.15 implies that X “Mpuq ‘Mpvq so all such extensions are split.
The last assertion follows from the fact that dimk Ext
1
ΛT pMpvq,Mpuqq “ 1 by Lemma 6.14. 
Theorem 6.9. Suppose that supppMpuqq X supppMpvqq ‰ H, and let w denote the unique maximal string
supported on supppMpuqq X supppMpvqq. Furthermore, assume that the segments su and sv do not have any
common endpoints. Write u “ up1q Ø w Ø up2q and v “ vp1q Ø w Ø vp2q for some strings up1q, up2q, vp1q, and
vp2q in ΛT some of which may be empty. Then Ext1ΛT pMpvq,Mpuqq ‰ 0 if and only if u “ up1q Ð w Ñ up2q and
v “ vp1q Ñ w Ð vp2q. Additionally, in this case,
0 ÑMpuq ÑMpup1q Ð w Ð vp2qq ‘Mpvp1q Ñ w Ñ up2qq ÑMpvq Ñ 0
is the unique nonsplit extension of Mpuq by Mpvq.
Proof. Assume that u “ up1q Ð w Ñ up2q and v “ vp1q Ñ w Ð vp2q for some strings up1q, up2q, vp1q, and vp2q in
ΛT . Note that the segments su and sv have no common endpoints. This means that Mpup1q Ð w Ð vp2qq is not
isomorphic to Mpuq or Mpvq and the same is true for Mpvp1q Ñ w Ñ up2qq. Thus
0 ÑMpuq ÑMpup1q Ð w Ð vp2qq ‘Mpvp1q Ñ w Ñ up2qq ÑMpvq Ñ 0
is a nonsplit extension. This implies that Ext1ΛT pMpvq,Mpuqq ‰ 0.
Conversely, assume that Ext1ΛT pMpvq,Mpuqq ‰ 0. Let 0 Ñ Mpuq
fÑ X gÑ Mpvq Ñ 0 be a nonsplit extension
and let X “ ‘ki“1Xi be a direct sum decomposition of X into indecomposables. By Corollary 6.17, we have
that X “ Mpup1q Ø w Ø vp2qq ‘Mpvp1q Ø w Ø up2qq. Since the given sequence is exact, we must have that
pup1q Ø w Ø vp2qq “ pup1q Ð w Ð vp2qq and pvp1q Ø w Ø up2qq “ pvp1q Ñ w Ñ up2qq. Thus u “ up1q Ð w Ñ up2q
and v “ vp1q Ñ w Ð vp2q.
The last assertion follows from the fact that dimk Ext
1
ΛT pMpvq,Mpuqq “ 1 by Lemma 6.14. 
6.3. Homomorphisms and extensions between string modules. In this section, we present the technical
facts required to prove Propositions 6.6 and 6.7 and Theorems 6.8 and 6.9. We prove Lemma 6.10, which is used
in the statement of Theorem 6.9, Lemma 6.16, and Corollary 6.17. We omit the proofs of Lemma 6.11, 6.12, and
6.14 as they are nearly identical to that of [30, Lemma 9.2], [30, Lemma 9.3], and [30, Lemma 9.4], respectively.
Lemma 6.10. Let Mpuq,Mpvq P indpΛT -modq with supppMpuqq X supppMpvqq ‰ H. Then w “ x1 Ø
x2 ¨ ¨ ¨xk´1 Ø xk where supppMpuqq X supppMpvqq “ txiuiPrks is a string in Λ. Furthermore, w is the unique
maximal string along which u and v agree.
Proof. Any string in ΛT includes at most two vertices from any oriented cycle in QT . Thus a string u “ y1 Ø
y2 ¨ ¨ ¨ ys´1 Ø ys is the shortest path connecting y1 and ys in the underlying graph of QT . This implies that for
any yi and yj appearing in u, the string yi Ø yi`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ yj´1 Ø yj is the shortest path connecting yi and yj in the
underlying graph of QT . Therefore if supppMpuqq X supppMpvqq ‰ H, then w “ x1 Ø x2 ¨ ¨ ¨xk´1 Ø xk where
supppMpuqq X supppMpvqq “ txiuiPrks is a string in ΛT . Clearly, w is the unique maximal string along which u
and v agree. 
Lemma 6.11. Let Mpuq,Mpvq P indpΛT -modq. If Mpuq ãÑMpvq or MpuqMpvq, then
dimkHomΛT pMpuq,Mpvqq “ 1.
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Lemma 6.12. Let Mpuq,Mpvq P indpΛT -modq. Then dimkHomΛT pMpuq,Mpvqq ď 1. Additionally, assume
HomΛT pMpuq,Mpvqq ‰ 0, but Mpuq is not a submodule of Mpvq and Mpuq does not surject onto Mpvq. Then
there exists a string w in ΛT distinct from both u and v such that MpuqMpwq ãÑMpvq.
Lemma 6.13. Assume su and sv agree at an endpoint. Then su and sv agree along a segment sw if and only if
either HomΛT pMpuq,Mpvqq ‰ 0 or HomΛT pMpvq,Mpuqq ‰ 0.
Proof. Assume su and sv agree along a segment sw. By Lemma 6.10, assume that sw is the unique largest
segment along which su and sv agree. We have that either u “ up1q Ð w and v “ vp1q Ñ w or u “ up1q Ñ w and
v “ vp1q Ð w. In the former case, HomΛT pMpuq,Mpvqq ‰ 0. In the latter case, HomΛT pMpvq,Mpuqq ‰ 0.
The converse statement is obvious. 
Lemma 6.14. Let Mpuq,Mpvq P indpΛT -modq. Then dimk Ext1ΛT pMpuq,Mpvqq ď 1.
Next, we present four results, each of which is crucial to classifying extensions between indecomposable ΛT -
modules. Lemma 6.15 is used in the proof of Proposition 6.6 and Theorem 6.8. Corollary 6.17, which is used
in the proof Theorem 6.9, follows from Lemma 6.16. Lemma 6.16 establishes several restrictions on which
indecomposable ΛT -modules can appear as middle terms of a nonsplit extension between two indecomposables
whose corresponding segments agree along a segment, but have no shared endpoints. Lastly, Lemma 6.18 is used
in the proof of Proposition 6.7.
Lemma 6.15. Let 0 Ñ Mpuq fÑ X gÑ Mpvq Ñ 0 be an extension where supppMpuqq X supppMpvqq “ H.
Assume that there does not exist an arrow α P pQT q1 such that u αÐ v is a string in ΛT and let X “ ‘ki“1Xi be
a direct sum decomposition of X in to indecomposables (i.e. Xi P indpΛT -modq for each i P rks). Then none of
the modules Xi have any of the following properties
iq supppXiq X supppMpuqq ‰ H and supppXiq X supppMpvqq ‰ H
iiq supppXiq Ĺ supppMpuqq
iiiq supppXiq Ĺ supppMpvqq.
Proof. Suppose some Xi satisfies iq. Then we can write Xi “ Mpwq, u “ u1Øw1, and v “ w2 Ø v2 where
w “ w1Øw2 is a string in ΛT . By assumption, w “ w1Øw2 “ w1 βÑ w2. Observe that the direction of β
implies that HomΛT pMpuq,Mpwqq “ 0 and HomΛT pMpwq,Mpvqq “ 0. Since supppMpuqq X supppMpvqq “ H,
tsupppXiquki“1 is a set partition of the set supppXq. Thus we have that Mpwq X impfq “ 0, but Mpwq Ă kerpgq.
This contradicts that the given sequence is exact.
As none of the Xi satisfy iq, we can separate these modules into those supported on Mpuq and those supported
on Mpvq. We denote the former modules by tMpupjqqusj“1 and the latter by tMpvp`qqut`“1.
Suppose Mpupjqq satisfies iiq. Then there exist Mpupj1qq for some j1 ‰ j such that upjq βÐÑ upj1q is a
string in ΛT supported on u. Thus if u
pjq βÐÝ upj1q (resp. upjq βÝÑ upj1q) is a string in ΛT , we have that
HomΛT pMpuq,Mpupjqqq “ 0 (resp. HomΛT pMpuq,Mpupj1qqq “ 0). This implies that there exists a summand
Mpupj2qq of X such that Mpupj2qqX impfq “ 0. However, Mpupj2qq Ă kerpgq since supppMpupj2qqqXsupppMpvqq “
H. This contradicts that the given sequence is exact. The proof that there are no summands Mpvp`qq of X that
satisfy iiiq is similar so we omit it. 
Lemma 6.16. Let Mpuq,Mpvq P indpΛT -modq where su and sv have no common endpoints. Let 0 Ñ Mpuq fÑ
X
gÑ Mpvq Ñ 0 be a nonsplit extension where supppMpuqq X supppMpvqq ‰ H, and let w denote the unique
maximal string supported on supppMpuqq X supppMpvqq. Let X “ ‘ki“1Xi be a direct sum decomposition of X
into indecomposables and write u “ up1q Ø w Ø up2q and v “ vp1q Ø w Ø vp2q for some strings up1q, up2q, vp1q,
and vp2q in ΛT some of which may be empty. Then the following hold.
iq X is not indecomposable.
iiq There is no Xi such that supppXiqX supppMpxqq ‰ H for any x P tw, up1q, up2qu, assuming that both up1q
and up2q are nonempty strings.
iiiq There is no Xi such that supppXiqX supppMpxqq ‰ H for any x P tw, vp1q, vp2qu, assuming that both vp1q
and vp2q are nonempty strings.
ivq There is no Xi such that supppXiq Ĺ supppMpxqq where x P tup1q, up2q, vp1q, vp2qu. Thus each Xi satisfies
supppXiq X supppMpwqq ‰ H.
vq If Xi and x P tw, up1q, up2q, vp1q, vp2qu satisfy supppXiqX supppMpxqq ‰ H, then supppMpxqq Ă supppXiq.
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Proof. We first show that each Xi satisfies Xi fl Mpuq and Xi fl Mpvq since the given extension is nonsplit.
Without loss of generality, suppose a summand Xi of X satisfies Xi – Mpuq. Since su and sv have no common
endpoints, impfq “ Xi. By dimension considerations and the fact that g is surjective, Mpvq is also a summand
of X. Thus the given sequence is split, a contradiction.
iqWe observe that by exactness, dimkpXq “ dimkpMpuqq`dimkpMpvqq. Since supppMpuqqXsupppMpvqq ‰ H,
Lemma 6.5 1. implies that X is not a string module and therefore not indecomposable.
iiq Suppose that such an Xi exists. Then supppMpwqq Ă supppXiq. Now note that since Xi fl Mpuq and
Xi flMpvq, we can assume that dimkpMpup1qqq ě 1 or dimkpMpup2qqq ě 1. Without loss of generality, we assume
the former. This implies that supppXiq X supppMpup1qqq Ĺ supppMpup1qqq and supppXiq X supppMpup1qqq ‰ H.
The fact that dimkpMpup1qqq ě 1 also implies that we can write up1q “ xp1q Ø xp2q for some nonempty strings
xp1q and xp2q in ΛT where supppMpxp2qqq “ supppXiq X supppMpup1qqq and u “ xp1q Ø xp2q Ø w Ø up2q.
Suppose up1q “ xp1q Ð xp2q. Now write xp1q “ xp1q1 Ø xp1q2 Ø ¨ ¨ ¨ Ø xp1q` so that
up1q “ xp1q Ð xp2q “ pxp1q1 Ø xp1q2 Ø ¨ ¨ ¨ Ø xp1q` q Ð xp2q.
In this case, HomΛT pMpuq, Xjq “ 0 if Xj is any summand of X where supppXjq Ă supppMpxp1qqq and xp1q` P
supppXjq. Thus any such Xj satisfies Xj X impfq “ 0. One also observes that supppMpxp1qqq X supppMpvqq “ H
so HomΛT pXj ,Mpvqq “ 0. Therefore, any such Xj Ă kerpgq. This means that if such a summand Xj exists, then
the given sequence is not exact.
We show that there must be a summand Xj of X satisfying supppXjq Ă supppMpxp1qqq and whose string
contains x
p1q
` . First note that by the exactness of the given sequence, there must exist a summand Xj of X
whose support contains x
p1q
` and thus intersects supppMpxp1qqq. To complete the proof, it is enough to show
that, without loss of generality, there is no string y in ΛT such that supppMpyqq X supppMpxp1qqq ‰ H and
supppMpyqq X supppMpvp1qqq ‰ H. To show this, it is enough to observe that the segments sxp1q and svp1q have
no common vertices, since xp2q is a nonempty string. We obtain a contradiction.
We now have that up1q “ xp1q Ñ xp2q. This implies that HomΛT pMpuq, Xiq “ 0. Let us express Xi as
Xi “ ppViqiPQ0 , pϕαqαPQ1q. By exactness and dimension considerations, the module Xi is the only summand of
X satisfying supppXiq X supppMpxp2qqq ‰ H. Thus if λ P Vi is nonzero and i P supppXiq X supppMpxp2qqq, then
λ R impfq. This contradicts that f is injective.
iiiq The proof of this assertion is similar to the proof of assertion iiq so we omit it.
ivq It suffices to show that there does not exist a summand Xi of X such that supppXiq Ĺ supppMpvp1qqq.
Suppose there exists such a summand Xi. Then there exist summands Mpxq and Mpyq of X where x Ø y
is a string in ΛT where supppMpxqq Ĺ supppMpvp1qqq and supppMpyqq X supppMpvp1qqq ‰ H. If the string
pxØ yq “ pxÐ yq, then HomΛT pMpyq,Mpvqq “ 0. Let us express Mpyq as Mpyq “ ppViqiPQ0 , pϕαqαPQ1q. Then
any nonzero λ P Vi where i P supppMpyqq X supppMpvp1qqq satisfies λ P kerpgq. Since λ does not belong to any
summand besides Mpyq, we have that g is not surjective, a contradiction. If the string pxØ yq “ pxÑ yq, then
HomΛT pMpxq,Mpvqq “ 0. Similarly, this implies that Mpxq Ă kerpgq, which contradicts that g is surjective.
vqWe first prove the assertion for any x P tup1q, up2q, vp1q, vp2qu. As in the proof of ivq, it suffices to prove this for
x “ vp1q. Suppose that there exists Xi such that supppXiq X supppMpvp1qqq ‰ H and supppMpvp1qqq Ć supppXiq.
By ivq, we have that supppXiqX supppMpwqq ‰ H. Now by exactness of the given sequence, there exists another
summand Xj of X such that supppXjq Ă supppMpvp1qqqzsupppXiq Ă supppMpvp1qqq. This contradicts ivq.
By assertion ivq, each summand Xi satisfies supppXiqXsupppMpwqq ‰ H. Thus it is enough to show that there
are no summands Xi such that supppXiq Ĺ supppMpwqq. Suppose there exists such a summand Xi “ Mpyp2qq.
We can assume, without loss of generality, that there is another summand Xj “Mpyp1qq of X such that
‚ yp1q Ø yp2q is a string in ΛT ,
‚ supppMpyp1qqq X supppMpvp1qqq ‰ H,
‚ supppMpyp1qqq X supppMpwqq ‰ H.
Suppose that pyp1q Ø yp2qq “ pyp1q Ñ yp2qq. Then HomΛT pMpyp1qq,Mpvqq “ 0. Let us express Mpyp1qq as
Mpyp1qq “ ppViqiPQ0 , pϕαqαPQ1q. The for any nonzero λ P Vi where i P supppMpyp1qqq X supppMpvp1qqq satisfies
λ P kerpgq. Since Mpyp1qq, is the only summand containing λ, this contradicts that g is surjective.
Now suppose pyp1q Ø yp2qq “ pyp1q Ð yp2qq and write yp2q “ yp2q1 Ø ¨ ¨ ¨ Ø yp2q` . Then HomΛT pMpyp2qq,Mpvqq “
0. This means that any other summandMpyp3qq ofX where pyp1q Ð yp3qq is a string in ΛT and yp2q1 P supppMpyp3qqq
has the property that HomΛT pMpyp3qq,Mpvqq “ 0. Since Mpyp1qq is the only summand of X whose support inter-
sects supppMpyp1qqq X supppMpvp1qqq and since supppMpyp1qqq Ă supppMpvqq, we have that there is an inclusion
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Mpyp1qq ãÑMpvq. Since the given sequence is exact, there must exist a summand Mpzq “ ppViqiPQ0 , pϕαqαPQ1q of
X where z satisfies
‚ supppMpzqqX supppMpyp1qqq ‰ H where any nonzero λ P Vi for i P supppMpzqqX supppMpyp1qqq satisfies
λ R kerpgq “ impfq, and
‚ supppMpzqqX supppMpyp2qqq ‰ H where any nonzero λ P Vi for i P supppMpzqqX supppMpyp2qqq satisfies
λ P impfq.
However, since pyp1q Ø yp2qq “ pyp1q Ð yp2qq there are no homomorphisms from Mpuq to Mpzq satisfying these
properties. Thus there are no summands Xi of X such that supppXiq Ĺ supppMpwqq. 
Corollary 6.17. Let Mpuq,Mpvq P indpΛT -modq where su and sv have no common endpoints. Let 0 ÑMpuq fÑ
X
gÑ Mpvq Ñ 0 be a nonsplit extension where supppMpuqq X supppMpvqq ‰ H, and let w denote the unique
maximal string supported on supppMpuqq X supppMpvqq. Let X “ ‘ki“1Xi be a direct sum decomposition of X
into indecomposables and write u “ up1q Ø w Ø up2q and v “ vp1q Ø w Ø vp2q for some strings up1q, up2q, vp1q,
and vp2q in ΛT some of which may be empty. Then X “Mpup1q Ø w Ø vp2qq ‘Mpvp1q Ø w Ø up2qq.
Proof. By Lemma 6.16 iq, X has at least two indecomposable summands. By Lemma 6.16 ivq and vq, X has
exactly two summands, Mpyq and Mpzq, where supppMpwqq Ă supppMpyqq and supppMpwqq Ă supppMpzqq.
By exactness of the given sequence and by Lemma 6.16 vq, for any x P tup1q, up2q, vp1q, vp2qu we have that
supppMpxqq is contained in supppMpyqq or supppMpzqq. By combining Lemma 6.16 iiq and iiiq, we have that
Mpyq “Mpup1q Ø w Ø vp2qq and Mpzq “Mpvp1q Ø w Ø up2qq. 
Lemma 6.18. Let Mpuq,Mpvq P indpΛT -modq where su and sv either share an endpoint and agree along a
segment or they have a common vertex that is an endpoint of at most one of su and sv. If 0 Ñ Mpuq fÑ
X
gÑ Mpvq Ñ 0 is an extension and X “ ‘ki“1Xi is a direct sum decomposition into indecomposables, then the
following hold.
iq X is not indecomposable.
iiq There is no Xi such that supppXiq Ĺ supppMpxqq where x P tu, vu.
Proof. Note that only Lemma 6.16 iiq and iiiq relied on the assumption that the given extension was nonsplit.
Thus one proves these assertions by adapting the proofs of Lemmas 6.16 iq, ivq, and vq, since these did not depend
on Lemma 6.16 iiq and iiiq. 
6.4. Oriented flip graphs and torsion-free classes. In this section, we recall the definition of torsion-free
classes and their lattice structure. After that, we show that oriented flip graphs are isomorphic as posets to the
lattice of torsion-free classes of ΛT ordered by inclusion and torsion classes of ΛT ordered by reverse inclusion.
Let Λ be a finite dimensional k-algebra. A full, additive subcategory C Ă Λ-mod is extension closed if for
any objects X,Y P C satisfying 0 Ñ X Ñ Z Ñ Y Ñ 0 one has Z P C. We say C is quotient closed (resp.
submodule closed) if for any X P C satisfying X αÝÑ Z where α is a surjection (resp. Z βÝÑ X where β is
an injection), then Z P C. A full, additive subcategory T Ă Λ-mod is called a torsion class if T is quotient
closed and extension closed. Dually, a full, additive subcategory F Ă Λ-mod is called a torsion-free class if F
is extension closed and submodule closed.
Let torspΛq (resp. torsfpΛq) denote the lattice of torsion classes (resp. of torsion-free classes) of Λ ordered
by inclusion. We have the following proposition, which shows that a torsion class of Λ uniquely determines a
torsion-free class of Λ and vice versa. Given T a torsion class and F its corresponding torsion-free class, we say
that the data pT ,Fq is a torsion pair.
Proposition 6.19. [34, Prop. 1.1 a)] The maps
torspΛq p´qKÝÑ torsfpΛq
T ÞÝÑ T K :“ tX P Λ-mod : HomΛpT , Xq “ 0u
and
torsfpΛq Kp´qÝÑ torspΛq
F ÞÝÑ KF :“ tX P Λ-mod : HomΛpX,Fq “ 0u
are inverse bijections.
The lattices torspΛq and torsfpΛq have the following description of the meet and join operations.
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Proposition 6.20. [34, Prop. 1.3] Let Λ be a finite dimensional algebra. Then torspΛq and torsfpΛq are complete
lattices. The join and meet operations are described as follows
aq Let tTiuiPI Ă torspΛq be a collection of torsion classes. Then we have ŹiPI Ti “ ŞiPI Ti
and
Ž
iPI Ti “ K
`Ş
iPI T Ki
˘
.
bq Let tFiuiPI Ă torsfpΛq be a collection of torsion-free classes. Then we have ŹiPI Fi “ ŞiPI Fi
and
Ž
iPI Fi “
`Ş
iPI KFi
˘K
.
Lemma 6.21. [34, Prop. 1.4 a), c)] The maps
torspΛq Dp´qÝÑ torsfpΛopq – torsfpΛqop
T ÞÝÑ DT
and
torsfpΛq Dp´qÝÑ torspΛopq – torspΛqop
F ÞÝÑ DF
are isomorphisms of lattices where Dp´q :“ HomΛp´,kq is the standard duality. Furthermore, the functor
Dpp´qKq : torspΛq Ñ torspΛopq is an anti-isomorphism of posets.
Theorem 6.22. For any tree T , we have that
ÝÝÑ
FGpT q – torsfpΛT q and ÝÝÑFGpT q – torspΛT qop where torspΛT qop
denotes the lattice of torsion classes ordered by reverse inclusion.
Proof. By Lemma 6.21, it is enough to prove that
ÝÝÑ
FGpT q – torsfpΛT q. Furthermore, by Theorem 4.11 (2), we
have that
ÝÝÑ
FGpT q – piÓpBicpT qq so it is enough to show that the latter is isomorphic to torsfpΛT q.
We claim that the map
piÓpBicpT qq ζÝÑ torsfpΛT q
piÓpXq ÞÝÑ F :“ addp‘suMpuq : su P piÓpXqq
is an isomorphism of posets where addp‘ki“1Xiq for any finite set of ΛT -modules Xi denotes the smallest full,
additive subcategory of ΛT -mod closed under taking summands of ‘ki“1Xi. Furthermore, we claim that the
inverse of this map is given by
torsfpΛT q δÝÑ piÓpBicpT qq
F “ addp‘iPrksMpwpiqqq ÞÝÑ piÓptswp1q , . . . , swpkquq.
We can see that these maps are order-preserving, since piÓ is order-preserving by Lemma 4.5 (7). Assuming that
ζppiÓpXqq is a torsion-free class and that δpFq P piÓpBicpT qq, we have that δ “ ζ´1 as piÓ is an idempotent map
(see Lemma 4.5 (5)).
We first show that δpFq P piÓpBicpT qq where F “ addp‘iPrksMpwpiqqq. Let su, sv P tswp1q , . . . , swpkqu and
assume su ˝ sv P SegpT q. Then, up to reversing the roles of u and v, u Ð v is a string in ΛT so there is an
extension 0 Ñ Mpuq Ñ Mpu Ð vq Ñ Mpvq Ñ 0. Since F is extension closed, Mpu Ð vq P F so su ˝ sv “
spuÐvq P tswp1q , . . . , swpkqu. Thus tswp1q , . . . , swpkqu is closed. Since F is submodule closed, there are no extensions
of the form 0 ÑMpuq ÑMpuÐ vq ÑMpvq Ñ 0 where su, sv R tswp1q , . . . , swpkqu, but spuÐvq P tswp1q , . . . , swpkqu.
Thus tswp1q , . . . , swpkqu is co-closed.
Next, we show that F :“ addp‘suMpuq : su P piÓpXqq is a torsion-free class. We begin by showing that it is
submodule closed. Assume that there is an inclusion Mpvq ãÑ Mpuq where Mpuq P F . Write su “ px0, . . . , x`q
and orient this segment from x0 to x`. Let sv “ pxi, . . . , xjq where we can assume that 0 ă i and j ă `. The
inclusion Mpvq ãÑ Mpuq implies that u “ up1q Ñ v Ð up2q for some nonempty strings up1q and up2q in ΛT . Now
we have that sv turns right (resp. left) at xi (resp. at xj). Thus sv P Csu Ă X. This implies that Csv Ă Csu Ă X
so sv P piÓpXq. We obtain that Mpvq P F .
Now suppose f : Mpvq ãÑ X “ ‘iPrksMpwpiqqai for some ai ě 0 and Mpvq does not include into any summand
of X. Furthermore, suppose any indecomposable Mpuq with dimkpMpuqq ă dimkpMpvqq that includes into an
object of F belongs to F . Let Mpwpiqq be a summand of X where the component map g : Mpvq ÑMpwpiqq of f is
nonzero. By Lemma 6.12, we can assume that there exists a nonempty string w in ΛT not equal to u or w
piq such
that MpvqMpwq ãÑMpwpiqq. By the previous paragraph, Mpwq P F . Now express v as v “ vp1q Ð w Ñ vp2q
where, without loss of generality, both vp1q and vp2q are nonempty. This implies that Mpvpiqq ãÑ X so Mpvpiqq P F
for i “ 1, 2 since dimkpMpvpiqqq ă dimkpMpvqq. Observe that we have an extension 0 Ñ Mpvp2qq Ñ Mpw Ñ
vp2qq Ñ Mpwq Ñ 0, which shows that Mpw Ñ vp2qq P F since spwÑvp2qq “ sw ˝ svp2q P piÓpXq. This implies
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that we have an extension 0 Ñ Mpvp1qq Ñ Mpvq Ñ Mpw Ñ vp2qq Ñ 0, which shows that Mpvq P F since
sv “ svp1q ˝ sw ˝ svp2q P piÓpXq. We conclude that F is submodule closed.
Lastly, we show that F is extension closed. Since piÓpXq is closed, it is easy to see that F is extension closed
with respect to extensions whose nonzero terms are indecomposable. By our description of nonsplit extensions
in ΛT -mod (see Section 6.2), it suffices to show that if Mpuq,Mpvq P F where u “ up1q Ð w Ñ up2q and
v “ vp1q Ñ w Ð vp2q and
0 ÑMpuq ÑMpup1q Ð w Ð vp2qq ‘Mpvp1q Ñ w Ñ up2qq ÑMpvq Ñ 0
is the nonsplit extension defined by these modules, then Mpup1q Ð w Ð vp2qq,Mpvp1q Ñ w Ñ up2qq P F . We
show Mpup1q Ð w Ð vp2qq P F and the proof that Mpvp1q Ñ w Ñ up2qq P F is very similar. Notice that
Mpup1qq ãÑMpuq and Mpw Ð vp2qq ãÑMpvq so Mpup1qq,Mpw Ð vp2qq P F . Thus we obtain a nonsplit extension
0 ÑMpup1qq ÑMpup1q Ð w Ð vp2qq ÑMpw Ð vp2qq Ñ 0, which shows that Mpup1q Ð w Ð vp2qq P F . 
6.5. Noncrossing tree partitions and wide subcategories. In this section, we show that noncrossing tree
partitions of a tree T provide a combinatorial model for the wide subcategories of ΛT -mod.
If Λ is a finite dimensional k-algebra, we say that a full, additive subcategory W Ă Λ-mod is a wide sub-
category if it is abelian and extension closed. We let widepΛq denote the poset of wide subcategories of Λ-mod
partially ordered by inclusion. It is easy to see that the intersection of two wide subcategories is also a wide
subcategory, and the zero subcategory (resp. Λ-mod) is the bottom (resp. top) element widepΛq. Thus if Λ is
representation-finite, the poset widepΛq is a lattice.
Theorem 6.23. For any tree T , we have the following isomorphisms of posets:
NCPpT q ÝÑ ΨpÝÝÑFGpT qq ÝÑ widepΛT q
B ÞÝÑ SegpBq ÞÝÑ add
´
‘suMpuq : su P SegpBq
¯
.
Proof. That the map on the left is an isomorphism follows from Theorem 5.14. It is clear that the map on the
right is order-preserving so it is enough to show that this same map defines a wide subcategories and has an
order-preserving inverse.
We first show that W :“ add
´
‘suMpuq : su P SegpBq
¯
P widepΛT q. By Lemma 6.24, we know that W is
closed under taking kernels and cokernels of maps between modules Mpuq,Mpvq P W where su, sv P SegpBq.
Now suppose that f P HomΛT pMpuq,Mpvqq is nonzero where su P SegpBq, sv P SegpB1q, and where B and B1 are
blocks of B. We can further assume that f is neither injective nor surjective. We write su “ sup1q ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ supkq and
sv “ svp1q ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ svp`q where sup1q , . . . , supkq P SegpBq and svp1q , . . . , svp`q P SegpB1q.
Assume B ‰ B1. Since f is nonzero, then su R SegpBq or sv R SegpB1q. Without loss of generality, we
assume that su R SegpBq. Thus we have an inclusion Mpuptqq ãÑ Mpuq for some t “ 1, . . . , k. This implies that
HomΛT pMpuptqq,Mpvqq ‰ 0, which contradicts Lemma 6.24.
Now assume B “ B1, and suppose that any g P HomΛT pX,Y q has kerpgq, cokerpgq P W for any X,Y P W
with dimkpXq ` dimkpY q ă dimkpMpuqq ` dimkpMpvqq. Define sw :“ swp1q ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ swptq where tswp1q , . . . , swptqu “
tsup1q , . . . , supkqu X tsvp1q , . . . , svp`qu. Now we have that f factors as Mpuq
α Mpwq βãÑ Mpvq. Since f is neither
injective nor surjective, we know that dimkpMpuqq ` dimkpMpwqq and dimkpMpwqq ` dimkpMpvqq are both less
than dimkpMpuqq ` dimkpMpvqq. We thus obtain that kerpfq “ kerpαq P W and cokerpfq “ cokerpβq P W. We
conclude that W is abelian.
To see that W is extension closed, it is enough to show that if Mpuq,Mpvq PW where u “ up´q Ð w Ñ up`q,
v “ vp´q Ñ w Ð vp`q, and
0 ÑMpuq ÑMpup´q Ð w Ð vp`qq ‘Mpvp´q Ñ w Ñ up`qq ÑMpvq Ñ 0
is the nonsplit extension defined by these modules, then Mpup´q Ð w Ð vp`qq,Mpvp´q Ñ w Ñ up`qq PW. Notice
that the existence of such an extension implies that the segments su and sv are crossing. Now using Lemma 5.6
and 5.8, we deduce the existence of a crossing between two segments in SegpBq, a contradiction. We thus have
that su, sv P SegpBq for some block B of B.
Write su “ sup1q ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ supkq and sv “ svp1q ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ svp`q where sup1q , . . . , supkq , svp1q , . . . , svp`q P SegpBq. Note that
up to reversing the expression, these are the unique expressions for su and sv in terms of elements of SegpBq.
This implies that that sw “ swp1q ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ swptq where tswp1q , . . . , swptqu “ tsup1q , . . . , supkquX tsvp1q , . . . , svp`qu so that
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Mpwq PW. We now observe that we can write
su “ sup1q ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ supiq
s
up´q
˝ swp1q ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ swptq
sw
˝ supi`tq ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ supkq
s
up`q
sv “ svp1q ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ svpjq
s
vp´q
˝ swp1q ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ swptq
sw
˝ svpj`tq ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ sup`q
s
vp`q
.
One can thus construct extensions showing that Mpup´q Ð w Ð vp`qq,Mpvp´q Ñ w Ñ up`qq PW. We conclude
that W P widepΛT q.
We now claim that the map ω : widepΛT q ÝÑ ΨpÝÝÑFGpT qq defined by
W ÞÑ S :“ tsu : Mpuq is a simple object of Wu
is an order-preserving inverse to the map ΨpÝÝÑFGpT qq ÝÑ widepΛT q. Assuming that ωpWq P ΨpÝÝÑFGpT qq, it is clear
that ω is an inverse as a map of sets.
Our earlier argument shows that the elements Mpupiqq are the simple objects of W where supiq P SegpBq.
Thus to prove that S “ SegpBq for some B P NCPpT q, it is enough to show that any two distinct segments
su and sv are noncrossing where Mpuq,Mpvq P W are simple objects in W. Note that HomΛT pMpuq,Mpvqq “
HomΛT pMpvq,Mpuqq “ 0, since Mpuq and Mpvq are simple objects and W is a wide subcategory.
If su and sv share an endpoint, then Lemma 6.13 implies that su and sv do not agree along a segment. Thus
they are noncrossing in this case.
If su and sv are crossing, then by Theorem 6.9, and up to reversing the roles of u and v they define a unique
nonsplit extension
0 ÑMpuq ÑMpup´q Ð w Ð vp`qq ‘Mpvp´q Ñ w Ñ up`qq ÑMpvq Ñ 0
where u “ up´q Ð w Ñ up`q, v “ vp´q Ñ w Ð vp`q. Using this description of the strings u and v, we notice that
there is map f P HomΛT pMpuq,Mpvqq where impfq “Mpwq, a contradiction. Thus su and sv are noncrossing.
Next, we show that ω is order-preserving. Since any two simple objects of W P widepΛT q correspond to
noncrossing segments, the segment defined by any indecomposable object ofW can be expressed as a concatenation
of segments corresponding to simple objects of W. That is, the segments of ωpWq are in bijection with the
indecomposable objects of W. Thus if W1 ĂW2, one has ωpW1q Ă ωpW2q. 
Lemma 6.24. Let B P NCPpT q and let Mpuq,Mpvq be two distinct indecomposable ΛT -modules whose corre-
sponding segments appear in SegpBq and SegpB1q, respectively, for some blocks B and B1 of B. Then one has
HomΛT pMpuq,Mpvqq “ 0 and HomΛT pMpvq,Mpuqq “ 0.
Proof. First assume B “ B1. Since Mpuq and Mpvq are distinct, the corresponding segments su and sv share
at most one vertex of T . This means u and v are supported on disjoint sets of vertices of QT so the statement
holds. Thus we can assume that su P SegpBq and sv P SegpB1q where B and B1 are distinct blocks of B. Since
B P NCPpT q, this implies that su and sv have no common endpoints.
Let γu and γv be left admissible curves for su and sv, respectively, witnessing that su and sv are noncrossing.
Write sw “ ra, bs for the unique maximal segment along which su and sv agree, if it exists, and orient γu and γv
from a to b. Without loss of generality, we have two cases:
i) supppMpuqq Ĺ supppMpvqq
ii) supppMpvqqzsupppMpuqq ‰ H and supppMpuqqzsupppMpvqq ‰ H
Suppose supppMpuqq Ĺ supppMpvqq. Here sw “ su. By Lemma 5.1 (1), with su playing the role of t, we have
that γv either turns left at both a and b or it turns right at both a and b. This means that either v “ vp1q Ð uÐ
vp2q or v “ vp1q Ñ u Ñ vp2q for some nonempty strings vp1q and vp2q in ΛT . Thus HomΛT pMpuq,Mpvqq “ 0 and
HomΛT pMpvq,Mpuqq “ 0.
Now suppose that supppMpvqqzsupppMpuqq ‰ H and supppMpuqqzsupppMpvqq ‰ H. We can assume that a
(resp. b) is an endpoint of sv (resp. su). Thus we can write sv “ ra, bs˝sv1 and su “ su1 ˝ra, bs for some nonempty
segments sv1 , su1 P SegpT q. By Lemma 5.1 (2), with ra, bs playing the role of t, we have that either γv turns right
at b and γu turns left at a or γv turns left at b and γu turns right at a. Thus either v “ w Ñ v1 and u “ u1 Ð w
or v “ w Ð v1 and u “ u1 Ñ w. We conclude that HomΛT pMpuq,Mpvqq “ 0 and HomΛT pMpvq,Mpuqq “ 0. 
7. Polygonal subdivisions
In this section, we show how oriented flip graphs can be equivalently described using certain decompositions of
a convex polygon P Ă R2 into smaller convex polygons called polygonal subdivisions. The notion of a flip between
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two facets of the reduced noncrossing complex will translate into a type of flip between polygonal subdivisions of
P . After that, we show that the polygonal subdivision corresponding to the top element of an oriented flip graph
is obtained by rotating the arcs in the polygonal subdivision corresponding to the bottom element. We show
that oriented exchange graphs of quivers that are mutation-equivalent to type A Dynkin quivers are examples of
oriented flip graphs. Lastly, we show that the Stokes poset of quadrangulations are also examples of oriented flip
graphs.
A polygonal subdivision P “ tPiuiPr`s of a polygon P is a family of polygons P1, . . . , P` such that
‚
lď
i“1
Pi “ P
‚ Pi X Pj is a face of Pi and Pj for all i, j, and
‚ every vertex of Pi is a vertex of P for all i.
Equivalently, we can define a polygonal subdivision of P to be a collection of pairwise noncrossing diagonals of
P (i.e. curves in R2 connecting two vertices of P ) up to endpoint fixing isotopy.
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Figure 17. Two examples of polygonal subdivisions where the latter is drawn with its corre-
sponding tree.
Remark 7.1. Trees and polygonal subdivisions are dual. Given any tree T embedded in D2, it defines a polygonal
subdivision P as follows. Let P be a polygon with vertex set tvF : F is a face of T u and where vF1 is connected
to vF2 by an edge of P if and only if there is an edge of T that is incident to both F1 and F2. Using the data of
the embedding of T , the resulting collection of polygons P is a polygonal subdivision of P . It is straightforward
to verify that this construction can be reversed. We show an example of this duality in Figure 17.
Given a polygonal subdivision P “ tPiuiPr`s of a polygon P , there is a natural bound quiver pQP , IPq that
we associate to P. Define QP to be the quiver whose vertices are in bijection with edges in P belonging to two
distinct polygons Pi, Pj P P and whose arrows are exactly those of the form 1 αÝÑ 2 satisfying:
iq 1 and 2 share a vertex of P ,
iiq 2 is clockwise from 1.
The admissible ideal IP is, by definition, generated by the relations αβ where α : 2 ÝÑ 3, β : 1 ÝÑ 2, and
1, 2, and 3 all belong to a common polygon Pi P P. We also define ΛP :“ kQP{IP . The following lemma is
easy to verify using Remark 7.1.
Lemma 7.2. Let T be a tree embedded in D2 and let P be the corresponding polygonal subdivision. Then there
are natural isomorphisms QT – QP and ΛT – ΛP .
Remark 7.3. In [52], it is shown that tiling algebras can be defined without reference to a combinatorial model
such as a polygonal subdivision, and any tiling algebra so defined naturally gives rise to a polygonal subdivision.
More generally, it is shown in [51] that any gentle algebra gives rise to a certain finite graph. If the algebra is a
tiling algebra, then its polygonal subdivision from [52] is exactly the finite graph associated to it in [51].
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Remark 7.4. When P “ tPiuiPr`s is a triangulation of a polygon P (i.e. each polygon Pi is a triangle),
the definition of the algebra ΛP agrees with the definition of the Jacobian algebra [21] associated to the
triangulation. Moreover, the triangulations of P are exactly those polygonal subdivisions whose corresponding
tree has only degree 3 interior vertices. When P “ tPiuiPr`s is an pm ` 2q-angulation of P where m ě 1 (i.e.
each polygon Pi is an pm` 2q-gon), the algebra ΛP is an m-cluster-tilted algebra of type A as was shown in
[40].
Additionally, the class of tiling algebras also contains the surface algebras when the surface is the disk.
These algebras were introduced in [17] and studied further in [18] and [1].
Now let T be a tree embedded in D2. Using Remark 7.1, let PT be the polygonal subdivision of the polygon
PT defined by T and let tvF : F is a face of T u be the set of vertices of the polygon PT . There is an obvious
bijection between elements of tvF : F is a face of T u and the set of boundary vertices of T given by sending vF
to the counterclockwise most leaf of T in face F . Using this bijection and the fact that any arc of T is completely
determined by the leaves of T it connects, we obtain the following.
Proposition 7.5. Let T be a tree embedded in D2. The map sending each arc in a facet F P r∆NCpT q to its
corresponding diagonal of PT defines a polygonal subdivision PpFq of PT . This map defines an injection from
the facets of r∆NCpT q to the set of polygonal subdivisions of PT .
Figure 18.
Example 7.6. By Proposition 7.5, we can identify the vertices of
ÝÝÑ
FGpT q with a certain subset of the polygonal
subdivisions of PT . In Figure 18, we show the oriented flip graph from Figure 9 with its vertices represented by
the corresponding polygonal subdivisions of PT .
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Figure 19. The effect of % on a diagonal α.
Next, we show how the polygonal subdivisions corresponding to the top and bottom elements of an oriented
flip graph compare to each other. Note that there is a natural cyclic action on the diagonals of the polygon PT . If
α is a diagonal of PT , we define the rotation of α, denoted %pαq, to be the diagonal of P whose endpoints are the
vertices of P immediately clockwise from the endpoints of α (see Figure 19). If PpFq is a polygonal subdivision
of PT , we let %pPpFqq denote the polygonal subdivision of PT obtained by applying % to each diagonal in PpFq.
Theorem 7.7. Let T be a tree embedded in D2. Then the bottom element (resp. top element) of
ÝÝÑ
FGpT q
corresponds to the polygonal subdivision PT (resp. %pPT q).
Proof. Let F1 and F2 be the facets of r∆NCpT q corresponding to the bottom and top elements ÝÝÑFGpT q, respectively.
Using Proposition 7.5, we let PpF1q and PpF2q be the corresponding polygonal subdivisions of PT . It is clear
that F2 “ ηpSegpT qq and F1 “ ηpHq.
Let ppv,F q be any arc of T that appears in ηpSegpT qq (resp. ηpHq). Let u be any interior vertex of T that
appears in ppv,F q, and orient the arc ppv,F q from v to u. By the definition of η, the arc ppv,F q must turn left (resp.
right) at u.
Next, let e “ pv1, v2q be an edge of T whose endpoints are internal vertices of T , and let F and G be the
two faces of T that are incident to e and satisfy pv1, F q (resp. pv2, Gq) is immediately clockwise from pv1, Gq
(resp. pv2, F q). Define p :“ ppv1,Gq P ηpHq and q :“ ppv1,F q P ηpSegpT qq and let αp P PpF1q and αq P PpF2q
be the diagonals corresponding to p and q, respectively. If we write p “ pu1, . . . , uk, v1, v2, uk`1, . . . , urq and
q “ pw1, . . . , w`, v1, v2, w``1, . . . , wsq, then the argument in the previous paragraph implies that the corners
contained in q are pw2, F q, . . . , pw`, F q, pv1, F q, pv2, Gq, pw``1, Gq, . . . , pws´1, Gq and the corners contained in p
are pu2, Gq, . . . , puk, Gq, pv1, Gq, pv2, F q, puk`1, F q, . . . , pur´1, F q. Thus we have that αq “ %pαpq and PpF1q “ PT .
The desired result follows. 
As we mentioned in Example 3.4, the flip graph of a tree T with only degree 3 internal vertices is isomorphic to
the dual associahedron. By this identification and by Proposition 7.5, we obtain an orientation of the 1-skeleton of
the associahedron. This orientation adds the data of a “sign” to the operation of performing a single flip between
two triangulations PpF1q,PpF2q of PT .
It turns out that this oriented version of flipping between triangulations has been described by Fomin and
Thurston (we refer the reader to [25] for more details). Given any triangulation PpF1q of PT , one adds some
additional curves pL1, . . . , Lnq to PpF1q (here n “ #pQT q0), called an elementary lamination (see [25, Defini-
tion 17.2]), and records the shear coordinates [25, Definition 12.2] (i.e. integer vectors indicating the number
of certain crossings of arcs in PpFq and the curves pL1, . . . , Lnq). The elementary lamination is a collection of
curves that are slightly deformed versions of the arcs in PT and the shear coordinates are the c-vectors appearing
in the c-matrix of the ice quiver corresponding to PpF1q. Then there is a directed edge PpF1q Ñ PpF2q in ÝÝÑFGpT q
if and only if PpF2q is obtained from PpF1q by performing a single diagonal flip on an arc α in PpF1q and the
shear coordinate of α is positive in PpF1q. We thus obtain following proposition.
Proposition 7.8. If T is a tree whose internal vertices have degree 3, then
ÝÝÑ
FGpT q – ÝÝÑEGp pQT q and this isomor-
phism commutes with flips and mutations.
Remark 7.9. A version of Theorem 7.7 has been established by Bru¨stle and Qiu (see [8]) for oriented exchange
graphs defined by quivers arising from triangulations of marked surfaces (see [24] for more details). By identify-
ing a convex polygon with an unpunctured disk, Theorem 7.7 recovers their result in the case where one considers
oriented flip graphs of a tree arising from a polygonal subdivision of an unpunctured disk. In their language, % is
the universal tagged rotation of the marked surface.
The Stokes poset defined by Chapoton in [15] is a partial order on a family of quadrangulations which are
“compatible” with a given quadrangulation Q. The compatibility condition was defined by Baryshnikov as follows
[4]. Let P be a p2nq-gon whose vertices lie on a circle. The vertices of P are colored black and white, alternating
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in color around the circle. Let P 1 be the same polygon, rotated slightly clockwise. A quadrangulation is
a polygonal subdivision into quadrilaterals. Fix a quadrangulation Q of P . A quadrangulation Q1 of P 1 is
compatible with Q if for each diagonal q P Q and q1 P Q1 such that q and q1 intersect, the white endpoint of q1
appears clockwise from the white endpoint of q before the black endpoint of q.
Let T be the tree dual to P . We may assume that the leaves of T are the vertices of Q1. If p is a geodesic
between two leaves of T that does not take a sharp turn at an interior vertex then it crosses a pair of opposite
sides of some quadrilateral in Q. As a result, p cannot be part of a quadrangulation compatible with Q. Let ∆Q
be the simplicial complex on the diagonals of Q1 whose facets are quadrangulations compatible with Q. Then
∆Q is a pure subcomplex of ∆
NCpT q of the same dimension. The complex ∆Q is thin by Proposition 1.1 of [15].
Since the dual graph of ∆NCpT q is connected, it follows that ∆Q and ∆NCpT q are isomorphic. Moreover, the
orientation on the flips of quadrangulations defined in Section 1.3 of [15] coincides with
ÝÝÑ
FGpT q. Consequently,
we deduce the following proposition.
Proposition 7.10. If every interior vertex of T has degree 4, then the poset
ÝÝÑ
FGpT q is isomorphic to the Stokes
poset of quadrangulations compatible with the quadrangulation PT .
8. Simple-minded collections
In this section, we interpret noncrossing tree partitions in terms of the representation theory of ΛT using
simple-minded collections in the bounded derived category of ΛT , denoted DbpΛT q. We show that the data of a
noncrossing tree partition and its Kreweras complement is equivalent to that of a certain type of simple-minded
collection.
Simple-minded collections were originally used by Rickard [50] in the construction of derived equivalences of
symmetric algebras from stable equivalences. A standard example of a simple-minded collection in representation
theory is a complete set of non-isomorphic simple Λ-modules regarded as elements of DbpΛq. Note that any
Λ-module X becomes an element of DbpΛq by mapping it to the stalk complex concentrated in degree 0 whose
degree 0 term is X. Additionally, in [36], simple-minded collections were useful in computing spaces of Bridgeland
stability conditions [6].
Here we recall some of the definitions we will need in order to study simple-minded collections. For a more
complete presentation of the notions of derived categories and triangulated categories, we refer the reader to
Chapter 1 of [35].
Let Λ be a finite dimensional k-algebra (or, more generally, a ring). By a complex, we mean a diagram of
finitely generated Λ-modules
X “ ¨ ¨ ¨ d
´2
XÝÑ X´1 d
´1
XÝÑ X0 d
0
XÝÑ X1 d
1
XÝÑ X2 d
2
XÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨
that satisfies di`1X ˝ diX “ 0 for each i P Z. We say that the Λ-module Xi in the complex X is in degree i.
We refer to the Λ-module homomorphisms diX : X
i Ñ Xi´1 as differentials. If the only nonzero module of a
complex X is in degree i, we say that X is a stalk complex concentrated in degree i. Given a complex X, it is
natural to define the shift of X, denoted Xr1s, where
Xr1s “ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´d
´1
XÝÑ X0 ´d
0
XÝÑ X1 ´d
1
XÝÑ X2 ´d
2
XÝÑ X3 ´d
3
XÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨
and where in Xr1s the module in degree i is Xi`1. Now let f : X Ñ Y be a morphism of complexes. We define
the mapping cone or cone of f , denoted Conepfq, to be the componentwise direct sum of complexes
Xr1s ‘ Y “ ¨ ¨ ¨ d
´2
ConepfqÝÑ X0 ‘ Y ´1 d
´1
ConepfqÝÑ X1 ‘ Y 0 d
0
ConepfqÝÑ X2 ‘ Y 1 d
1
ConepfqÝÑ X3 ‘ Y 2 d
2
ConepfqÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨
with differential given by
diConepfq “
„ ´di`1X 0
f i`1 diY

.
Dually, one defines the cocone of f , denoted Coconepfq.
The bounded derived category of Λ has objects given by complexes X of Λ-modules with Xi “ 0 when |i| is
sufficiently large. Two objects X and Y in DbpΛq are isomorphic if and only if X and Y are quasi-isomorphic
(i.e. there exists a morphism of complexes ϕ : X Ñ Y that induces an isomorphism HkpXq Ñ HkpY q for all k).
The category DbpΛq, which is a triangulated category, also has the property that any triangle is isomorphic to a
triangle of the form
X
fÝÑ Y ÝÑ Conepfq ÝÑ Xr1s.
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One can also show that any triangle in DbpΛq is isomorphic to one of the form
Xr´1sÝÑCoconepfq ÝÑ X fÝÑ Y.
In this paper, we will be interested in understanding collections of objects from DbpΛq where the spaces of
morphisms between any two objects in such a collection satisfy certain strong constraints. Morphism spaces
between objects in derived categories can be very complicated. However, the objects in the collections we will
study turn out to be stalk complexes. In this situation, the problem of understanding morphisms between such
objects in DbpΛq is more tractable, as the following well-known proposition shows.
Proposition 8.1. Let X,Y P DbpΛq be stalk complexes concentrated in degree 0. Then
HomDbpΛqpXris, Y rjsq “ Extj´iΛ pX,Y q.
We now give the main definition of this section.
Definition 8.2. Let C be a triangulated category. A collection tX1, . . . , Xnu of objects of C is said to be
simple-minded if the following hold for any i, j P rns:
i) HomCpXi, Xjrksq “ 0 for any k ă 0,
ii) HomCpXi, Xjq “
"
k : if i “ j
0 : otherwise,
iii) C “ thickxX1, . . . , Xny (i.e. the smallest triangulated category containing X1, . . . , Xn and closed under
taking summands of objects is C). One says that the objects tX1, . . . , Xnu form a thick subcategory
of C.
Now let Λ be a finite dimensional k-algebra and consider a simple-minded collection tX1, . . . , Xnu in DbpΛq. If
for each i P rns one has HkpXiq “ 0 for any k ‰ 0,´1, we say the collection is 2-term. We let 2-smc(Λ) denote
the set of isomorphism classes of 2-term simple-minded collections of DbpΛq.
It turns out that, as the following lemma shows, it is easy to say what objects can appear in a 2-term simple
minded collection in DbpΛT q.
Lemma 8.3. Let X “ tX1, . . . , Xnu P 2-smcpΛT q. Each Xi P X is isomorphic to a stalk complex of an
indecomposable ΛT -module concentrated in degree 0 or ´1.
Proof. By [9, Remark 4.11], each X P X is isomorphic to a stalk complex of a ΛT -module concentrated in degree
0 or ´1. Suppose X P X is of the form X –M r1s where M P ΛT -mod. Now we have that
EndΛT pMq “ HomΛT pM,Mq
“ HomDbpΛT qpM,Mq“ HomDbpΛT qpM r1s,M r1sq“ k
where the last equality follows from the fact that X P 2-smcpΛT q. Since EndΛT pMq is a local ring, M is
indecomposable. The proof is similar when X –M for some M P ΛT -mod. 
From Lemma 8.3, we have that any 2-term simple-minded collection X “ tX1, . . . , Xnu in DbpΛT q can be
regarded as a collection of segments of T . We define SegpX q “ ts1, . . . , snu to be this collection where si P SegpX q
corresponds to Xi P X . Moreover, we can write SegpX q “ Seg0pX q \ Seg´1pX q where
SegipX q :“ tsj P SegpX q : Xj is concentrated in degree iu.
The simple-minded collection X also naturally defines a graph lying on D2 as follows. Let SEGpX q be the
graph whose vertices are the internal vertices of T and whose edges are admissible curves γi defined by the
segments si P SegpX q up to endpoint fixing isotopy where if si P Seg0pX q (resp. si P Seg´1pX q) then γi is a green-
(resp. red-) admissible curve. By abuse of notation, we will write SEGpX q “ tγ1, . . . , γnu. It will also be useful
to define SEG0pX q (resp. SEG´1pX q) to be the subgraph of SEGpX q consisting of green- (resp. red-) admissible
curves from SEGpX q.
Our next main theorem, which we now state, gives a combinatorial classification of the 2-term simple-minded
collections for the algebras ΛT . This theorem implies that the data of a noncrossing tree partition paired with
its Kreweras complement is equivalent to that for SEGpX q for a unique X P 2-smcpΛT q.
Theorem 8.4. There is a bijection θ : tpB,KrpBqquBPNCPpT q ÝÑ 2-smcpΛT q given by
pB,KrpBqq θÞÝÑ tMpuqr1s : su P SegpBq where B P Bu \ tMpvq : sv P SegpB1q where B1 P KrpBqu.
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tMpwp1,3qqr1s, Mpwp3,4qqr1s, Mpwp2,8qqr1s,
Mpwp5,6qqr1s, Mpwp6,7qqr1s, Mpwp6,9qqr1s,
Mpwp2,4qq, Mpwp5,8qq, Mpwp7,10qqu
Figure 20. The noncrossing tree partition B “ pt1, 3, 4u, t2, 8u, t5, 6, 7, 9u, t10uq with its Krew-
eras complement KrpBq “ pt1u, t2, 4u, t3u, t5, 8u, t6u, t7, 10u, t9uq and its corresponding simple-
minded collection via the map θ in Theorem 8.4. Here wpi,jq denotes the string corresponding to
the segment of T connecting i and j.
Proof. The image of θ lies in 2-smcpΛT q by Lemma 6.24, Lemma 8.10, and Lemma 8.11.
Next, decompose Seg0pX q and Seg´1pX q into segment-connected subsets of maximal size as follows:
Seg0pX q “
ğ`
i“1
Seg0i pX q and Seg´1pX q “
kğ
i“1
Seg´1i pX q.
In Section 8.2, we construct a map from  : 2-smcpΛT q ÝÑ tpB,KrpBqqupiPNCPpT q by
X ÞÝÑ pBX ,KrpBX qq
where BX :“ pB1, . . . , Bkq and where Bi :“ tvertices of T that are endpoints of segments in Seg´1i pX qu. It fol-
lows from Proposition 8.9 that BX P NCPpT q and that any block B1i in KrpBX q “ pB11, . . . , B 1`q satisfies
B1i “ tvertices of T that are endpoints of segments in Seg0i pX qu.
It is easy to see that  “ θ´1. 
8.1. Mutation of simple-minded collections. Here we recall the notion of mutation of simple-minded col-
lections and interpret this as a combinatorial operation on configurations of admissible curves. Our interpretation
of mutation will be a key ingredient in showing that a 2-term simple-minded collection gives rise to a noncrossing
tree partition paired with its Kreweras complement.
Mutation was first introduced in [37, Section 8.1] for spherical collections and generalized in [36] to Hom-finite,
Krull-Schmidt triangulated categories. This notion is defined using the language of approximations, which we
now briefly review.
Let C be an arbitrary category (not necessarily triangulated), and let A be any subcategory of C. We say
that a morphism f : C Ñ A where C P C and A P A is a left A-approximation of C if for any morphism
g : C Ñ A1 where A1 P A one has g “ g1f for some morphism g1 : AÑ A1. Dually, one defines the notion of a right
A-approximation of C. Additionally, we say that f : C Ñ A where C P C and A P A is left minimal morphism
if for every morphism g : AÑ A that satisfies gf “ f one has that g is an isomorphism. Dually, one defines right
minimal morphisms. A morphism f : C Ñ A (resp. f : AÑ C) is a left minimal A-approximation (resp.
right minimal A-approximation) if f is left minimal and is a left A-approximation (resp. right minimal and
is a right A-approximation).
Let X “ tX1, . . . , Xnu be a simple-minded collection in DbpΛq where Λ is an arbitrary finite dimensional k-
algebra. Let extpXkq denote the extension closure of Xk in DbpΛq (i.e. the smallest subcategory of DbpΛq that
contains Xk and is closed under extensions). We define the left mutation of X to be µ`k pX q :“ tX`1 , . . . , Xn` u
where
X`i :“
"
Xkr1s : if i “ k
Conepg`i : Xir´1s Ñ Xk,iq : if i ‰ k
where g`i is a left minimal extpXkq-approximation. It is known that such approximations exist and that µ`k pX q
is a simple-minded collection in DbpΛq (see [36, Section 7.2]). Dually, one defines the right mutation of X ,
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denoted µ´k pX q. The resulting collection µ´k pX q :“ tX´1 , . . . , Xn´ u has objects given by
X´i :“
"
Xkr´1s : if i “ k
Coconepg´i : Xk,i Ñ Xir1sq : if i ‰ k
where g´i is a right minimal extpXkq-approximation. It follows from [36, Proposition 7.6 (a)] that the µ´k µ`k pX q “
X and µ`k µ´k pX q “ X .
Remark 8.5. Let X “ tX1, . . . , Xnu P 2-smcpΛT q. By Lemma 8.3, we have that µ`k pX q P 2-smcpΛT q (resp.
µ´k pX q P 2-smcpΛT q) if and only if Xk is a stalk complex of an indecomposable concentrated in degree 0 (resp.
´1). Using Proposition 6.7, we have that, when performing the mutation µ`k (resp. µ´k ) on X , extpXkq “ addpXkq
(resp. extpXkq “ addpXkr1sq).
Lemma 8.6. Let X “ tX1, . . . , Xnu “ tMpup1qqr1s, . . . ,Mpupn1qqr1su \ tMpvp1qq, . . . ,Mpvpn2qqu P 2-smcpΛT q
and let g`i : Xir´1s Ñ Xk,i and g´i : Xk,i Ñ Xir1s be approximations used in the mutations µ`k pX q and µ´k pX q.
Then if Xk “Mpvpjqq, we have
X`i “ Conepg`i q –
$’’’’’’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’’’’’’%
Mpvpjq Ð vpj1qq : Ext1ΛT pXi, Xkq ‰ 0 and Xi “Mpvpj
1qq where
supppMpvpjqqq X supppMpvpj1qqq “ H,
Mpwq : HomΛT pXir´1s, Xkq ‰ 0 and Xi “Mpupj1qqr1s where
supppMpwqq “ supppMpvpjqqqzsupppMpupj1qqq and
supppMpupj1qqq Ă supppMpvpjqqq,
Mpwqr1s : HomΛT pXir´1s, Xkq ‰ 0 and Xi “Mpupj1qqr1s where
supppMpwqq “ supppMpupj1qqqzsupppMpvpjqqq and
supppMpupjqqq Ă supppMpvpj1qqq,
Xi : otherwise.
If Xk “Mpupjqqr1s, we have
X´i “ Coconepg´i q –
$’’’’’’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’’’’’’%
Mpupj1q Ð upjqqr1s : Ext1ΛT pXk, Xiq ‰ 0 and Xi “Mpupj
1qqr1s where
supppMpupjqqq X supppMpupj1qqq “ H,
Mpwqr1s : HomΛT pXk, Xir1sq ‰ 0 and Xi “Mpvpj1qq where
supppMpwqq “ supppMpupjqqqzsupppMpvpj1qqq and
supppMpvpj1qqq Ă supppMpupjqqq,
Mpwq : HomΛT pXk, Xir1sq ‰ 0 and Xi “Mpvpj1qq where
supppMpwqq “ supppMpvpj1qqqzsupppMpupjqqq and
supppMpupjqqq Ă supppMpvpj1qqq,
Xi : otherwise.
Lemma 8.6 shows how mutation of a 2-term simple-minded collection X of DbpΛT q can be understood com-
binatorially as an operation on admissible curves in SEGpX q. In Figure 21, we illustrate the possible ways that
mutation can effect SEGpX q. Lemma 8.6 also shows that µ`k pX q differs from X by at most three objects.
Proof of Lemma 8.6. It is easy to see that Xk,i is isomorphic to Xk or 0, since g
`
i is a left minimal addpXkq-
approximation. Note that the map g`i defines the triangle Xir´1s
g`iÝÑ Xk,i ÝÑ Conepg`i q ÝÑ Xi in DbpΛT q.
This triangle gives rise to the long exact sequence
0 ÝÑ H´1pConepg`i qq ÝÑ H0pXir´1sq
pg`i q˚ÝÑ H0pXk,iq ÝÑ H0pConepg`i qq ÝÑ H1pXir´1sq ÝÑ 0,
which, by Lemma 8.3, vanishes outside of the terms shown. This sequence becomes
0 ÝÑ H´1pConepg`i qq ÝÑ H´1pXiq
pg`i q˚ÝÑ H0pXk,iq ÝÑ H0pConepg`i qq ÝÑ H0pXiq ÝÑ 0.
Now note that since Xi is a stalk complex concentrated in degree 0 or ´1, we have the following two cases
HomDbpΛT qpXir´1s, Xk,iq “
"
Ext1ΛT pXi, Xk,iq : if H0pXiq “ Xi,
HomΛT pXir´1s, Xk,iq : if H´1pXiq “ Xi.
We first consider the case when H0pXiq “ Xi. By Lemma 6.14, dimkExt1ΛT pXi, Xk,iq ď 1. Suppose that
dimkExt
1
ΛT pXi, Xk,iq “ 0. This means that g`i : Xir´1s Ñ Xk,i is the zero map. Since g`i is a left minimal
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Figure 21. The three types of nontrivial transformations.
morphism, this implies that Xk,i “ 0. Then the long exact sequence implies that H´1pConepg`i qq – H´1pXiq “ 0
and H0pConepg`i qq – H0pXiq “ Xi. Thus we obtain that Conepg`i q – Xi.
Next, suppose that dimkExt
1
ΛT pXi, Xk,iq “ 1. Since g`i is a left minimal morphism, we know that g`i is nonzero
and thus Xk,i “ Xk. Assume Xi is concentrated in degree 0 and write Xk “Mpvpjqq, Xi “Mpvpj1qq. Since X is a
simple-minded collection, HomΛT pMpvpjqq,Mpvpj1qqq “ 0 and HomΛT pMpvpj1qq,Mpvpjqqq “ 0. Thus Theorems 6.8
and 6.9 imply that 0 ÑMpvpjqq ÑMpvpjq Ð vpj1qq ÑMpvpj1qq Ñ 0 is the unique nonsplit extension of Mpvpj1qq
by Mpvpjqq up to equivalence of extensions.
Let MpvpjqqÝÑMpvpjq Ð vpj1qq ÝÑMpvpj1qq ξÝÑMpvpjqqr1s be the triangle in DbpΛT q defined by this nonsplit
extension where ξ is the class of this extension in Ext1ΛT pMpvpj
1qq,Mpvpjqqq. As dimkExt1ΛT pMpvpj
1qq,Mpvpjqqq “
1, we know that ξ ‰ 0. Furthermore, we have that g`i “ c ¨ ξ for some c P kzt0u. Thus we have the following
isomorphism of triangles in DbpΛT q
Mpvpj1qqr´1s ´ξ // Mpvpjqq
p´cq¨1

// Mpvpjq Ð vpj1qq //
–

Mpvpj1qq
Mpvpj1qqr´1s c¨ξ // Mpvpjqq // Conepc ¨ ξq // Mpvpj1qq
This implies that Conepg`i q –Mpvpjq Ð vpj
1qq.
Next, we consider the case when H´1pXiq “ Xi. By Lemma 6.12, dimkHomΛT pXir´1s, Xk,iq ď 1. Suppose
that dimkHomΛT pXir´1s, Xk,iq “ 0. This means that g`i : Xir´1s Ñ Xk,i is the zero map. Since g`i is a left
minimal morphism, this implies that Xk,i “ 0. Then the long exact sequence implies that H´1pConepg`i qq –
H´1pXiq “ Xi and H0pConepg`i qq – H0pXiq “ 0. Thus we obtain that Conepg`i q – Xi.
Now suppose that dimkHomΛT pXir´1s, Xk,iq “ 1. Since g`i is a left minimal morphism, we know that
g`i is nonzero and thus Xk,i “ Xk. Thus if we write Xir´1s “ Mpupj
1qq and Xk “ Mpvpjqq, we have that
supppMpupj1qqq X supppMpvpjqqq ‰ H. Furthermore, since X is a simple-minded collection, we have that
Ext1ΛT pMpupj
1qq,Mpvpjqqq “ Ext1ΛT pXir´1s, Xkq “ HomDbpΛT qpXi, Xkq “ 0.
Thus Theorem 6.9 implies that the segments supjq and svpj1q must share an endpoint. As HomΛT pMpupj
1qq,Mpvpjqqq ‰
0, the two segments must agree along a segment.
We know from Lemma 8.3 that Conepg`i q must be isomorphic in DbpΛT q to either Mpwq or Mpwqr1s for
some Mpwq P indpΛT -modq in order to have µ`k pX q P 2-smcpΛT q. This implies that either kerppg`i q˚q “ 0 or
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cokerppg`i q˚q “ 0. In the former case Conepg`i q –Mpwq where supppMpwqq “ supppMpvpjqqqzsupppMpupj
1qqq. In
the latter case Conepg`i q –Mpwqr1s where supppMpwqq “ supppMpupj
1qqqzsupppMpvpjqqq.
The computation of Coconepg´i q is similar so we omit it. 
8.2. From simple-minded collections to noncrossing tree partitions. In this section, we show how any
2-term simple-minded collection gives rise to a noncrossing tree partition paired with its Kreweras complement.
Using left mutation, we can endow 2-smcpΛT q with a poset structure by regarding it as the transitive closure
of the relation X1 Ì X2 if and only if X2 “ µ`k pX1q for some k P rns. Perhaps surprisingly, this poset can be
understood more globally. In [36, Proposition 7.9] it is shown that the partial order on p2-smcpΛT q,ăq can be
described as follows. If X1 “ tXp1q1 , . . . , Xp1qn u,X2 “ tXp2q1 , . . . , Xp2qn u P 2-smcpΛT q, then
X1 ď X2 if and only if HomDbpΛT qpXp1qi , Xp2qj rmsq “ 0
for any m ă 0 and any i, j P rns. The next proposition shows that the poset p2-smcpΛT q,ăq has an even richer
structure.
Proposition 8.7. The poset p2-smcpΛT q,ăq is a finite lattice whose unique minimal (resp. maximal) element is
tMpiq : i P pQT q0u (resp. tMpiqr1s : i P pQT q0u).
Proof. We will show that p2-smcpΛT q,ăq is isomorphic to the lattice of torsion-free classes torsfpΛT q. The lattice
torsfpΛT q is finite since ΛT is representation-finite.
By [32, Theorem 3.1] and [55, Proposition 2.3], the poset torsfpΛT q is isomorphic to the poset of bounded
t-structures pCď01 , Cě01 q on DbpΛT q that satisfy Cď0r1s Ă Cď01 Ă Cď0 or equivalently, Cě0r1s Ă Cě01 Ă Cě0 where
Cď0 :“ tX P DbpΛT q : HipXq “ 0 for i ą 0u and Cě0 :“ tX P DbpΛT q : HipXq “ 0 for i ď ´1u.
In the latter poset, bounded t-structures are partially ordered by inclusion:
pCď01 , Cě01 q ď pCď02 , Cě02 q if and only if Cě01 Ă Cě02 , or equivalently, Cď01 Ą Cď02
The isomorphism sends a torsion-free class F and its corresponding torsion class T to the bounded t-structure
pC1ď0, C1ě0q where
Cď01 :“ tX P DbpΛT q : HipXq “ 0 for i ą 0, H0pXq P T u
and
Cě01 :“ tX P DbpΛT q : HipXq “ 0 for i ă ´1, H´1pXq P Fu.
Now, by [9, Corollary 4.3] and the remarks following its proof, this poset of bounded t-structures is isomorphic
to p2-smcpΛT q,ăq.
Remark 8.5 shows that the unique minimal (resp. maximal) element of p2-smcpΛT q,ăq is tMpiq : i P pQT q0u
(resp. tMpiqr1s : i P pQT q0u). 
Proposition 8.8. Let X P 2-smcpΛT q. The graph SEGpX q is a noncrossing tree (i.e. any two admissible curves
in SEGpX q are noncrossing in the sense of Lemma 5.1).
Proof. It is clear that SEGptMpiq : i P pQT q0uq is a noncrossing tree. By Proposition 8.7, for any X P 2-smcpΛT q
there exists a sequence of left mutations such that X “ µ`ik ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ µ`i1ptMpiq : i P pQT q0uq. By Lemma 8.6, we
have that if X2 “ µ`k pX1q and SEGpX1q is a tree, then SEGpX2q is a tree.
It remains to prove that if X2 “ µ`k pX1q where X1,X2 P 2-smcpΛT q and SEGpX1q “ tγ1, . . . , γnu is noncrossing,
then SEGpX2q “ tγ`1 , . . . , γn` u is noncrossing. It is clear that the admissible curves in SEGpX1qzSEGpX2q are
noncrossing. Write X1 “ tX1, . . . , Xnu, SegpX1q “ ts1, . . . , snu, and SegpX2q “ ts`1 , . . . , sn` u. Without loss of
generality, we can assume k “ 1 and then X2 “ tX1r1s, X`2 , . . . , Xn` u. By Lemma 8.6, X2 differs from X1 in at most
three objects. This implies that, without loss of generality, X`i “ Xi if i R t1, 2, 3u. Furthermore, the description
of mutation in Lemma 8.6 shows that the admissible curves in SEGpX2qzSEGpX1q are noncrossing. Thus it
suffices to show any admissible curve from SEGpX2qzSEGpX1q and any admissible curve from SEGpX1qzSEGpX2q
are noncrossing. Note that from our interpretation of mutation in terms of admissible curves (see Figure 21), we
see that there is no curve in SEGpX2qzSEGpX1q that crosses one from SEGpX1qzSEGpX2q in the sense that the
two have a common endpoint zpw,F q for some corner pw,F q of T .
Next, we show that if γ`` ‰ γ` P SEGpX2qzSEGpX1q, then γ`` and any γ`i “ γi P SEGpX1qzSEGpX2q are
noncrossing. Write s`` “ swp`,`q and si “ swpiq for some strings wp`,`q and wpiq in ΛT . Let sw “ ra, bs be the
unique maximal string along which swp`,`q and swpiq agree and orient γ
`
` and γi from a to b.
Assume swp`,`q and swpiq share an endpoint and that a is the shared endpoint. In this situation, one of γ
`
` and
γi is red-admissible and the other is green-admissible. We assume γ
`
` is green-admissible and γi is red-admissible,
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and the following argument can be adapted to the case where γ`` is red-admissible and γi is green-admissible.
Since X2 is a simple-minded collection, Definition 8.2 i) implies that
HomΛT pMpwp`,`qq,Mpwpiqqq “ HomDbpΛT qpMpwp`,`qq,Mpwpiqqr1sr´1sq “ 0
and so by Lemma 6.13, there is a nonzero morphism f : Mpwpiqq Ñ Mpwp`,`qq. Thus wpiq “ w Ñ upiq and
wp`,`q “ w Ð up`q for some strings upiq and up`q in ΛT , one of which may be empty. This implies that γ`` turns
left at b or γi turns right at b. By Lemma 5.1 (c) (with γ
`
` playing the role of γ), we have that γ
`
` and γi are
noncrossing.
Now suppose that swp`,`q and swpiq do not share an endpoint. Assume that γ
`
` is green-admissible and γi
is red-admissible. The following argument can be adapted to the case when γ`` is red-admissible and γi is
green-admissible. Then since X2 is a simple-minded collection, Definition 8.2 ii) implies that
Ext1ΛT pMpwp`,`qq,Mpwpiqqq “ HomDbpΛT qpMpwp`,`qq,Mpwpiqqr1sq “ 0.
By Theorem 6.9 and the structure of QT , we have that one the following holds:
a) wpiq “ upi,1q Ð w Ð upi,2q and wp`,`q “ vp`,1q αÑ w αÑ vp`,2q where upi,1q and upi,2q are nonempty strings
and vp`,1q and vp`,2q may be empty strings,
b) wpiq “ upi,1q Ð w and wp`,`q “ vp`,1q αÑ w βÑ vp`,2q where upi,1q and vp`,2q are nonempty strings and vp`,1q
may be an empty string,
c) wpiq “ w Ð upi,2q and wp`,`q “ vp`,1q βÑ w αÑ vp`,2q where upi,1q and vp`,1q are nonempty strings and vp`,2q
may be an empty string,
a1) wpiq “ upi,1q Ñ w Ñ upi,2q and wp`,`q “ vp`,1q αÐ w αÐ vp`,2q where upi,1q and upi,2q are nonempty strings
and vp`,1q and vp`,2q may be empty strings,
b1) wpiq “ upi,1q Ñ w and wp`,`q “ vp`,1q αÐ w βÐ vp`,2q where upi,1q and vp`,2q are nonempty strings and vp`,1q
may be an empty string, or
c1) wpiq “ w Ñ upi,2q and wp`,`q “ vp`,1q βÐ w αÐ vp`,2q where upi,2q and vp`,1q are nonempty strings and vp`,2q
are may be an empty string.
Here the orientation of the arrows labeled β is determined by the fact that Ext1ΛT pMpwp`,`qq,Mpwpiqqq “ 0,
while the orientation of the arrows labeled α is determined by the structure of QT . Note that we cannot have
wpiq “ upi,1q Ñ w Ð upi,2q for some nonempty strings upi,1q and upi,2q, otherwise the structure of QT implies that
HomDbpΛT qpMpwp`,`qq,Mpwpiqqr1sr´1sq “ HomΛT pMpwp`,`qq,Mpwpiqqq ‰ 0,
and this contradicts that X2 is a simple-minded collection. Using Lemma 5.1, it is straightforward to verify that
in each of these cases the admissible curves γ`2 and γi are noncrossing.
Finally, assume swp2,`q and swpiq do not share an endpoint and γ
`
2 and γi are of the same color. As X2 is a
simple-minded collection, we know that HomΛT pMpwpiqq,Mpwp2,`qqq “ 0. Thus Ext1ΛT pMpwp2,`qq,Mpwpiqqq “ 0
by Theorem 6.9. We obtain the same family of cases as in the previous paragraph and, as above, it is routine to
verify from these that γ`2 and γi are noncrossing. 
Proposition 8.9. Let X P 2-smcpΛT q. There exists BX “ pB1, . . . , Bkq P NCPpT q with Kreweras complement
KrpBX q “ pB11, . . . , B 1`q such that
i) Seg´1pX q “ Ůki“1 SegpBiq
ii) Seg0pX q “ Ů`i“1 SegpB1iq.
Proof. i) Write SEG´1pX q “ Ůki“1 SEG´1i pX q where each SEG´1i pX q is a connected component of SEG´1pX q.
Also, let Seg´1i pX q denote the set of segments defined by SEG´1i pX q.
We claim that any two segments in Seg´1i pX q either have no common vertices or they agree only at an endpoint
of each. Since HomDbpΛT qpXs, Xtq “ 0 for any objects in X and since any SEG´1i pX q is connected, Lemma 6.13
implies that there are no segments in Seg´1i pX q that share an endpoint and agree along a segment.
Suppose that s1, s2 P Seg´1i pX q agree along a segment, but have no common endpoints. Let γ1 and γ2 be
the edges of SEG´1i pX q whose segments are s1 and s2, respectively. Since SEG´1i pX q is a tree, let pγp1q, . . . , γprqq
with γpjq P SEG´1i pX q denote the unique sequence of edges connecting an endpoint of s1 to an endpoint of s2.
Let psp1q, . . . , sprqq with spjq P Seg´1i pX q denote the sequence of segments defined by pγp1q, . . . , γprqq. We assume
sp1q (resp. sprq) agrees with s1 (resp. s2) at an endpoint, and, by the previous paragraph, we can assume that
spjq and spj`1q agree only at endpoints for each j. Now from the structure of T , we have that sp1q agrees with s1
along a segment or sprq agrees with s2 along a segment. In either situation we reach a contradiction.
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We now have that each Seg´1i pX q is an inclusion-minimal set of segments. Since SEG´1i pX q is a connected
component of SEG´1pX q, we observe that Seg´1i pX q is segment-connected. Thus for each i P rks, we define
Bi :“ tv P T : v is an endpoint of some segment in Seg´1i pX qu,
and we obtain that Seg´1i pX q “ SegpBiq. By Proposition 8.8, this implies that BX :“ pB1, . . . , Bkq P NCPpT q.
The proof of ii) is similar so we omit it. We remark that the noncrossing tree partition corresponding to
SEG0pX q “ Ů`i“1 SEG0i pX q is defined as B1 :“ pB11, . . . , B 1`q where
B1i :“ tv P T : v is an endpoint of some segment in Seg0i pX qu.
Lastly, we know that SEGpX q is a noncrossing tree by Proposition 8.8. Furthermore, we have that the green
segments in Seg´1pX q “ Ůki“1 SegpBiq and the red segments in Seg0pX q “ Ů`i“1 SegpB1iq define a red-green tree.
Thus Corollary 5.11 implies that B1 “ KrpBX q. 
8.3. From noncrossing tree partitions to simple-minded collections. In this section, we present three
lemmas whose combined result shows that the image of the map θ, as defined in Theorem 8.4, lies in 2-smcpΛT q.
Lemma 8.10. Let pB,KrpBqq P NCPpT q2 and let Mpuq (resp. Mpvq) be an indecomposable ΛT -module whose
corresponding segment appears in SegpBq for some block B of B (resp. of KrpBq). Then
p1q HomDbpΛT qpMpuqr1s,Mpvqrksq “ 0 for any k ď 0,p2q HomDbpΛT qpMpvq,Mpuqr1srksq “ 0 for any k ď 0.
Proof. For each part, we assume that B is not the top or bottom element of NCPpT q, otherwise the statements
hold vacuously. In each part, whenever we assume that su “ ry1, y2s and sv “ rx1, x2s agree along a segment, we
let sw “ ra, bs denote the unique maximal segment along which they agree. Furthermore, we let γu and γv be
admissible curves for su and sv, respectively, that witness the fact that su P SegpBq for some block B of B and
sv P SegpB1q for some block B1 of KrpBq, and orient this curves from a to b.
(1) We have that HomDbpΛT qpMpuqr1s,Mpvqrksq “ Extk´1ΛT pMpuq,Mpvqq “ 0, since k ´ 1 ď ´1.
(2) Since HomDbpΛT qpMpvq,Mpuqr1srksq “ Extk`1ΛT pMpvq,Mpuqq “ 0 for k ď ´2, it is enough to show that
HomΛT pMpvq,Mpuqq “ 0 and Ext1ΛT pMpvq,Mpuqq “ 0.
We first show that HomΛT pMpvq,Mpuqq “ 0. Suppose that sv and su have no common endpoints. We claim
that ν :“ ttx1, x2u, ty1, y2u, tiu : i P V oztx1, x2, y1, y2uu is a noncrossing tree partition. Since γv and γu do not
cross and since sv and su have no common endpoints, we can replace γv with a red-admissible curve γ
1
v representing
sv that does not cross γu. Thus ν P NCPpT q. Now by Lemma 6.24, we have that HomΛT pMpvq,Mpuqq “ 0.
Now suppose the segments su and sv share an endpoint. Since su P SegpBq for some block B of B and
sv P SegpB1q for some block B1 of KrpBq, they are distinct and thus share exactly one endpoint. We can assume
that su and sv agree along some segment, otherwise we are done. Since su and sv agree along sw, we must have
that v “ v1 Ø w and u “ u1 Ø w for some strings u1 and v1 in ΛT , at least one of which is nonempty. Assume a
is the common endpoint of su and sv. By Lemma 5.1 (3), with sw “ ra, bs playing the role of t and γv playing
the role of γ, we have that γv either turns left at b or γu turns right at b. Thus either v “ v1 Ñ w and u “ w or
v “ w or uÐ w. This implies that HomΛT pMpvq,Mpuqq “ 0.
Lastly, we show that Ext1ΛT pMpvq,Mpuqq “ 0. By Proposition 6.6, we can restrict to the situation where su
and sv have at least one common vertex of T . By Proposition 6.7, we can assume that if su and sv have only one
vertex in common, then that vertex is an endpoint of each.
Assume su and sv agree only at an endpoint. By Lemma 6.8, Ext
1
ΛT pMpvq,Mpuqq ‰ 0 if and only if there
exists an arrow α P pQT q1 such that the string pu ÐÑ vq “ pu αÐÝ vq. Since su P B P B and sv P B1 P KrpBq,
any admissible curve γu (resp. γv) leaves its endpoints from their right (resp. left). Thus the existence of such
an arrow α P pQT q1 implies that γu and γv leave their common endpoint from a common corner of T , and such
a configuration is not allowed.
Now assume su and sv agree along a segment, but they have no common endpoints. Now we can write
u “ up1q Ø w Ø up2q and v “ vp1q Ø w Ø vp2q for some strings up1q, up2q, vp1q, and vp2q in ΛT where
i) up1q and up2q are nonempty or
ii) vp1q and vp2q are nonempty or
iii) up1q and vp2q are nonempty and up2q and vp1q are empty or
iv) vp1q and up2q are nonempty and up1q and vp2q are empty.
Suppose we are in case i). Since su and sv are noncrossing and since u
p1q and up2q are nonempty, we have
from Lemma 5.1 (1) (with sw playing the role of t) that γu either turns left at a and b or turns right at a and b.
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Thus u “ up1q Ð w Ð up2q or u “ up1q Ñ w Ñ up2q. By Theorem 6.9, we have that Ext1ΛT pMpvq,Mpuqq “ 0. In
case ii), the analogous arguments shows that v “ vp1q Ð w Ð vp2q or v “ vp1q Ñ w Ñ vp2q. Thus Theorem 6.9
implies that Ext1ΛT pMpvq,Mpuqq “ 0
Suppose we are in case iii). We have from Lemma 5.1 (2) (with sw playing the role of t, γv playing the role of
γ, and γu playing the role of γ
1) that either γv turns left at b and γu turns right at a or γv turns right at b and
γu turns left at a. This implies that either u “ up1q Ð w and v “ w Ñ vp2q or u “ up1q Ñ w and v “ w Ð vp2q.
By Theorem 6.9, we have that Ext1ΛT pMpvq,Mpuqq “ 0. The analogous argument can be used in case iv). 
Lemma 8.11. Let pB,KrpBqq P NCPpT q2. Then the objects
tMpuqr1s : su P SegpBq where B P Bu \ tMpvq : sv P SegpB1q where B1 P KrpBqu Ă DbpΛT q
form a thick subcategory of DbpΛT q.
Proof. Let T denote the smallest triangulated category that contains the objects in the statement of the lemma
and that is closed under taking summands of its objects. Note that Mpuq P T for each u P SegpBq where B P B
because T is closed under taking shifts of objects. Since tMpiq : i P pQT q0u is a simple-minded collection, it is
enough to show that every indecomposable ΛT -module belongs to T . To do so, we use what we call admissible
sequences of segments.
We say psup1q , . . . , supkqq is an admissible sequence of segments for s “ ra, bs if the following hold:
i) Mpupiqq P T for each i P rks,
ii) si´1 and si are segments that share an endpoint,
iii) vertex a (resp. b) is an endpoint of s1 (resp. sk).
Observe that every segment s “ ra, bs has an admissible sequence of segments psup1q , . . . , supkqq of length at most n
given by the sequence of segments connecting a and b in the red-green tree defined by pB,KrpBqq. We also remark
that since s “ ra, bs is a segment, we know that the vertices a1 and b1 of T that are the endpoints shared by supiq
and supi`1q and by supjq and supj`1q , respectively, for i ą 1, j ă k, and i ă j define a segment ra1, b1s P SegpT q. We
prove that if every su P SegpT q with an admissible sequence psup1q , . . . , supkqq has the property that Mpuq P T ,
then every sv P SegpT q with an admissible sequence psvp1q , . . . , svpk`1qq has Mpvq P T . If su P SegpT q has an
admissible sequence psup1qq, then su “ sup1q and so Mpuq P T .
Now assume that every su P SegpT q with an admissible sequence psup1q , . . . , supkqq has the property that
Mpuq P T . Let sv “ ra, bs P SegpT q be any segment and let psvp1q , . . . , svpk`1qq be an admissible sequence for sv.
Observe that in psvp1q , . . . , svpk`1qq there exists i P rks such that, without loss of generality, svpiq and svpi`1q are
distinct segments that satisfy one of the following
‚ supppMpvpiqqq X supppMpvpi`1qqq “ H or
‚ supppMpvpiqqq X supppMpvpi`1qqq ‰ H.
Suppose that supppMpvpiqqqXsupppMpvpi`1qqq “ H. Note that svpiq and svpi`1q agree only at an endpoint. By
the properties of admissible sequences, this implies that svpiq ˝ svpi`1q P SegpT q. Now we have that up to reversing
the roles of vpiq and vpi`1q, there is a nonsplit extension 0 Ñ Mpvpiqq Ñ Mpvpiq Ð vpi`1qq Ñ Mpvpi`1qq Ñ 0.
This means there is a triangle in DbpΛT q given by Mpvpiqq Ñ Mpvpiq Ð vpi`1qq Ñ Mpvpi`1qq Ñ Mpvpiqqr1s so
Mpvpiq Ð vpi`1qq P T . We obtain an admissible sequence psvp1q , . . . , svpi´1q , spvpiqÐvpi`1qq, svpi`2q , . . . , svpk`1qq for
sv of length k. By induction, we obtain that Mpvq P T .
Now suppose that supppMpvpiqqq X supppMpvpi`1qqq ‰ H. Since svpiq and svpi`1q share an endpoint, it is easy
to see that there is nonzero morphism f : Mpvpiqq ÑMpvpi`1qq or a nonzero morphism f : Mpvpi`1qq ÑMpvpiqq.
Without loss of generality, we assume the former. We obtain a triangle inDbpΛT q given byMpvpiqq fÑMpvpi`1qq Ñ
Conepfq ÑMpvpiqqr1s whose long exact sequence reduces to the following exact sequence
0 ÝÑ H´1pConepfqq
–kerpfq
ÝÑ H0pMpvpiqqq fÝÑ H0pMpvpi`1qqq ÝÑ H0pConepfqq
–cokerpfq
ÝÑ 0.
We now have that Conepfq “ Mpwp1qqr1s ‘Mpwp2qq where supppMpwp1qqq “ supppMpvpiqqqzsupppMpvpi`1qqq
and supppMpwp2qqq “ supppMpvpi`1qqqzsupppMpvpiqqq. If supppMpwp1qqq “ H (resp. supppMpwp2qqq “ H),
one checks that psvp1q , . . . , svpi´1q , swp2q , svpi`2q , . . . , svpk`1qq (resp. psvp1q , . . . , svpi´1q , swp1q , svpi`2q , . . . , svpk`1qq) is an
admissible sequence for sv of length k. By induction, we obtain that Mpvq P T .
Finally, suppose that both supppMpwp1qqq ‰ H and supppMpwp2qqq ‰ H. Since T is closed under taking
summands of its objects, we have that Mpwp1qq,Mpwp2qq P T . From the properties of admissible sequences, we
have that the vertices a1 and b1 of T that are the endpoints shared by svpi´1q and svpiq and by svpi`1q and supi`2q ,
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Figure 22. The c-matrices of Q “ 2 Ð 1 and the corresponding noncrossing tree partitions
with their Kreweras complements.
respectively, define a segment ra1, b1s P SegpT q. This implies that swp1q ˝ swp2q P SegpT q. Thus, up to reversing
the roles of wp1q and wp2q, there is a nonsplit extension 0 Ñ Mpwp1qq Ñ Mpwp1q Ð wp2qq Ñ Mpwp2qq Ñ 0. This
extension defines a triangle in DbpΛT q given by Mpwp1qq Ñ Mpwp1q Ð wp2qq Ñ Mpwp2qq Ñ Mpwp1qqr1s. Thus
Mpwp1q Ð wp2qq P T . We obtain an admissible sequence psvp1q , . . . , svpi´1q , swp1qÐwp2q , svpi`2q , . . . , svpk`1qq for sv
of length k. By induction, we obtain that Mpvq P T . 
9. Classification of c-matrices
We now apply our work to obtain a combinatorial classification of the c-matrices of quivers QT (see Sec-
tion 2.1) where the internal vertices of T are all of degree 3. By [41], the vertices of the oriented exchange graph
of QT index the clusters in the cluster algebra [26] defined by QT . The c-matrices [27] of a quiver Q are related to
noncrossing partitions of finite Coxeter groups [47] and many important objects in representation theory [9]. In
[9], the c-matrices of quivers were interpreted representation theoretically as certain simple-minded collections in
the bounded derived category of a finite dimensional algebra Λ. Our result is that c-matrices of QT are classified
by noncrossing tree partitions of T paired with their Kreweras complement.
Theorem 9.1. Assume that T is a tree whose internal vertices are of degree 3.
(1) The map ϕ : SegpT q Ñ c-vec(Q)` defined by s ÞÑ pa1, . . . , anq P Zně0, where ai :“ 1 if the edge
corresponding to vertex i of QT appears in s and ai :“ 0 otherwise, is a bijection.
(2) The map tpB,KrpBqquBPNCPpT q Ñ c-mat(Q) defined by sending pB,KrpBqq to the c-matrix C whose
negative c-vectors are t´ϕpsq : s P SegpBq where B P Bu and whose positive c-vectors are tϕpsq : s P
SegpB1q where B1 P KrpBqu is a bijection (see Figure 22).
Proof. (1) By Corollary 6.5, there is a bijection between segments of T and the indecomposable modules of ΛT .
This bijection sends a segment s to a string module Mpwq of ΛT where w “ w1 Ø ¨ ¨ ¨ Ø wk has the property that
each wi corresponds to an edge of T whose vertices both appear in s. Now consider the map dim : ΛT -mod Ñ Zně0.
By [16, Theorem 6], the restriction dim : indpΛT q Ñ c-vecpQq` is a bijection. As the composition s ÞÑ dimpMpwqq
agrees with the map in the assertion, this completes the proof.
(2) By Theorem 8.4, there is a bijective map
pB,KrpBqq θÞÝÑ tMpuqr1s : su P SegpBq where B P Bu \ tMpvq : sv P SegpB1q where B1 P KrpBqu
where the latter belongs to 2-smcpΛT q. Define a map Φ : 2-smcpΛT q Ñ c-matpQq by
tX1, . . . , Xnu ÞÑ tdimpX1q, . . . ,dimpXnqu
where dim : DbpΛT q Ñ Zn is defined as dimpXiq :“ řjPZp´1qjdimpXji q. The latter map was shown to be a
bijection in [9]. Using the proof of (1), we see that
pB,KrpBqq Φ˝θÞÝÑ t´ϕpsuq : su P SegpBq where B P Bu \ tϕpsvq : sv P SegpB1q where B1 P KrpBqu
and the result follows. 
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